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Abstract
We present the activities of the ‘New Physics’ working group for the ‘Physics at TeV Colliders’
workshop (Les Houches, France, 1–19 June, 2015). Our report includes new physics studies
connected with the Higgs boson and its properties, direct search strategies, reinterpretation of
the LHC results in the building of viable models and new computational tool developments.
Important signatures for searches for natural new physics at the LHC and new assessments of
the interplay between direct dark matter searches and the LHC are also considered.
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Introduction
G. Brooijmans, C. Delaunay, A. Delgado, C. Englert, A. Falkowski, B. Fuks, S. Nikitenko
and S. Sekmen
This document is the report of the New Physics session of the 2015 Les Houches Work-
shop ‘Physics at TeV Colliders’. The workshop brought together theorists and experimenters
who discussed a significant number of novel ideas related to Higgs and beyond the Standard
Model physics. New computational methods and techniques were considered, with the aim of
improving the technology available for theoretical, phenomenological and experimental new
physics studies. More precisely, one set of studies undertaken during the workshop concerns
investigations associated with specific new physics models either constructed from a top-down
approach or built following a bottom-up path. A second set of studies is connected to the Higgs
boson discovered a few years ago. Its properties are now measured with increasing accuracy
at the LHC, constraining the contruction of any realistic new physics theory correspondingly.
Finally, detector fast simulator and recasting techniques are the subject of a third series of con-
tributions, including details on the way experimental information could be presented, together
with the introduction of new developments of a package dedicated to a generic way to constrain
effective field theories.
In the first section of these proceedings, in a first instance the phenomenological prop-
erties of models constructed on the basis of extensions of the Standard Model symmetries are
considered. The LHC sensitivity to a four-jet signature of a sgluon particle that arises, for in-
stance, in non-minimal supersymmetric models, is estimated, and the LHC Run–I constraints
on Pati-Salam-inspired supersymmetric theories where the lightest new physics particle is a
sneutrino are derived. In addition, simplified models are examined as they represent efficient
handles on new physics. Dark matter-related constructions are studied via their monojet, mono-
higgs and tt¯ plus missing energy signatures. A new approach for tagging dijet resonances is
also proposed, and an overview is given of of the diboson excesses observed by the LHC ex-
periments and their potential implications. Finally, a broader classification of vector-like quark
signatures is built, since such particles appear in many extensions of the Standard Model.
The second section of this document is dedicated to new physics studies linked to the
Higgs boson. Two contributions focus on the effective field theory approach to study deviations
from the Standard Model. They first address precision predictions for Higgs-boson production
via gluon fusion and second underline the uncertainties related to any possible measurement of
the effective Wilson coefficients. Another study focuses on new physics contributions to Higgs-
pair production and show the effects of new particles on the corresponding cross section and
differential distributions. This includes a first calculation of the next-to-leading order correc-
tions in QCD to several channels. Complete models, such as the Two-Higgs-Doublet-Models,
have are moreover considered from the viewpoint of the most recent LHC constraints. Dipho-
ton and diboson probes of non-minimal Higgs weak isospin representations are discussed in
another contribution, and multi-dimensional matrix element techniques have been developed in
order to get new handles on Higgs anomalous interactions.
Finally, the third section presents progress specific to software tools and methods that
are crucial for any new physics investigation. A first contribution addresses the development
of a super-fast simulation of the response of an LHC-like detector such as ATLAS or CMS;
6
the second includes a first proposal on the way experimental analyses could be released to be
used in a more efficient way by the community, and a last contribution focuses on a platform
dedicated to Higgs effective field theories and how to relate existing constraints to effective
operator basis choices.
The meeting in Les Houches has fostered a large number of discussions between theorists
and experimenters. In-depth studies could however only be completed for several of the gen-
erated ideas on the required timescale. It is clear that even those that could not converge to a
written contribution have paid off through the breadth of searches conducted by experimenters
and the understanding of the conditions imposed on an experiment by the theory community.
We expect that many more future results will benefit from the discussions held at the workshop.
7
New physics
Contribution 1
Dijet resonance discrimination at LHC
R.S. Chivukula, P. Ittisamai, K. Mohan and E.H. Simmons
Abstract
The LHC is actively searching for narrow dijet resonances correspond-
ing to physics beyond the Standard Model, including colored vector
bosons, scalars, and fermions. A dimensionless “color discriminant
variable”, Dcol can distinguish among various dijet resonances. Here,
we summarize two extensions of the color discriminant variable tech-
nique first presented in [1].
1 INTRODUCTION
The LHC is actively searching for narrow dijet resonances corresponding to physics beyond the
Standard Model, including colored vector bosons, scalars, and fermions. Most recently, ATLAS
has set a lower bound on the mass of a leptophobic Z ′ boson of 1.5 TeV [2], and CMS has set
lower bounds on the masses of color-triplet scalar diquarks and colorons of 6 TeV and 5.1 TeV,
respectively [3].
When the LHC discovers a new dijet resonance, it will be crucial to determine the spin,
color, and other properties of the resonance in order to understand what kind of BSM context
it represents. We have previously shown that a dimensionless “color discriminant variable”,
Dcol can distinguish among various dijet resonances. The variable is constructed from the dijet
cross-section for the resonance (σjj), its mass (M ), and its total decay width (Γ), observables
that will be available from the dijet channel measurements of the resonance:
Dcol ≡ M
3
Γ
σjj . (1)
For a narrow-width resonance, the color discriminant variable is independent of the resonance’s
overall coupling strength. We have applied the color discriminant variable technique both to
flavor universal vector resonances with identical couplings to all quarks [4] and also to more
generic flavor non-universal vector resonances [5] whose couplings to quarks vary by electric
charge, chirality, or generation. In the latter case, combining the color discriminant variable
with information from resonance decays to heavy top (tt¯) or bottom (bb¯) flavors still enables
one to determine what type of resonance has been discovered. We have also shown [6] that the
method can be used to separate fermionic or scalar dijet resonances from vector states.
Here, we summarize two further extensions of the color discriminant variable technique
first presented in [1]. First, the theoretical calculation of the variable has been generalized to
show its broader applicability and its relationship to the properties of the partons involved in
production and decay of a narrow resonance. Second, it has been demonstrated that Dcol can
distinguish a color-triplet or color-sextet scalar diquark (a weak-singlet state coupling to two
quarks) from weak-singlet vector dijet resonances that couple to a quark/anti-quark pair, such
as a coloron (color-octet) or Z ′ (color-singlet).
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2 THE RESONANCES
2.1 Scalar Diquarks
The diquarks we consider are weak-singlet scalar resonances coupling to two quarks; references
to the literature on these states are given in [1]. Note that the canonical benchmark diquarks
considered by CMS [3, 7] are color triplets. In the absence of flavor symmetries [8, 9], there
would be strong constraints on the couplings of these particles [10]. We avoid this by assigning
appropriate flavor quantum-numbers [8] to the specific color-triplet or color-sextet states as dis-
cussed in [9]; essentially, one has a full mass-degenerate flavor multiplet of any of the particles
present.
To start, let us use the classification system from [9] to describe the possible weak-singlet,
color-triplet diquarks associated with a weak doublet quark field (QL) and weak singlet quark
fields (uR and dR) of any generation. Since the color-triplet state of two quarks will be anti-
symmetric in color and in Lorentz spinor indices, it must also be anti-symmetric under the
combination of flavor and SU(2) indices. The two states most readily produced at LHC [1] are
[a] a weak-singlet, charge 1/3 diquark: the uLdL ≡ ω3 state, and [b] a charge 1/3 diquark: the
uRdR ≡ ω˜3 state. Following the notation in [11], we write the interactions of these diquark
states with quarks as
L = 2
√
2
(
K¯3
)ab
c
[
λωω
c
3u¯Lad
C
Rb + λω˜ω˜
c
3u¯Rad
C
Lb
]
+ h.c. , (2)
where a, b and c are color (triplet) indices, K¯3 is the color Clebsch-Gordan coefficient connect-
ing [11] two triplets to an anti-triplet (related to abc), and λω,ω˜ are unknown coupling constants.
As the forms of the decay width and production cross-section for these two states turn out to be
identical, we will show results only for the ω3 state.
We can similarly enumerate the possible color sextet scalar diquark states. Because the
color-sextet state is symmetric in color and anti-symmetric in Lorentz spinor indices, it must
be symmetric under the combination of flavor and SU(2) indices. Accordingly, as discussed
in [1], the most relevant states for our analysis of LHC phenomenology are [a] a weak-singlet,
charge 1/3 diquark: δ6 ≡ (uLsL − cLdL), [b] a charge 1/3 diquark: ∆6 ≡ uRdR, [c] a charge
4/3 diquark: Φ6 ≡ uRuR, and [d] a charge -2/3 diquark: φ6 ≡ dRdR. We may denote [11] the
corresponding interactions between the diquarks and light-generation fermions as
L = 2
√
2(K¯6)
ab
γ
[
λδδ
γ
6 (u¯Las
C
Rb − c¯LadCRb) + λΦΦγ6 u¯RauLb + λφφγ6 d¯RadLb + λ∆∆γ6 u¯RadLb
]
+h.c. ,
(3)
where a, b are triplet color indices and γ is a sextet color index, K¯6 is the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient connecting two SU(3) triplets to a sextet, and λδ,Φ,φ,∆ are unknown couplings.
2.2 Vector Bosons
A color-octet vector boson (coloron) arises from extending the gauge group of the strong sector;
Likewise, an electrically neutral color-singlet vector boson (Z ′) often originates from extending
the electroweak U(1) or SU(2) gauge group. Ref. [1] provides references to the many coloron
and Z ′ models and analyses in the literature. While a typical Z ′ couples to leptons as well as
quarks, it is possible (see, e.g., [12]) to have a “leptophobic” Z ′ that does not decay to charged
leptons and would appear experimentally as a dijet final state.
A coloron (C) or a Z ′ manifesting as a dijet resonance is produced at hadron colliders via
10
quark-antiquark annihilation. The interaction of a C with the SM quarks qi is described by
LC = igQCDCaµ
∑
i=u,d,c,s,t,b
q¯iγ
µta
(
giCLPL + g
i
CR
PR
)
qi, (4)
where ta is an SU(3) generator, while giCL and g
i
CR
denote left and right chiral coupling strengths
(relative to the strong coupling gQCD) of the color-octet to the SM quarks. The projection
operators have the form PL,R = (1∓ γ5)/2. Similarly, the interactions of a leptophobic Z ′ with
the SM quarks are given by
LZ′ = igwZ ′µ
∑
i=u,d,c,s,t,b
q¯iγ
µ
(
giZ′LPL + g
i
Z′R
PR
)
qi, (5)
where giZ′L and g
i
Z′R
denote left and right chiral coupling strengths of the leptophobic Z ′ to the
SM quarks, relative to the weak coupling gw = e/ sin θW . This analysis only includes vector
resonances with flavor-universal couplings to quarks.
3 GENERALIZING THE COLOR DISCRIMINANT VARIABLE
Here, we summarize a more general formulation of Dcol, drawing on Ref. [7] and use it to
evaluate Dcol for various diquark states.
A scalar or vector resonance coupled to quarks in the standard model can be abundantly
produced at a hadron collider of sufficient energy. Then it decays to a final state of simple
topology: a pair of jets (including b-jets) or top quarks, both of which are highly energetic
and clustered in the central region of the detector. In a large data sample, a resonance with
a relatively small width will appear as a distinct bump over a large, but exponentially falling,
multijet background. These features make the hadronic decay channels favorable for discovery.
Searches for new particles currently being conducted at the LHC are focused on reso-
nances having a narrow width. So one can expect that if a new dijet resonance is discovered, the
dijet cross section, mass, and width of the resonance will be measured. These three observables
are exactly what is needed to construct the color discriminant variable [4], as defined in (1) that
can distinguish between resonances of differing color charges.
There is a particular formulation of the tree-level s-channel resonance cross section that
makes the properties of the color-discriminant variable more transparent and makes Dcol easier
to calculate for diverse types of resonances. Following Eq. (44) of [7], the spin- and color-
averaged partonic tree-level s-channel cross section for the process i + k → R → x + y is
written
σˆik→R→xy(sˆ) = 16pi · N · (1 + δik) · Γ(R→ ik) · Γ(R→ xy)
(sˆ−m2R)2 +m2RΓ2R
, (6)
where (1 + δik) accounts for the possibility of identical incoming partons. The factor N is a
ratio of spin and color counting factors
N = NSR
NSiNSk
· CR
CiCk
, (7)
where NS and C count the number of spin- and color-states for initial state partons i and k. In
the narrow-width approximation, we also have
1
(sˆ−m2R)2 +m2RΓ2R
≈ pi
mRΓR
δ(sˆ−m2R) . (8)
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Integrating over parton densities, and summing over incoming partons, as well as the
outgoing partons that produce hadronic jets (jj), we then find the tree-level hadronic cross
section to be
σR = 16pi
2 · N · ΓR
mR
·
(∑
xy=jj
BR(R→ xy)
)(∑
ik
(1 + δik)BR(R→ ik)
[
1
s
dLik
dτ
]
τ=
m2
R
s
)
,
(9)
where the parton luminosity function τdL/dτ for production of the vector resonance with mass
MR via collisions of partons i and k at the center-of-mass energy squared s, is defined by
τ
[
dLik
dτ
]
≡ τ
1 + δik
∫ 1
τ
dx
x
[
fi
(
x, µ2F
)
fk
(τ
x
, µ2F
)
+ fk
(
x, µ2F
)
fi
(τ
x
, µ2F
)]
, (10)
where fi (x, µ2F ) is the parton distribution function at the factorization scale µ
2
F and we set the
factorization scale equal to the resonance mass.
Hence, for the color discriminant variable we find the general expression
Dcol = 16pi
2 ·N ·
(∑
xy=jj
BR(R→ xy)
)(∑
ik
(1 + δik)BR(R→ ik)
[
τ
dLik
dτ
]
τ=
m2
R
s
)
, (11)
which illustrates the dependence of the color discriminant variable on the properties of the
incoming and outgoing partons, and can easily be applied to any narrow resonance.
For example, for the classic flavor-universal coloron resonance, we note: the coloron has
CR = 8 and NSR = 3; the incoming xy and outgoing ik states are a light quark q = u, d, c, s
and its anti-quark q¯; each incoming quark has NSi = NSk = 2 and Ci = Ck = 3; the sum
over outgoing branching ratios (Br(C → xy)) is 4/6; and each incoming branching ratio is
(Br(C → ik) = 1/6). Then Eq. (11) becomes
DCcol =
32pi2
27
( ∑
q=u,c,d,s
[
τ
dLqq¯
dτ
]
τ=
m2
C
s
)
, (12)
which is identical to the result in [4]. The expressions for Dcol for each of the other resonances
discussed here are given in detail in [1].
4 DISTINGUISHING DIQUARKS FROM VECTOR RESONANCES
Let us see how well the color discriminant variable Dcol can distinguish whether a newly dis-
covered dijet resonance is a scalar diquark, a coloron or a leptophobic Z ′. We will focus on
resonances with masses of 3 − 7TeV at the √s = 14TeV LHC with integrated luminosi-
ties up to 1000 fb−1. The values of Dcol and other observables have been evaluated using the
uncertainties discussed in [4–6] and the applicable region of parameter space is as in [1].
Figures 1 and 2 compare the value of Dcol as a function of resonance mass for colorons,
Z ′ bosons, the color-triplet diquark ω3 and the color-sextet diquarks Φ6, φ6, ∆6 and δ6. Fig. 1
focuses on integrated luminosities of 30 and 100 fb−1, while Fig. 2 displays results for 300 and
1000 fb−1. In each plot, a given colored band shows the mass range in which the corresponding
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Figure 1: Color discriminant variables calculated for LHC-14 assuming the integrated luminosities
30 fb−1 (Left) and 100 fb−1 (Right). The central value of Dcol for each particle is shown as, from
top to bottom: Φ6 (dashed green), ∆6 (dotted black), ω3 (dotted red), φ6 (dashed blue), C (solid blue),
δ6 (dotted-dash yellow), Z ′ (solid green). The uncertainty in Dcol due to the uncertainties in the reso-
nance’s cross section, mass and width is indicated by gray bands. The outer (lighter gray) band shows the
uncertainty in Dcol when the width is equal to the experimental mass resolution; the inner (darker gray)
band shows the case where the width Γ = 0.15M . Resonances with widths between those extremes will
fall between the outer and inner gray bands. (Note that no region of sensitivity is plotted for Φ6 or ∆6,
see footnote 1.)
resonance is viable and accessible. The appropriate exclusion limit from [3] delimits the left-
hand edge of each band.1 The appropriate integrated luminosity curve from [1] delimits the
right-hand edge, beyond which there will not be enough data to allow discovery at a given mass.
The width of each band relates to measurement uncertainties as noted in the figure caption.
For a given dijet resonance mass, some resonance types may already be excluded (e.g.,
one found below about 5.1 TeV cannot be a coloron), while others may lie beyond the LHC’s
discovery reach at a given integrated luminosity, because too few events would be produced
(e.g., a leptophobic Z ′ will not be seen above about 4.8 TeV with only 100 fb−1). But for any
resonance mass between about 3.5 and 7 TeV, there are generally several dijet resonances that
remain viable candidates For example, a resonance discovered at 4.0 TeV could be a Z ′ or δ6,
while one found at 6.1 TeV could be a φ6 or coloron.
In many situations where a dijet resonance of a given mass discovered at LHC could
correspond to more than one class of particle, measuring Dcol will distinguish among them. A
leptophobic Z ′ would not be confused with any of the weak-singlet scalar diquarks (except,
possibly, the δ6 near the top of the mass range for a given integrated luminosity). Nor would
1The Φ6 and ∆6 diquarks are so strongly constrained by recent data [3] that they cannot be lighter than the 7
TeV shown in these figures, and the phenomenologically allowed couplings for the ω3 and φ6 (if lighter than 7
TeV) are too small to allow for a measurement of Dcol with only 30 fb−1 at 14 TeV. All estimates are based on
the current or projected sensitivities of the LHC detectors as described in [1]. If these estimates are exceeded, of
course, the sensitive region is increased.
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for integrated luminosities 300 fb−1 (Left) and 1000 fb−1 (Right).
any of the color-sextet diquarks be mistaken for one another. The color-triplet diquark and the
coloron are, likewise, distinct by this measure.
In some cases, the value of Dcol will suffice to show that a resonance is a diquark, but not
to determine which kind of diquark state has been found. For instance, at masses of order 6.5
TeV, the ω3 overlaps the φ6. Measuring the color flow [13–16] in the events may be of value
here.
In other cases, the measurement of Dcol may leave us unsure as to whether a vector boson
(coloron) or a color-sextet δ6 diquark has been discovered. In this case, measuring the angular
distributions of the final state jets may assist in further distinguishing the possibilities [7].
CONCLUSIONS
The LHC has the potential to discover new dijet resonances characteristic of many theories
beyond the Standard Model. Because the color discriminant variable [4], Dcol, is constructed
from measurements available directly after the discovery of the resonance via the dijet channel,
namely, its mass, its total decay width, and its dijet cross section, this variable can be valuable
in identifying the nature of a newly discovered state [4–6]. Here, we have summarized re-
cent work [1] that extends the color discriminant variable technique in two directions. First, it
places the theoretical discussion of the variable in more general language that shows its broader
applicability and its relationship to the properties of the partons involved in production and de-
cay of the resonance. Second, it shows that Dcol may be used both to identify scalar diquark
resonances as color triplet or color sextet states and to distinguish them from color-neutral or
color-octet vector bosons. We look forward to seeing this discriminant put to use in the wake of
an LHC discovery.
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Momentum-dependent dark matter interactions and
monojets at the LHC
D. Barducci, A. Bharucha, N. Desai, M. Frigerio, B. Fuks, A. Goudelis, S. Kulkarni, S. Lacroix,
G. Polesello and D. Sengupta
Abstract
We consider scenarios with momentum-dependent interactions between
the dark matter and the Standard Model, induced by non-renormalizable
derivative operators. We derive the constraints from the 8 TeV LHC
monojet searches and from dark matter experiments, and we estimate
the sensitivity of the future 13 TeV LHC monojet searches. We com-
pare these constraints to those arising in the case where the interactions
are, more conventionally, momentum-independent. For a given dark
matter mass, we find that the LHC has greater sensitivity to smaller
monojet cross-sections in the momentum-dependent case, by virtue of
the harder monojet transverse-momentum distribution. Finally, making
use of our estimate for the 13 TeV sensitivity, we briefly comment on
the prospectives of distinguish the two cases in the future.
1 INTRODUCTION
Monojet events at the LHC [17–20] allow one to search for new particles that escape invisibly
from the detector after having been produced in association with one hard jet and possibly
additional softer jets. Such new states may be for instance long-lived or stable on detector,
or even cosmological, scales. In the latter case, they can further constitute (all or part of)
the dark matter (DM) energy density in the Universe. From the collider point of view, one
interesting question is to what extent any future monojet-related measurements would shed
light on the underlying new physics. Of all the jet properties that could be reconstructed, the
jet transverse momentum pT would play a key role, and the understanding of the dependence
of the differential cross-section dσ/dpT on the new physics masses and couplings is therefore
crucial. Along these lines, we attempt to compare derivative and non-derivative couplings of
the Standard Model (SM) to the new physics sector, which correspond to momentum-dependent
(MD) and momentum-independent (MI) interactions, respectively. As a consequence, the shape
of the differential cross-section is different in the two cases.
A theoretical motivation for building models involving derivative couplings is provided
by pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGBs), or equivalently by light scalar fields associated
with the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry at some scale f . A relevant and concrete
example is provided in composite Higgs scenarios where the set of pNGBs includes the Higgs
boson and possibly extra dark scalars. In this case only derivative (momentum-dependent) in-
teractions of the pNGBs suppressed by powers of f are allowed by the shift symmetry related to
the pNGBs. An explicit weak breaking of the shift symmetry, parameterized by a small coupling
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strength , is however necessary in order to induce pNGB masses, which additionally generates
non-derivative momentum-independent couplings proportional to /f . The parameterization of
our effective Lagrangian is inspired by these scenarios, but we refrain from imposing any spe-
cific and model-dependent assumptions in connection to the new physics masses and couplings.
Most ultraviolet-complete models of dark matter predict the existence of additional par-
ticles, many of them carrying Standard Model quantum numbers. Depending on the specific
details of each construction, dedicated searches at the LHC could detect these additional states.
In Sec. 2, we instead study a minimal setup where the only new states accessible at the LHC
are the dark matter particle itself and if necessary the particle mediating its interactions with the
Standard Model sector. Concretely, we focus on an invisible sector comprised of a SM-singlet
real scalar η. We impose a Z2 parity symmetry under which the Standard Model fields are even
and η is odd. Consequently, the η particle cannot decay into Standard Model particles and is
thus a potential dark matter candidate. We will discuss two possibilities that allow us to couple
the η field to the Standard Model. In the minimal scenario, the mediator is the Standard Model
Higgs field H that has a quartic coupling to η at the renormalizable level, as well as a non-
renormalizable derivative coupling to η. However, the LHC measurements of the Higgs boson
properties turn out to be overly constraining. Alternatively, one needs to introduce an additional
mediator s, and we will more precisely consider the case where s is a real gauge-singlet scalar
even under the Z2 symmetry.
The most standard LHC search channel related to those models is the monojet one (and to
a smaller extent the monophoton channel that will be ignored here). The corresponding analy-
sis requires a hard jet (presumably issued from initial state radiation) recoiling against a pair of
invisible particles. In what follows we examine in detail the constraints from the currently pub-
lished monojet search results in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and
make predictions for the corresponding sensitivities that are expected for the 13 TeV LHC run.
We moreover compare the behaviour of MD and MI scenarios for the new physics couplings.
Since mediator production via gluon fusion will be considered, we additionally comment on
constraints that could arise from dijet searches at past and present hadron colliders. Finally, we
entertain the possibility that the η particle could constitute the dark matter in the Universe, and
study the related experimental constraints.
2 MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
2.1 The minimal scenario: the Higgs portal
The simplest model that predicts the production of a substantial number of monojet events is
obtained by adding to the Standard Model a gauge-singlet real scalar field η that is odd under a
Z2 symmetry, the SM fields being taken to be even. The interactions of the η particle with the
Standard Model then arise through the multiscalar couplings of the Higgs doublet H to the η
field. This setup can be described by a Lagrangian of the form
Lη = LSM + 1
2
∂µη∂
µη − 1
2
µ2ηη
2 − 1
4
ληη
4 − 1
2
λη2H†H +
1
2f 2
(∂µη
2)∂µ(H†H) , (1)
which contains a renormalizable part compatible with the Z2 symmetry η → −η and an inde-
pendent dimension-six operator that involves derivatives. Several non-derivative dimension-six
operators are additionally allowed by the symmetries of the model, but their effect, not en-
hanced at large momentum transfer, is expected to be negligible in the context of monojet
searches. These operators have therefore been omitted from Eq. (1). The scalar field η may
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arise as a pNGB in the context of composite Higgs models and f then would play the role of the
pNGB decay constant. This minimal model and the associated dark matter phenomenology, in
particular the role of the derivative operator, has been studied in Ref. [21]. Additional relevant
analyses can also be found in Refs. [22–24].
After the breaking of the electroweak symmetry, the interactions of the η particle with the
physical Higgs boson h take the form
Lη ⊃ −1
4
(v + h)2
(
λη2 +
1
f 2
∂µ∂
µη2
)
, (2)
and the η-mass mη satisfies
m2η = µ
2
η + λv
2/2 . (3)
While the trilinear scalar interaction of Eq. (2) induces the production of monojet events via, for
instance, gluon fusion gg → gh(∗) → gηη, the quartic interactions will allow for the production
of mono-Higgs events gg → h∗ → hηη that will not be considered in this work. In the case
where 2mη < mh, the Higgs boson is essentially produced on-shell so that the strength of the
derivative interaction vertex is proportional to p2h/f
2 = m2h/f
2. Its momentum-dependence
thus reduces to a constant so that the MD and MI cases become indistinguishable. In this
regime, monojet searches yield weaker bounds with respect to the strongest collider constraints
provided by the Higgs invisible width results [25–27],
Γ(h→ ηη) = v
2
32pimh
(
m2h
f 2
− λ
)2√
1− 4m
2
η
m2h
θ(m2h − 4m2η) . 0.15ΓSMh ' 0.7 MeV , (4)
at the 95% confidence level (CL).
Instead, we are interested in the complementary region where 2mη > mh. Here, the
monojet signal will arise from off-shell Higgs production and the derivative interactions of
the η particle alter the momentum dependence of the differential cross-section. The monojet
pT distribution would then possibly allow one to distinguish between the derivative and non-
derivative couplings in Eq. (2). The price to pay is however a suppression of the monojet signal,
since the relevant partonic cross-section σˆ depends on the Higgs virtuality p2h via
σˆ(gg → gh∗ → gηη) ∝ θ(p
2
h − 4m2η)
(p2h −m2h)2 + Γ2hm2h
(
p2h
f 2
− λ
)2√
1− 4m
2
η
p2h
, (5)
where Γh is the Higgs total width. The denominator is thus larger when the Higgs is off-shell,
or equivalently when p2h > 4m
2
η > m
2
h.
A preliminary analysis of the monojet signature in this model was presented in Ref. [28],
and the collider signatures of the off-shell Higgs portal were discussed in Ref. [29]. However
our numerical analysis shows that in the off-shell region the signal is too weak to be observed
at the LHC. The LHC experiments have not only determined the Higgs mass precisely, but also
placed significant constraints on the production cross-section and decay width of the Higgs.
This means that the only free parameters of the model must fulfill mη & mh/2, λ . 1 and
f & 500 GeV. The total monojet cross-section with pjetT > 20 GeV is in this case always smaller
than 1 fb for MD and 0.5 fb for MI couplings respectively.
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2.2 A pragmatic scenario with a scalar singlet mediator
We extend the model introduced in the previous section by considering a scenario where, in
addition to the dark, stable (i.e. Z2 odd) η particle, another mediator links the SM to the dark
sector: a Z2-even scalar singlet s. We assume as usual that the scalar potential does not break
theZ2 symmetry spontaneously, that is, η does not acquire a non-vanishing vacuum expectation
value (vev). With no loss of generality, we also impose that the vev of the s field vanishes, as
the latter could always be absorbed in a redefinition of the couplings. The relevant Lagrangian
reads
Lη,s = LSM + 1
2
∂µη∂
µη − 1
2
m2ηηη +
1
2
∂µs∂
µs− 1
2
m2sss
+
csηf
2
sηη +
c∂sη
f
(∂µs)(∂
µη)η +
αs
16pi
csg
f
sGaµνG
aµν ,
(6)
where we have included an effective coupling of s to gluons, that allows it to be produced at
the LHC via gluon fusion and leave a monojet signal in a detector via gg → gs∗ → gηη. A
similar model, but with a fermionic dark matter candidate and focusing on the mono-Higgs
signature, has been considered in Ref. [30]. The csg coupling could be induced by the presence
of extra particles in the new physics sector. For instance, in an ultraviolet-complete model
featuring a vector-like color-triplet fermion ψ of mass Mψ  ms and a Yukawa coupling
yψψ¯ψs, csg = (4/3)(yψf/Mψ) would be generated by a triangle loop diagram. The Lagrangian
in Eq. (6), only contains those interactions that are relevant for our analysis. The non-derivative
coupling csη determines the strength of the MI interaction between s and η, while the derivative
coupling c∂sη describes the leading MD interactions. The associated operator is moreover the
unique independent dimension-five operator containing derivatives that couples s to η.
This simple setup is described by six parameters,
ms, mη, f, csη, c∂sη and csg. (7)
Strictly speaking, there are only 5 independent parameters as one can fix, e.g., c∂sη = 1 and
determine the strength of the MD interaction by varying f only. In models where s, η and the
Higgs are pNGBs associated with a spontaneous symmetry breaking at a scale f , one indeed
expects c∂sη to be of order one. The value of the f parameter is however constrained by other
sectors of the theory, and more precisely by precision Higgs and electroweak measurements
that roughly impose f & 500 GeV (see, e.g., Ref. [31] and references therein).
The model described by the Lagrangian of Eq. (6) is subject to constraints arising from
several sources. In particular, collider searches for dijet resonances could play a role when the
mediator is singly produced by gluon fusion and then decays back into a pair of jets (gg →
s(∗) → gg). Moreover, if η constitutes a viable dark matter candidate, it must yield a relic
density in agreement with the dark matter abundance measurements and its properties must
agree with bounds stemming from direct dark matter detection. Before investigating those
constraints in details, we perform a quick study of the s mediator properties.
Ignoring additional potential couplings of the mediator s to other SM or new physics
particles, the Lagrangian of Eq. (6) predicts that the partial decay widths associated with all the
decay modes of the s particle are
Γ(s→ gg) = α
2
sc
2
sgm
3
s
128pi3f 2
, (8)
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Γ(s→ ηη) = f
2
32pims
(
c∂sη
m2s
f 2
+ csη
)2√
1− 4m
2
η
m2s
θ(m2s − 4m2η) , (9)
these results having been verified with the decay module of FEYNRULES [32, 33]. For the
choices of couplings which we will adopt in our analysis, we find that the total width Γs is
always relatively small, which implies that we can safely work within the narrow width ap-
proximation. Throughout the subsequent analysis we will consider four representative values
of ms that we fix to 50, 250, 500 and 750 GeV. These choices allow us to cover a wide range
of mediator masses, whereas the last value is motivated by the tantalizing hints of an excess
in the diphoton invariant mass distribution observed in LHC data at a center-of-mass energy of
13 TeV [34, 35].
Coming to the bounds on dijets, the s-resonance contribution to the dijet signal reads, in
the narrow width approximation,
σ(pp→ s→ gg) =
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1
0
dx2 fg(x1,ms)fg(x2,ms)
α2sc
2
sgm
2
s
1024pif 2
δ(sˆ−m2s)BR
(
s→ gg
)
,
(10)
where sˆ is the partonic center-of-mass energy and fg(x, µ) denotes the universal gluon den-
sity which depends on the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the gluon in the proton and
is evaluated at a factorization scale µ. For our choices of values of ms, the most stringent
dijet constraints originate from the Spp¯S [36] and Tevatron [37] collider data that provides
upper limits on the new physics cross section σ for mediator masses of 140 – 300 GeV and
200 – 1400 GeV, respectively. LHC Run I results further extend the covered mediator masses
up to 4.5 TeV [38, 39]. Our analysis has shown that after fixing f = 1000 GeV, a coefficient as
large as csg ' 100 (that corresponds to an effective sGG coupling of about 10−3) is allowed,
regardless of the other model parameters. This value will be used as an upper limit in the rest
of this study.
For dark matter direct detection, the MD interaction can be neglected, as the dark matter
– nucleus momentum transfer is tiny. The MI couplings in Eq. (6) give rise to an effective
interaction between η particles and gluons which, after integrating out the mediator s, is given
by
Lηg = fG η2 GµνGµν with fG = αscsgcsη
32pi
1
m2s
. (11)
The spin-independent dark matter scattering cross section σSI can then be computed as [40,41]
σSI =
1
pi
(
mηmp
mη +mp
)2 ∣∣∣∣ 8pi9αsmpmη fGfTG
∣∣∣∣2 , (12)
where the factor in brackets is the DM-nucleon reduced mass, and the squared matrix element
depends on the gluon form factor fTG that can be expressed as a function of the quark form
factors fTq [42],
fTG = 1−
∑
q=u,d,s
fTq , (13)
for which we adopt the values fTu = 0.0153, fTd = 0.0191 and fTs = 0.0447 [43]. The value
of fTG can however be modified if one introduces additional s-couplings to the quarks. In our
model, such interactions can arise at the non-renormalizable level only, and will be ignored in
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the following. In our analysis presented below, we confront the above predictions to the latest
limits extracted from LUX data [44].
For the computation of the η relic abundance, we have implemented our model in the
MICROMEGAS package [45] via FEYNRULES. For the sake of completeness, we nonetheless
present approximate expressions for the total thermally-averaged self-annihilation cross section
of η pairs. Keeping only the leading (S-wave) component and ignoring special kinematic con-
figurations like those originating from the presence of intermediate resonances, the annihilation
of the η dark matter particle into gluon pairs is approximated by
〈σv〉gg '
α2sc
2
sg (csηf
2 + 4c∂sηm
2
s)
2
256pi3f 4
(
m2s − 4m2η
)2 . (14)
When mη > ms, there is an additional 2 ↔ 2 annihilation channel, ηη ↔ ss for which the
leading (again S-wave) contribution to 〈σv〉 reads
〈σv〉ss '
√
1− m2s
m2η
(c∂sηm
2
s + csηf
2)
4
16pif 4m2η
(
m2s − 2m2η
)2 . (15)
The leading contributions to the relic density are different in the case that either the MI or MD
couplings dominate. In the former the coupling appears in conjuction with f 2, while in the latter
the coupling appears with m2s. We are interested in determining the regions of parameter space
where the relic density does not exceed the measured value from Planck Ωh2|exp = 0.1188 ±
0.0010 [46]. As a rule of thumb, the thermal freeze-out relic density of dark matter candidates
that can be probed at the LHC tends to be below this measured value (see, e.g., Ref. [47]), but
this is not without exceptions [48].
3 Results
From the Lagrangian given by Eq. (6), the production of dark matter at the LHC is detectable
via so called missing transverse energy (/ET ) signatures, where the invisible dark matter particle
recoils against a Standard Model particle resulting in a non zero value of the vector sum of the
transverse momenta of the reconstructed physics objects in the event. Typically, the greatest
sensitivity arises from searches where the recoiling object is a QCD jet, giving rise to a monojet
signature. The primary Standard Model backgrounds for this process consist of irreducible
Z(→ νν) + jets events along with smaller contributions from W + jets, QCD multijet, tt¯,
single top and diboson processes.
The goal of our study is to estimate the capacity of the LHC searches to probe the structure
of the dark matter couplings and in particular whether the momentum-(in)dependent nature of
the couplings can be identified. To this end, we perform our analysis with only one of either
the MI (csη) or the MD (c∂sη) coupling being non-zero at a time. The scale f is set to 1 TeV
throughout the course of the subsequent discussion while for the coupling to the gluon field
strength csg we adopt three distinct values, csg = 10, 50 and 100, following the discussion on
dijet constraints of Section 2.2.
3.1 Analysis setup
In order to quantify the monojet limits arising from 8 TeV LHC data, we use a validated (re-
cast) implementation of the ATLAS monojet search [17] (search for top squarks that decay
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via the t˜ → cχ˜10 mode in the case where the stop and the neutralino are compressed) that has
been implemented in the MADANALYSIS 5 framework [49, 50]. Details of the validation, as
well as the analysis code [51], are publicly available on the MADANALYSIS 5 Public Analysis
Database [52] website,
https://madanalysis.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/PublicAnalysisDatabase.
The ATLAS monojet search includes a baseline selection in which the leading jet transverse
momentum has to satisfy pT > 120 GeV and the event fulfills /ET > 150 GeV. It makes use of
three signal regions in which the jet-pT and the missing transverse energy have to be above the
(280, 220) GeV, (340, 340) GeV and (450, 450) GeV thresholds, respectively (the first number
being associated with the jet and the second one with the missing energy selections).
To set up our analysis, the Lagrangian of Eq. (6) has been implemented into the FEYN-
RULES [33] package and imported to MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [53] via the UFO [54] inter-
face of FEYNRULES. We have generated events describing the process pp → ηη + j for a col-
lision center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. In our event-generation process, we include a generator-
level selection of 80 GeV on the jet-pT . For a proper description of the QCD environment, we
have matched the hard-scattering sample to parton showering and simulated the hadronization
process via PYTHIA 6 [55]. A fast simulation of the detector response has next been achieved
by using the MADANALYSIS 5-tuned [52] version of DELPHES 3 [56]. Jets are reconstructed
using the anti-kT algorithm [57] with a cone size of 0.4 and a jet pT threshold of 20 GeV, as im-
plemented in FASTJET [58]. All parameters for the detector simulation are finally kept the same
as in the publicly available implemented analysis. We have then computed the 95% confidence
level (CL) upper limits on the monojet cross section (calculated with a generator-level selec-
tion on the jet transverse-momentum of pT > 80 GeV) using the dedicated MADANALYSIS 5
method. The latter is based on the CLs technique [59,60] and determines, given the background
rate, its uncertainty, the observed number of events and the signal selection acceptance for each
signal region (SR), the upper limit on the cross section for the most sensitive of the SRs defined
in the analysis. This has been performed for all mediator masses defined in Section 2.2 and for
various dark matter mass combinations. These upper limits however only depend on the kine-
matics of the events, and not on the overall event rate, and are independent of the actual values
of the MI and MD coefficients (under the assumption that just one of the two is non-vanishing
at a time) so that they depend only on mη. We have consequently fixed (csη,c∂sη) to nominal
values of (1,0) and (0,1) for the MI and MD cases respectively. This choice moreover allows
for an easy rescaling of the monojet cross section when computing the rates for different values
of these coefficients, which will in turn allow us to set limits on the MI and MD coefficients for
a given mass combination.
In order to project the monojet search sensitivity for the expected luminosity of the 13
TeV LHC run, we have generated hard-scattering events describing the dominant background
contribution related toZ(→ νν) plus jets with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO, and merged matrix
elements containing at least one and up to three additional jets. To this aim, parton showering
has been performed with PYTHIA 8 [61] that has also taken care of the merging procedure
following the CKKW-L prescription [62]. The merged event sample has then been normalized
to the NLO Z + 1 jet result, as returned by MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO. Signal generation
has been performed in the same way as for the 8 TeV study, except for parton showering and
hadronization for which we have made use of PYTHIA 8. Jets are then reconstructed using the
anti-kT jet algorithm as implemented in FASTJET, with a pT threshold of 20 GeV and a cone
size of 0.4. The missing momentum is built as the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all
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the non-interacting particles. Detector effects have finally been simulated by applying efficiency
factors and smearing functions to the momenta of the physics objects, so that the performance of
the ATLAS detector during the first run of the LHC are mimicked [63]. Our selection demands
the events to feature at least one reconstructed central jet with a transverse momentum pT >
250 GeV and a pseudorapidity |η| < 2 and not to contain any lepton. Additionally, no jet
should point along the missing momentum four-vector. The signal regions have been defined
by applying progressive thresholds for a /ET selection, using steps of 100 GeV between 400 GeV
and 1.7 TeV. For each signal region i, the number of Z+jets events N iZ has been calculated and
the total number of background events has been assumed to be 1.5N iZ in order to account for
the non-simulated background, as suggested by Ref. [18] where the total number of background
events is estimated to be within (1.3− 1.6)×N iZ .
The relevant quantity for the sensitivity evaluation is the uncertainty on the background
estimate, a quantity that depends on the techniques used by the experiments. In the absence of
any available 13 TeV experimental monojet analysis, it can only be roughly approximated on
the basis of published 8 TeV data. Concerning the Z(→ νν)+jets contribution, this is performed
in Ref. [18] using a straightforward extrapolation from events where leptonic decays of vector
bosons are identified. The evolution of σ(N iZ) with N
i
Z can be reasonably approximated by the
formula
σ(N iZ)
2 = (k1 ×
√
N iZ)
2 + (k2 ×N iZ)2 , (16)
where the first term represents the statistical error on the control regions used for the background
estimate, and where the second term is the systematic uncertainty of the extrapolation from the
control regions to the signal regions. The latter varies, as shown in Ref. [18], between 3.5 and
5% and increases with the /ET selection threshold. For the present study the values k1 = 1.8 and
k2 = 0.05 are adopted as a conservative choice which reasonably approximates the uncertainties
given in Ref. [18], and the error is scaled up by a factor 1.2 to take into account contributions
from the minor background components which have not been not simulated.
The 95% CL upper limit on the signal cross-section for each signal region has been calcu-
lated on the basis of a Poisson modeling with Gaussian constraints, using the CLs prescription
and the asymptotic calculator implemented in the ROOFIT package [64]. The assumed inte-
grated luminosity is taken to be 300 fb−1, and for each signal sample, the analysis efficiency in
each signal region and the lowest upper limit on the production cross-section for pp→ ηη + j,
with pjetT > 80 GeV are calculated.
3.2 MD/MI operators and cross section upper limits
As a first illustration of the differences between the MI and MD scenarios, in Figure 1 we show
the jet pT distributions for LHC proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV (as returned by MADANAL-
YSIS 5 [49]) for the representative mass combinations (ms,mη) = (50, 100/300) GeV (left
panel) and (ms,mη) = (250, 150/400) GeV (right panel). In order to perform a meaningful
comparison, the two distributions have been normalized to one, and 100000 events have been
generated in both cases. We have found that the MD operator induces a harder spectrum, which
is expected to lead to a larger fraction of selected events compared to the MI case. We more-
over observe that the difference between the MD and MI operators depends on the mass of the
dark matter particle. For a fixed mediator mass, heavier dark matter leads to smaller differences
between the jet pT distribution originating from non-vanishing MI and MD operators.
We thus expect that for a given cross section and for low dark matter masses, MD op-
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Figure 1: Normalized hadron-level pT distributions for the leading jet in the case of a mediator matter
mass of 50 GeV on the left panel, and of 250 GeV on the right panel. We adopt a dark matter mass of
mη = 100, 300 GeV for a mediator mass of 50 GeV and mη = 100, 400 GeV for a mediator mass of
250 GeV. The red (cyan) solid lines indicate momentum-independent interactions while the red (cyan)
dashed lines represent momentum-dependent interactions.
erators will be more efficiently constrained by the LHC searches than their MI counterparts.
Keeping constant cgs = 100 and f = 1 TeV, we choose the couplings to be c∂sη = 2.5 for
the MD case and csη = 0.5 for the MI case, which both yield a cross section of 2.9 pb once
a generator-level selection on the leading jet pT of 80 GeV is enforced. After imposing that
the transverse-momentum of the leading jet satisfies pT > 300 GeV, one retains 131300 and
196533 events in the MI and MD cases, respectively, for a luminosity of 300 fb−1. The MD
case is thus expected to yield a better sensitivity by about 50 %.
As explained in Section 3.1, the upper limits on the cross section only depend only onmη.
In Figure 2, we show the cross section upper limits for pp → ηηj with a generator selection
of pT > 80 GeV on the leading jet. The 8-TeV constraints are depicted by red lines for the
MI (solid) and MD (dashed) cases. As anticipated, we see that the excluded cross sections
are consistently smaller in the MD scenario than in the MI one, i.e., the former case is more
efficiently constrained than the latter one. We moreover observe that the exclusion bounds
become stronger with increasing mη. This can be understood by the fact that as long as enough
phase space is available, larger η masses imply a larger amount of missing energy which, in
turn, renders the monojet bounds stronger. For mη > 200 GeV, the upper limits become largely
insensitive of the η mass.
We have moreover found that the differences between the MI and MD cases become
maximal for small values of mη. This behavior is in accordance with the jet pT -distribution
illustrated in Figure 1 and can be understood from the fact that as mη increases, the η particles
become less and less boosted while at the same time, the amount of /ET increases for both the
MI and MD cases. Eventually, for dark matter masses of about 1 TeV, the limits obtained on the
strengths of the MI and MD interactions become identical. The LHC however looses sensitivity
for such heavy dark matter scenarios.
As already noted in Ref. [65], in the case where ms < 2mη and for a given value of
mη, the cross section upper limits appear to be roughly independent of the mediator mass. In
order to further quantify this behavior, we report in Table 1 the acceptance (A) × efficiency ()
obtained in the case of the three different regions of the analysis, for 8 TeV collisions and for
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Figure 2: 95% CL upper limits (UL) on the monojet production cross section after including a generator-
level selection of pT > 80 GeV on the leading jet for proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV (recasting, red lines) and 13 TeV (projections, blue lines) for ms = 50 GeV (top left), 250 GeV
(top right), 500 GeV (bottom left) and 750 GeV (bottom right) as a function of mη. The solid lines
correspond to the momentum-independent case, whereas the dashed lines correspond to the momentum-
dependent case.
a dark matter mass of 200 GeV. In our results, we adopt two mediator mass choices of 50 and
250 GeV. This illustrates that the A×  in all three signal regions is very much independent of
ms and the corresponding upper limits are thus unaffected by the mediator mass.
Moving on with 13 TeV projections, we also present in Figure 2 upper limits on the the
signal production cross-section that result from the procedure previously described. Blue solid
and blue dashed lines represent the MI and MD cases respectively. Similarly to the 8 TeV case,
the acceptance related to momentum-dependent dark matter couplings for high values of the
missing energy selection threshold is better than in the momentum-independent case, and the
distinction between the MI and MD operators can be performed to a much larger extent than at
8 TeV. Furthermore, the degeneracy of the limits at high values of the dark matter mass appears
at much higher values.
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mη ms A×  (SR1) A×  (SR2) A×  (SR3) σ95%CLUL [pb]
MD MI MD MI MD MI MD MI
200 50 0.123 0.101 0.073 0.056 0.033 0.023 0.317 0.465
200 250 0.124 0.104 0.069 0.054 0.031 0.022 0.349 0.487
Table 1: Acceptance (A) × efficiency () of the three signal regions of the 8 TeV monojet analysis,
for a dark matter mass of 200 GeV and for two different mediator masses in the case of MI and MD
operators. The jet-pT and /ET requirements defining these regions are (280,220) GeV, (340,340) GeV
and (450,450) GeV respectively.
3.3 Combination of relic density, Direct detection and LHC constraints
Finally, we turn to the actual parameter space of our model and study the interplay of the LHC
monojet bounds presented in the previous section with the dark matter constraints discussed in
Sec. 2.2. As a preliminary remark, our numerical analysis has shown that in the MI scenario,
the LUX bound already excludes the region of parameter space that is probed by the 8 TeV
LHC monojet searches. Concretely, for a dark matter mass of 50 GeV, close to where the LUX
sensitivity peaks, we find that assuming the minimal value csg = 10 the maximal allowed values
of the coupling csη are of the order of 1.2×10−3, 0.03, 0.13 and 0.28 forms = 50, 250, 500 and
750 GeV respectively. Going to a slightly higher massmη = 200 GeV, which is still expected to
be within the LHC reach, these numbers translate to 0.008, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9. We will, therefore,
not discuss the dark matter phenomenology of the momentum independent scenario any further.
In Figure 3, we superimpose the 8 TeV LHC monojet constraints on the MI and MD
couplings csη and c∂sη for a fixed value of the scale f = 1000 GeV, and the predicted relic
abundance for the MD scenario according to standard thermal freeze-out. While deriving the
constraints, we have factored out the dependence on f . The limits on the coupling csη are
however stronger for larger values of f , while those on c∂sη are correspondingly weaker. The
cross-over between the MI and MD coupling limits is hence an artefact of the choice of f .
In the shaded regions ηη annihilation is not efficient enough and the Universe is over-
closed, whereas along the borders of these regions the relic density limit is exactly reproduced.
The shape of these borders is well described by Eqs. (14) and (15). We observe that as long
as no resonance configuration or threshold is attained, the c∂sη values required in order to sat-
isfy the dark matter abundance bounds vary relatively mildly with the dark matter and mediator
mass. The small features apparent especially in the ms = 250 and 500 GeV scenarios are due
to the opening of the additional annihilation channel into s pairs, although we find that for our
choices of parameters the relic density is mostly driven by annihilation into gluons (the maximal
contributions from the ηη → ss channel being of the order of 15%). Then, since for csη = 0 the
cross section 〈σv〉gg scales as (c∂sη × csg)2, smaller values of csg imply almost proportionally
larger values of c∂sη so that the Planck bound is saturated.
We observe that existing monojet searches are not yet efficient enough to probe the regions
where both the upper and the lower relic density limits are satisfied. On the other hand, a
significant fraction of the parameter space where only a part of the dark matter in the Universe
can be accounted for is excluded. While the LHC searches probe large coupling values, the
requirement of not overclosing the universe excludes the opposite regime. In this sense, there is
an interesting complementarity between LHC and Planck observations.
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Figure 3: Constraints on the couplings ci defined in Eq. (6) from monojet searches (solid and dashed
lines for the MI and MD cases respectively) for ms = 50 (top left), 250 (top right), 500 (bottom left)
and 750 GeV (bottom right) as a function of mη, in each case for three distinct values of gs. The shaded
regions correspond to MD coupling values for which the universe is overclosed.
4 Conclusions
In this work we studied a scenario in which the interactions of dark matter with the SM are me-
diated by non-renormalizable derivative operators. We considered a minimal model, in which
a pair of dark matter particles are produced via gluon-fusion, via a SM-singlet scalar mediator.
We computed the 8 TeV LHC upper limits on the monojet production cross section in presence
of a MD interaction, and compared them to the conventional scenario of MI interactions. We
highlighted the different behaviour of the signal in the two cases, and we estimated the projected
monojet limit at the 13 TeV LHC run. Moreover, dijet bounds from past and present hadron
colliders have been carefully taken into account. We furthermore investigated the interplay of
the LHC exclusion bounds with the requirement that η constitutes (part of) the dark matter of
the Universe, and computed the bounds that were stemming from dark matter direct detection.
We observed that, for a given mass of the dark matter particle, MD scenarios can be
probed more efficiently at the LHC, as the latter is sensitive to smaller cross sections with
respect to the MI case due to the different jet pT distribution. We showed that, in MD scenarios,
the LHC did not probe yet the regions of parameter space where the dark matter relic density
is exactly reproduced, whereas in MI scenarios the regions with a sizable monojet signal are in
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severe conflict with dark matter direct detection constraints.
The minimal scenarios that we have investigated could be extended to cases where the
dark matter particles have additional couplings to the Standard Model. For example, along with
the coupling to gluons, the mediator may couple to the electroweak field strength tensors and
thus decay into W , Z or γ pairs. As long as the mediator width remains small, our upper limits
on the monojet production cross section are robust with respect to additional couplings. On the
other hand, monojet constraints on the size of the (effective) ηηgg coupling become weaker as
soon as the mediator is allowed to decay via additional channels. A similar remark applies to
the interplay between the monojet limit and the dark matter relic abundance constraint, since
smaller couplings to gluons are required in order to saturate the observed relic density as soon as
additional ηη annihilation channels are turned on. Additional couplings also imply the existence
of additional dark matter search channels, such as mono-Z and mono-W , as well as additional
possibilities to probe the mediator of the DM-SM interactions, e.g., through dilepton, diphoton
and four-lepton searches.
Perhaps the most interesting question is whether the LHC can actually distinguish the MI
or MD nature of the dark matter couplings. In this manuscript we supplied some preliminary
analyses to address this issue, that we intend to investigate in detail in a forthcoming work.
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Contribution 3
Search for sgluons at the LHC
S. Henrot-Versillé, T. Spieker and D. Zerwas
Abstract
Extensions of the Standard model predict a massive scalar color-octet
electroweak-singlet particle (scalar gluon or sgluon). In proton-proton
collisions sgluons are predicted to be primarily produced in pairs and
give rise to 4-jet final states.
This work analyses the discovery potential of sgluons in such final states
for the 13 TeV run. The Monte Carlo based analysis is cross checked
by reproducing the previous analysis from the ATLAS collaboration at
7 TeV. Assuming an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1, the expected up-
per limit for sgluon masses is of the order of 550 GeV, which is an
improvement of the previous exclusion limits by almost a factor of 2.
With the increase in center of mass energy of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to 13 TeV,
the detection potential for new physics has been extended. This is motivated by extentions to
the Standard Model (SM) like the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), which
attempt to solve some of the open questions the Standard Model does not address. Like most
new physics scenarios, the MSSM also predicts new particles which need to be added to the
Standard Model particle content.
In certain theories, a scalar color-octet electroweak-singlet particle (called sgluon) is in-
troduced which couples to the Standard Model and SUSY particles carrying a color charge. Its
decay into gluon- and quark-pairs may be observable at the LHC as sgluon-pair production in
a 4 gluon-jet (quark-jet) final state. Such final states have been investigated by [66] and were
further analysed in [67]. ATLAS has set an exclusion limit of sgluons in the mass range of 100
< mG < 287 GeV [68, 69]. The CMS collaboration analysed 4 jet final states, setting limits
in squark and coloron production [70]. Furthermore the CDF collaborations extended the mass
limits down to 50 GeV [71]. So far, all measurements are consistent with the Standard Model.
An explicit realization of the R-symmetric MSSM is analysed in [72–74], which introduces
sgluons and allows to calculate the production cross sections as functions of the sgluon mass
and the center of mass energy. In this study, signal samples between 100 GeV and 1 000 GeV
corresponding to sgluon-pair production cross sections between 104 pb and 10−3 pb are gen-
erated. The signal properties and the dependence of the signal signature on the center of mass
energy are investigated. The sgluons are produced centrally decaying into jets. For the back-
ground, only hard QCD events are considered, as all other sources of background are found to
be negligible.
The background at 7 TeV is studied in the chosen signal region to calculate excluded cross
sections as a function of the sgluon mass. Predictions obtained from a QCD MC sample at 7
TeV corresponding to 4.6 fb−1 are compared to the ATLAS analysis results to give confidence
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in the extrapolation of this analysis to 13 TeV. The cross section limits obained for 13 TeV and
10 fb−1 are then translated into a prediction for the new mass limit.
Signal and background events are generated using the event generator Pythia 8, tuned
according to a publicly available 7 TeV ATLAS tune [75]. The generator was first validated
by comparing to Pythia 6, which was used in the ATLAS analysis. Both generators provide
physically reasonable distributions of the main observables and are compatible with each other.
QCD background samples for 7 TeV and 13 TeV were generated corresponding to 8.44 pb−1
and 13.7 pb−1 respectively. Here a filter on generator level was introduced, requiring a minimal
4th-largest-jet-pT of 60 GeV for the 7 TeV sample as well as a minimum of 100 GeV for the 13
TeV sample. Furthermore the QCD background was generated with a minimal particle pT of 50
GeV and 80 GeV for 7 and 13 TeV respectivly. Both measures are used to reduce the amount
of diskspace needed and were checked for biases, where none were found. The different cuts
are due to the trigger configurations. At 7 TeV a pT > 45 GeV was required on the 4th-largest-
pT -jet, while this value is increased to 100 GeV for 13 TeV. The 7 TeV and 13 TeV QCD
background samples are rescaled by factors of 545 and 729 respectively to correspond to the
desired integrated luminosities. Furthermore, the QCD background samples are normalized to
the publicly available ATLAS data in the signal region [69]. For the 7 TeV QCD MC sample a
correction factor C = 1/1.1 was found, which was also applied to the 13 TeV background. The
fast detector simulator Delphes [56] is used for detector uncertainties and jet reconstruction.
For jet reconstruction, Delphes provides an interface for the FastJet library [58]. The anti-kT
algorithm with a cone radius of R = 0.4 is used [57] as in the ATLAS analyses.
The sgluon candidates are selected by using a jet pairing algorithm. This uses the opening
angle ∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2, between the gluon jets, which are taken to be the 4 largest-pT -
jets. For the correct gluon pair, this opening angle tends towards 1 after a boost on the sgluons
is ensured through a pT cut on the 4th-largest-pT -jet. Hence the sgluon canidates are found by
minimizing the function |∆Rpair1− 1|+ |∆Rpair2− 1|. In the signal region 72% of sgluons are
reconstructed correctly.
The event selection exploits the resonant, central production of the massive sgluons. For
the 4 jet final state, a minimum of 4 reconstructed jets is required, followed by a mass de-
pendent cut on the jet transverse momenta. The pT of the 4th-largest-pT -jet is required to be
larger than 0.3 times the nominal sgluon mass plus 30 GeV, with a minimum of 80 GeV (pT (4th
jet)>max(0.3 ×mG + 30, 80)). This ensures a boosted sgluon whose decay products are col-
limated. Additionally, the absolute value in pseudorapidity of all 4 jets needs to be smaller
than 1.4 in order to exploit the central production (|η| < 1.4). The opening angle ∆R between a
matched pair of gluon jets is required to be smaller than 1.6 to reject badly reconstructed events.
The invariant mass of correctly reconstructed sgluons should be almost identical, so that a rel-
ative invariant sgluon mass difference |m1 − m2|/(m1 + m2) < 0.15 is required. Finally the
centrality of the signal is exploited again by requiring the cosine of the scattering angle θ∗ to be
smaller than 0.5. Here θ∗ is defined as the angle between the direction of the sgluon in the center
of mass frame of the 4 highest pT jets and the boost direction between the center of mass frame
and the rest frame of the 4 highest pT jets. The signal efficiency for a 200 GeV sgluon at 7 TeV
is found to be 0.63, which is in good agreement with the ATLAS results. The background in this
region is suppressed with respect to the signal by roughly a factor of 4500. The average mass
distribution (m1 +m2)/2 (which is the final observable considered) for signal and background
for a sgluon with mass 200 GeV is displayed in Figure 1. The signal in the average mass dis-
tribution is sharply peaked, while the width is dominated completely by the detector resolution.
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Figure 1: Signal and Background for a mG = 200 GeV sgluon at a center of mass energy of 7 TeV. The
background was normalized to match the signal integrated luminosity of ∼ 1 fb−1.
For a higher sensitivity, only a mass window around the mean value of the reconstructed sgluon
signal (mG±RMS), which includes the entire core of the signal, is considered.
To obtain the correct background normalization and background shape in the signal re-
gion, the ABCD method is used. Here 4 orthogonal regions are defined, using the last two cuts
of the signal region (see Table 1). Region A remains the signal region, while regions B, C and D
are background dominated. The | cos θ∗| cut is geometrical, wherefore the background shape in
Region | cos θ∗| |m1 −m2|/(m1 +m2)
A < 0.5 < 0.15
B > 0.5 < 0.15
C < 0.5 > 0.15
D > 0.5 > 0.15
Table 1: Definition of the 4 orthogonal regions needed for the background estimation. Region A is the
signal region [69].
region B is the same as in region A (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gives a value of 0.75). Further-
more the two variables are uncorrelated (shown by their correlation factor of -5.3%). Therefore
the number of background events in region A can be obtained via the ratio N ′A = NB
NC
ND
. A
closure test was performed, predicting the correct number of events within 1 standard deviation.
The measured signal region will have a statistical error δNA, while the background pre-
diction using the ABCD method will have an error of δN ′A obtained from propagating the Pos-
sionian errors of regions B, C and D. The cross section limit is the minimal sgluon production
cross section necessary in order to be discernable from background at a given confidence level.
The confidence level of 95% is calculated as in [67] by using the background in the signal re-
gion (imitating a background only measurement) and its ABCD-prediction together with their
errors, as well as the signal selection efficiency. As a simplification the total error is obtained
by propagating the Poissonian errors of the latter using Gaussian error propagation and adding
it to the error on the background estimate. The one sided Gaussian point of 95% area on this
combined error is then defined as the excluded cross section as in [67]. This method was first
validated at 7 TeV, where the cross section limits were found to be slightly too obtimistic, but
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only a factor of 1.5 smaller than the ATLAS results. Together with the NLO production cross
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Figure 2: Excluded cross sections using 1) summation in quadrature of the error on region A and the
ABCD method; 2) the full analysis as in 1) with the new dedicated dataset for a 550 GeV sgluon mass.
The Sgluon production cross sections are displayed at NLO [76, 77].
sections calculated in [76, 77] the new prediction on the excluded sgluon mass limit is found.
The intersection of the excluded cross sections with the production cross section minus one
standard deviation is at ∼ 550 GeV (see Figure 2).
In summary, extrapolation of the previous ATLAS sgluon analysis to 13 TeV is possible.
Assuming 10 fb−1 of 13 TeV data, a full analysis will set new sgluon mass limits, improving
the current limits roughly by a factor of two.
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Contribution 4
LHC sensitivity to associated production of dark matter and
tt¯ pairs
P. Pani and G. Polesello
Abstract
The sensitivity of the LHC to the associated production of dark mat-
ter and tt¯ pairs is studied in the framework of simplified models with
scalar or pseudoscalar mediator. An analysis strategy is developed for
final states with two leptons, and projected constraints are assessed on
the parameter space of the model for the LHC experimental conditions
corresponding to 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at the LHC.
1 Introduction
Astrophysical observations have provided compelling proof for the existence of a non-baryonic
dark component of the universe: Dark Matter (DM). The DM abundance has been precisely
measured [78, 79] and corresponds to 27% of the total universe content. The nature of DM is
not known, but from the theoretical point of view the most studied candidate is represented by
a WIMP: a neutral particle with weak-scale mass and weak interactions, whose thermal relic
density may naturally fit the observed DM abundance. A wide range of experimental searches
are focused on searching for such a WIMP candidate at the LHC, using mainly three different
approaches to model DM signals:
– UV-complete models,
– effective field theories (EFT),
– Simplified models.
In this paper, we focus on the third approach, which has the advantage of introducing only
minimal additional parameters for the model with respect to the SM, while not suffering of
the limited applicability of the EFT. The particular simplified model that is the focus of this
study is a spin-0 scalar or pseudoscalar mediator to the dark sector, which allows s-channel
production of dark matter from Standard Model partons at the LHC. The model was introduced
and discussed already in Ref. [65, 80, 81]. In order to fulfill precision constraints from flavor
measurements, this model assumes Yukawa-like couplings between the dark sector mediator
and the SM fermions. The final state of interest, depicted in Figure 1 is characterised by a top
pair and missing transverse momentum originating from the mediator decay into a pair of DM
particles. The final state signature depends on the decays assumed for the W from top. In the
present study the signature with two leptons (e, µ), possibly of different flavors, in the final state
is considered.
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Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagram for Dark Matter associated production with top pairs via a
spin-0 mediator to the dark sector.
2 Signal and background simulation
2.1 Signal
Following the notation of [80], the model has 5 parameters: mφ, the mass of the mediator, mχ,
the mass of the dark matter particle, gχ, the dark matter- mediator coupling, gv, the universal
SM-mediator coupling and Γφ, the mediator width. If no additional particles are present, Γφ
can be calculated from the other parameters. For the present study, samples were generated for
different values of mφ, varying from 10 GeV to 500 GeV. The generation was performed for
gv = gχ = 1 and mχ = 1 GeV. It was shown in previous studies [65] that the acceptance of
experimental cuts is insensitive to Γφ, therefore a sample with a single values of the couplings
can be used. The signal samples were generated with MADGRAPH5 [53] and showered with
PYTHIA8 [82] according to the generator settings suggested in [65].
2.2 Background
For the two-lepton analysis all the Standard Model backgrounds involving at least two leptons
coming from the decay of vector bosons are generated. Backgrounds either with fake electrons
from jet misidentification or with real non-isolated leptons from the decay of heavy flavours are
not considered in the analysis, as a reliable estimate of these would require a simulation of de-
tector effects beyond the scope of this work. It has been shown by ATLAS with analyses based
on kinematic variables similar to the ones used in this study [83] that in the relevant signal re-
gion the background from non-prompt leptons is negligible. The backgrounds considered are tt¯,
Wt, WW , WZ, ZZ, all produced with POWHEG BOX [84] and showered with PYTHIA8;
Z + jets, produced with a multiplicity of up to four jets with MADGRAPH5 and showered with
PYTHIA8; tt¯W and tt¯Z produced with a multiplicity of up to two jets with MADGRAPH5 and
showered with PYTHIA8. The cross-sections are normalised to the calculation of the highest
perturbative order available in literature.
2.3 Detector smearing
From the stable particles produced from the generators the following physics objects are built:
electrons, muons, photons jets and EmissT . Jets are built from the true momenta of particles inter-
acting in the calorimeters except muons,with an anti-kT algorithm with a parameter R = 0.4, as
implemented in FASTJET [57]. The variable ~p missT , with magnitude E
miss
T , is built as the vector
sum of the transverse momenta of all the non-interacting particles, i.e. neutrinos and dark mat-
ter particles. The effect of the detector on the kinematic quantities of interest is simulated by
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applying a gaussian smearing to the momenta of the different reconstructed objects, and recon-
struction efficiency factors. The parametrisation of the smearing and reconstruction efficiency
as a function of momentum and pseudorapidity of the objects is tuned to mimic the performance
reported by ATLAS for Run 1 at the LHC [63].
3 Analysis strategy
For the two-lepton analysis, the considered final state includes two leptons and significant
hadronic activity from the decay of top, plus EmissT from the neutrinos from W decay, from
dark matter production and from mismeasurement of the hadronic part of the event.
The main discriminant variable against all of the backgrounds where the two leptons are
produced in the decay of two W bosons is the mT2 variable [85, 86] calculated using the two
leptons and ~p missT , defined as:
m2T2(~p
α
T , ~p
β
T , ~p
miss
T ) = min
~q 1T +~q
2
T =~p
miss
T
max(m2T(~p
α
T , ~q
1
T ),m
2
T(~p
β
T , ~q
2
T )) (1)
Here, mT indicates the transverse mass, ~p αT and ~p
β
T are the momenta of the two leptons,
and ~q 1T and ~q
2
T are vectors which satisfy ~q
1
T + ~q
2
T = ~p
miss
T . The minimum is taken over all the
possible choices of ~q 1T and ~q
2
T . This variable has an upper limit at the W mass for W -induced
backgrounds, whereas for the signal the presence of additional EmissT from DM production gen-
erates tails in the mT2 distribution. Other backgrounds, in particular the ones including the
leptonic decay of the Z bosons have rapidly falling mT2 and EmissT distributions. In addition
backgrounds from Z+jets and diboson production have much lower hadronic activity than the
signal which includes the b-jets from the top decay, and can be thus significantly reduced by re-
quiring a moderate amount of hadronic activity. An alternative approach for these backgrounds
would be the requirement of at least one b-tagged jet. The basic signal selections require:
– Two opposite-sign (OS) isolated leptons, pT(`1) > 25 GeV and pT(`2) > 10 GeV |η`| <
2.5,
– m(``) > 20 GeV, if same-flavour m(``) < 71 GeV or m(``) > 111 GeV to veto Z
bosons.
– For the same-flavour background additional requirements are applied in [83] to suppress
the residual Z backgrounds. These are ∆φmin > 1, where ∆φmin is the minimal az-
imuthal angle between a reconstructed jet and EmissT , and ∆φus < 1.5, where ∆φus is the
azimuthal angle between ~p missT and ~p
us
T ≡ −(~p `1T + ~p `2T + ~p missT ).
The distribution of the mT2 variable for the backgrounds and a benchmark signal is shown
in Figure 2 left for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. The selection of events with mT2
between 100 and 150 GeV is required to reduce the backgrounds at a manageable level. The
dominant backgrounds at high mT2 are from diboson production. To reduce these backgrounds
the following requirement is applied:
– at least one jet with pT > 60 GeV; at least two jets with pT > 40 GeV.
For further optimisation two variables have been found useful: ∆φus defined above, and cos θ``,
introduced in [87] as cos θ`` = tanh(δη``/2). The usage of both variables allows for a further
reduction of the remaining tt¯ background, and the requirements:
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Figure 2: Distribution of the mT2 variable after preselection (left), and after all cuts (right), for the SM
backgrounds and for a benchmark model with mφ = 100 GeV, mχ = 1 GeV, gv = gχ = 1.
– |∆φus| < 0.5,
– | cos θ``| > 0.7,
are applied. The choice of the cut value is justified by Figure 3, where the distributions of these
two variables are shown after the cuts described above, except the cut on the plotted variable,
and with a requirement of mT2 > 120 GeV.
The mT2 distribution after all analysis cuts is shown in the right side of Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the ∆φus variable (left) and of the cos θ`` variable (right), for the SM back-
grounds and for a benchmark model with mφ = 100 GeV, mχ = 1 GeV, gv = gχ = 1. The full set of
cuts described in the texts are applied, except for the cut on the plotted variable, and with the additional
requirement mT2 > 120 GeV.
After all the requirements are applied the dominant background is the irreducible tt¯Z
background with Z → νν. The final optimisation is performed by scanning values for the
lower cut in mT2 in the range of 40-200 GeV. For each signal point, values of the dimensionless
couplings couplings gv and gχ, for gv = gχ between 0.1 and 3.5 are considered, and for each
point and each value of the couplings, the value of the threshold inmT2 is found which optimises
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Figure 4: Minimal value of the couplings gv gχ, for gv = gχ and mχ = 1 GeV yielding a 2-sigma
significance as a function of the mass of the mediator mφ, for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1
proton-proton collisions at 14 TeV. The round bullets connected by a full line are for a scalar mediator,
squre bullets connected by a dashed line for a ppsudoscalar mediator.
signal significance. The significance is defined through the Zn variable [88], based on the
convolution of a poisson function with a gaussian function modelling the systematic uncertainty
on background evaluation. The value of such uncertainty is assumed to be 20% of the estimated
background contribution.
4 Results
The sensitivity of the analysis, for each model point given in terms of the mediator mass mφ
and of the DM mass mχ, is given by the minimum value of the couplings gv = gχ which gives
a significance of 2 above the SM backgrounds for a given model point. Such a value is shown
in Figure 4 as a function of mφ, for a mχ = 1 GeV and for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1
for a 14 TeV LHC. The analysis is sensitive to a gv = gχ < 1 for mφ below ∼150 GeV for
a scalar mediator and below ∼250 GeV for a pseudoscalar mediator. The difference of the
two curves is due to the fact that for equal values of the parameters, the pseudoscalar mediator
has a smaller cross-section but a harder EmissT spectrum than the scalar mediator, and thus the
sensitivity evolves differently with mφ.
Conclusions
The sensitivity of a 14 TeV LHC to the associated production of tt¯ and dark matter has been
studied in the framework of a simplified model with scalar and pseudoscalar mediators. An
analysis for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 has been developed based on the signature
with two leptons in the final state, showing a sensitivity to values of the couplings below 1 for
masses below ∼150 GeV for a scalar mediator and ∼250 GeV for a pseudoscalar mediator.
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Abstract
A study of searches for dark matter in association with a Higgs boson at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is presented. In particular, the study
focused on the decay of the Higgs boson into two Z bosons, which
subsequently decay into charged leptons (electron or muons). Several
Effective Field Theories (EFTs) and Simplified Models predicting Dark
Matter-Higgs interactions are investigated. The experimental signature
of large missing transverse momentum and the visible products of the
Higgs boson decay, the so-called “mono-Higgs” signature, is studied
using a fast simulation of the ATLAS and CMS detectors. Monte Carlo
samples for the signal and the background are used to model the most
relevant observables and develop cut-based analyses, optimized using
a simple measure of significance. Results are given in terms of the
predicted number of events for signal and background assuming a data
set of 3000 fb−1, the maximum anticipated integrated luminosity of the
LHC. It is found that for several well-motivated models, a discovery
of dark matter particles is possible. For the other models, a Bayesian
approach is used to determine the reach of these searches, in terms of
95% C.L. upper limits on the production cross section.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [89–91] currently gives the best description of
fundamental interaction phenomena in high energy physics. However, despite the excellent
agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental results, it is known that the SM
needs to be extended in order to explain several physical phenomena such as the existence of
dark matter, one of the most enduring mysteries in science. Indeed, new data from the Planck
satellite launched by the European Space Agency [79] and several other observations and mea-
surements suggest that only about 5% of our Universe is made of visible matter, while the largest
component consists of dark matter (DM) and dark energy, whose nature and composition is un-
known. If dark matter is particulate in nature, it is expected to be long-lived, non-relativistic,
with no electric or color charge, very weakly interacting with SM particles and subject to the
gravitational interaction. Any progress towards the discovery of dark matter would be a dra-
matic breakthrough in our field.
The discovery of a new boson at the LHC with a mass of 125 GeV by the ATLAS [92]
and CMS [93] collaborations in 2012, with properties consistent with those of the SM Higgs
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boson, not only sheds light on the Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism [94–99] within the
SM but also provides an additional probe of physics beyond the Standard Model in the DM
sector. DM particles could be produced in pairs at the LHC, but would escape detection being
stable and weakly interacting. Tagging such events is extremely challenging. For that reason,
collider searches for weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) rely on their recoil off a
visible SM particle produced by initial state radiation, either a jet, a photon, a Z boson, or a
Higgs boson. In the SM, however, the probability to radiate a Higgs boson is small because of
the small parton-Higgs boson couplings. On the other hand, a sizable effective coupling of the
Higgs boson to DM particles is predicted in well-motivated theoretical models, as reported in
the next sections.
Experimentally, such “mono-Higgs” events are characterized by the presence of a Higgs
boson and non negligible missing transverse momentum due to the undetected dark matter
particles.
2 MODELS and SIGNATURES
We assume for this study that the DM particle is either a scalar or a Dirac fermion. The mono-
Higgs signatures studied here can be classified into (1) EFT operators up to dim-8 (2) Simplified
models with a (pseudo-) scalar mediator and (3) Simplified models with a vector mediator.
2.1 Effective Field Theory
We consider operators up to dimension-8 for the EFT study [30]. We start with the simplest
case of scalar DM which couples to the Higgs sector via a portal term
L4 = λ|H|2χ2 (1)
For fermionic DM, the lowest addition we can make to the SM is at dim-5. The terms
relevant for mono-Higgs searches are:
L5 ⊃ c1
Λ
|H|2χ¯χ+ c2
Λ
|H|2χ¯iγ5χ (2)
At dim-6, we have:
L6 ⊃ c3
Λ2
χ¯γµχH†iDµH +
c4
Λ2
χ¯iγµγ5χH
†iDµH (3)
Finally, we investigate the minimal operator that results in a mono-Higgs signature where the
Higgs and the DM are produced through coupling of the Higgs and the DM with an EW field
tensor. The simplest of these operators appears at dim-8 and is:
L8 ⊃ c5
Λ4
χ¯γµBµνχH
†iDνH . (4)
2.2 Scalar mediator model
The simplest model with a scalar mediator simply contains a Yukawa-like coupling of the new
scalar to the DM
L ⊃ −yχχ¯χS (5)
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The coupling of S with the SM is through the full potential of the scalar sector which also
contains the SM Higgs.
V ⊃ a|H|2S + b|H|2S2 + λh|H|4 + ... (6)
This results in mixing between the SM Higgs and the scalar S. The scalar then couples to the
SM particles only through mixing with the Higgs (see e.g. [30]).
2.3 Pseudoscalar Portal to Dark Matter - Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM)
Dark matter-SM particle interactions mediated by a pseudoscalar particle—a possible portal to a
dark matter sector—are highly motivated, evading constraints from direct detection experiments
as well as providing a potential explanation of the observed Galactic Center gamma ray excess.
It has been recognized that such a pseudoscalar dark matter portal could yield mono-Higgs
signatures at the LHC [100–102] as a primary discovery avenue. Here we discuss the main
features of these models in connection to LHC mono-Higgs signatures.
The minimal renormalizable model featuring a pseudoscalar state is the 2HDM [103],
extending the SM Higgs sector to include two scalar SU(2)L doublets Hi (i = 1, 2). The scalar
potential of the 2HDM reads
V2HDM = µ
2
1 |H1|2 + µ22 |H2|2 − µ2
[
H†1H2 + h.c.
]
+
λ1
2
|H1|4 + λ2
2
|H2|4 (7)
+ λ3 |H1|2 |H2|2 + λ4
∣∣∣H†1H2∣∣∣2 + λ52
[(
H†1H2
)2
+ h.c.
]
where CP conservation and a Z2 symmetry, softly broken by µ2, are assumed. The spectrum of
the 2HDM contains a charged scalarH±, two neutral CP-even scalars h,H0, and a pseudoscalar
A0 (see e.g. [104] for a review of 2HDM). We identify h with the 125 GeV Higgs boson state.
There are various possible ways in which a 2HDM can yield a pseudoscalar portal to a
dark sector, which we discuss in the following. A minimal embedding of dark matter into the
pseudoscalar portal scenario [105] corresponds to considering dark matter as a singlet Dirac
fermion χ with mass mχ, coupled to a real singlet pseudoscalar state a0
Vdark =
m2a0
2
a20 +mχ χ¯χ+ yχ a0 χ¯iγ
5χ . (8)
The portal between the visible and dark sectors occurs via [103, 105]
Vportal = i κ a0H
†
1H2 + h.c. (9)
which induces a mixing between the two pseudoscalar statesA0 and a0 (we stress thatA0 cannot
couple to the dark matter state χ in the absence of this mixing), yielding two mass eigenstatesA,
a (mA > ma). In this context, gauge interactions of the two doublets Hi yield the interactions
aZh and AZh, while V = V2HDM + Vdark + Vportal yield the interactions aAh, aχ¯χ and Aχ¯χ
(see [102, 105] for details).
The interactions above lead to two kinds of mono-h signatures: (i) pp→ Z∗ → a h (a→
χ¯ χ), pp→ Z∗ → Ah (A→ χ¯ χ), with the production of a hmediated by an off-shell Z boson
(Figure 1-Left). (ii) pp → A → a h (a → χ¯ χ), with the production of a h mediated by an
on-shell A state (produced in gluon fusion) (Figure 1-Middle) for mA > mh +ma [102].
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams contributing to mono-h production in pseudoscalar (here denoted a) portal
dark matter scenarios: Left: via an off-shell s-channel Z-boson. Middle: via a resonantly produced
heavy pseudoscalar A. Right: Via a resonantly produced Z ′ boson.
Alternatively, a pseudoscalar portal to dark matter within the 2HDM may be achieved if
dark matter (or some field(s) in the dark sector) has SU(2)L quantum numbers [101], allowing
it to directly couple to A0. While dark matter direct detection constraints pose a challenge
to this type of scenario, due to a potential direct coupling of dark matter to the Z boson, it it
possible to evade this constraint in specific setups (see [101] for details). Through an interaction
A0Zh, these models yield a mono-Higgs signature of the kind (i) discussed above: pp→ Z∗ →
A0 h (A0 → χ¯ χ), χ being the dark matter particle (Figure 1-Left).
Finally, in the presence of an extra spontaneously broken U(1) gauge symmetry, it is
possible for a coupling between the Z ′ gauge boson, the Higgs h and the pseudoscalar a0 to
arise [100]. For mZ′ > mh + mA0 this gives rise to a mono-Higgs signature (assuming that
a0 mediates interactions between the SM and the dark sector) with a0 and h coming from the
decay of a resonantly produced Z ′ (Figure 1-Right). We however consider this scenario as part
of the general Z ′ scenarios of Section 2.4, and discuss it in detail in Section 2.4.3.
We stress that the kinematical features of the mono-Higgs signature are qualitatively dif-
ferent between off-shell s-channel production via a Z boson and resonant production. In the
latter, denoting by X the s-channel resonance (e.g. an A or Z ′ state as discussed above) and
the pseudoscalar portal mediator by Y (we assume mX > mh + mY ), the decay of X fixes the
4-momentum of h and Y , such that if X is produced at rest, the ET/ distribution is a steeply
rising function with a sharp cut-off at EmaxT/ ,
EmaxT/ =
1
2mX
√
(m2X −m2h −m2Y )2 − 4m2hm2Y . (10)
a very distinct feature of these scenarios [102].
In the following, we consider two benchmark scenarios for mono-Higgs signatures at
the LHC based on the 2HDM pseudoscalar portal to dark matter models discussed above, and
defined via eqs. (7)-(9). We consider a Type II 2HDM (see [104] for details) with tanβ = 3,
cos(β − α) = 0.05 (close to the 2HDM alignment limit) and mH± = mH0 = mA. The mixing
between the visible and dark sectors (between A0 and a0, see the discussion above) is set to
sinθ = 0.3, and we fix yχ = 0.2, ma = 80 GeV, mχ = 30 GeV (see [102, 105] for details). The
two benchmark scenarios correspond to mA = 500 GeV and mA = 700 GeV, respectively, and
we analyze in this work the mono-Higgs prospects of the second benchmark (see Table 9).
2.4 Z′ Models
Another simple model that predicts the mono-Higgs signature is the vector mediator model
where a neutral vector Z ′ serves as a mediator between the dark sector and the SM. In the
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for mono-Higgs final states obtained via associated production in the
baryonic-Z ′ model (left) and the hidden–Z ′ model (right).
simplest case, the Z ′ corresponds to a U(1) under which the DM is charged. This ensures its
stability. The coupling of the new Z ′ to the SM is model dependent and several options have
been considered. e.g. that the U(1) results from gauging baryon number or that the Z ′ is hidden
and mixes with the SM Z [30]. A non-minimal option is to also add a pseudoscalar a0 which
then couples to the DM candidate [100].
Assuming the DM is a Dirac fermion, the part of the Lagrangian with couplings of the Z ′
can be written in general as
L ⊃ gq q¯γµqZ ′µ + gχχ¯γµχZ ′µ (11)
A mono-higgs signature is obtained mainly via associated production with the Z ′ (see
fig.2). Therefore, besides the fermionic couplings above, we need the Z’ to couple to the Higgs.
Thus, the main parameters of the model are the couplings gq, gχ and the mass mZ′ and the
coupling ghZ′Z′ .
2.4.1 Baryonic Z′
The Baryonic Z ′, first suggested in [30], assumes that the Z ′ is the gauge boson resulting from
gauging the U(1)B via a “baryonic higgs” hB with a vev vB. The baryonic Higgs mixes with
the SM higgs with a mixing angle θ which results in a term of the form
L ⊃ −ghZ′Z′hZ ′Z ′, ghZ′Z′ ≡ m
2
Z′ sin θ
vB
(12)
The couplings to the fermions are given by gq = gB/3, where gB is the gauge coupling
and gχ = BχgB where Bχ is the baryon number of the DM.
In the following we consider benchmark scenarios for signatures based on the Baryonic
Z ′ portal to dark matter, defined via eqs. (11)-(12), with gB = Bχ = 1 and ghZ′Z′/mZ′ = 0.3.
The dark matter and Z ′ masses are scanned over the ranges 1-1000 GeV and 10-10000 GeV,
respectively. Benchmarks corresponding to a subset of these mass scans are summarized in
Table 2.
2.4.2 Hidden Z′
The Hidden Z ′ model simply assumes an extra U(1) gauge boson (ZH) that does not directly
couple to the SM. The ZH mixes with the ZSM to form mass eigenstates Z and the heaver Z ′
ZSM = cos θZ + sin θZ
′, ZH = sin θZ + cos θZ ′ (13)
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The mono-Higgs production is then again through “associated” production with Z/Z ′. The
coupling of the Higgs to the Z ′ is then given by
L ⊃ m
2
Z sin
2 θ
v
Z ′µZ′µ (14)
This results also in an SU(2) violating coupling of the form
L ⊃ m
2
Z sin θ
v
Z ′µZ
µ (15)
The fermionic couplings can be obtained from the original couplings of the ZSM and the ZH
L ⊃ g2
2 cos θw
JNCµ Z
µ
SM + gχχ¯γµχZ
µ
H (16)
where JNCµ is the SM neutral current.
In the following we consider benchmark scenarios for signatures based on the Hidden Z ′
portal to dark matter, defined above, with gχ = 1 and sin θ = 0.1. The dark matter and Z ′
masses are scanned over the ranges 1-1000 GeV and 10-10000 GeV, respectively.
2.4.3 Non-minimal Z′ model with pseudoscalar a0
This model combines the hidden-Z ′ and 2HDM models described above. The mono-Higgs
signature then arises from the right-most diagram of fig. 1 rather than the left-most. We therefore
have an added parameter, the coupling of the a0 to the DM (yχ).
L ⊃ iyχχ¯γ5χa0 (17)
The two Higgs fields Φu and Φd are also charged under the new U(1) with charges zu and
zd respectively. We also rewrite the Z-Z ′ mixing in terms of the mixing parameter  [100].
Zµ ≈ W 3µ cos θw −BµY sin θw + ZH
Z
′µ ≈ ZH − (W 3µ cos θw −BµY sin θw) (18)
2.5 Non-linear Higgs Portal to Scalar Dark Matter
Another pertinent framework for the generation of mono-Higgs signatures is that of a non-linear
Higgs portal [24]. This scenario generalizes the Higgs portal of Eq. (1) to the context of non-
linearly realized electroweak symmetry breaking, in which the lightness of the Higgs particle
results from its being a pseudo-Goldstone boson of some global symmetry, spontaneously bro-
ken by strong dynamics at a high energy scale Λ. Here we review the formulation of this model
and comment on its main mono-Higgs production modes. The experimental simulation analy-
sis for this particular EFT, however, has been deferred to a future work, as it deserves a more
detailed study.
Within the non-linear EWSB framework, the longitudinal components of the W± and
Z gauge bosons, denoted here by pi(x), can be described at the EW scale by a dimensionless
unitary matrix U(x) ≡ eiσapia(x)/v that transforms as a bi-doublet under a (global) SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R symmetry: U(x) 7→ LU(x)R†. At the same time, the physical Higgs particle does
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Figure 3: Sample of the main Feynman diagrams contributing to mono-h production for the non-linear
Higgs portal model. In the non-linear scenario both gg- and q¯q-initiated processes are included, while
in the standard Higgs case (Eq. (1)) only those inside the frame are present: the process is entirely
gg-initiated, with contributions proportional to λχ and to λ2χ. The proportionality of each diagram to
the non-linear parameters is indicated in the figure (overall factors and numerical coefficients are not
specified).
not behave as an exact SU(2)L doublet and can be parametrised as a generic SM scalar singlet.
Its couplings are therefore arbitrary, and thery are customarily encoded into generic functions
Fi(h) = 1 + 2ai hv + bi h
2
v2
+ . . . that replace the typical SM dependence on (v + h)n. While in
linear BSM scenarios, h and U(x) are components of the same object, i.e. the SU(2)L Higgs
doublet Φ ∼ (v + h) U(0
1
)
, h and U(x) are independent in the non-linear formalism, and this
induces a different pattern of dominant couplings. At the leading order, the effective Lagrangian
for the χ field contains the terms
Lχ ⊃ 1
2
∂µχ∂
µχ− m
2
χ
2
χ2 − λχχ2
(
2vh+ bh2
)
+
5∑
i=1
ciAi(h) (19)
The parameter b ensures an arbitrary relative weight between the χχh and χχhh couplings. The
coefficients ci are real and of order one, and the operators Ai form a complete basis:
A1 = Tr(VµVµ)χ2F1(h) A2 = χ2F2(h)
A3 = Tr(TVµ) Tr(TVµ)χ2F3(h) A4 = iTr(TVµ)(∂µχ2)F4(h)
A5 = iTr(TVµ)χ2∂µF5(h)
(20)
where the scalar and vector chiral fields are defined respectively as T ≡ Uσ3U†, Vµ ≡ (DµU) U†
and transform in the adjoint of SU(2)L. The covariant derivative of the Goldstone bosons matrix
is DµU(x) ≡ ∂µU(x) + igW aµ (x)σaU(x)/2− ig′Bµ(x)U(x)σ3/2.
The five effective operators in Eq. (20) describe interactions between two χ particles and
either two W bosons, one or two Z or h bosons, or a Z and a h boson, providing a larger
parameter space and a much richer phenomenology with respect to the linear Higgs portal in
Eq. (1) (see Ref. [24] for details). A1 andA2 are custodial invariant couplings, whileA3,A4 and
A5 violate the custodial symmetry, due to the presence of the spurion T. Finally, the operators
A1, A2 and A3 are CP-even, while A4 and A5 are CP-odd.
A sample of the Feynman diagrams contributing to mono-h in this model is shown in
Figure 3. The most relevant features of the non-linear Higgs portal scenario are
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– the presence of direct couplings of the DM to Z-bosons (from A4 and A5), which yield a
q¯q-initiated mono-h contribution
– the explicit dependence on the momentum in the χ-h, χ-Z and χ-h-Z interactions (from
A2, A4 and A5).
In presence of at least one among the operatorsA2,A4,A5 the total cross section σ(pp→ hχχ)
at
√
s = 13 TeV would lay between 10−2 × c2i fb and 10 × c2i fb, depending on the DM
mass. This corresponds to an enhancement of four orders of magnitude w.r.t. the standard Higgs
portal scenario for mχ  v. At the same time, the differential distribution of the Higgs boson
transverse momentum P hT would be shifted towards larger values. This holds particularly for
the case of A5 and represents a landmark signature of non-linear Higgs portals, that may also
allow for a much better signal extraction from the SM background. In addition, a more modest
but still appreciable enhancement of the total mono-h rate may also come from the b parameter
(defined in Eq. (19)) taking a value larger than unity [24].
3 SIMULATION AND CUT-BASED ANALYSIS
3.1 Data Samples and Tools
In order to assess the feasibility of testing the prediction of each model introduced in the pre-
vious section, simulated events for signal and background were generated with Monte Carlo
programs. A summary of the cross sections values for all the signal models and the values of
the parameters used for the simulation are reported in the Tables 1– 8.
The signal models were interfaced to the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO version 2.3.2.2 [53]
program that was used to generate multi-parton amplitudes and events and the calculation of the
cross sections. The decay of he SM-like Higgs boson was handled by the general multi-purpose
Monte Carlo event generator PYTHIA 8.212 [55]; that program also served either to generate a
given hard process at leading order (LO), or, in cases where the hard processes are generated at
higher orders, only for parton showering, hadronization, and for adding the underlying event.
We study the decay of the SM-like Higgs boson to Z bosons both decaying to charged
leptons (electron and muons), which is a clean final state with four charged leptons in addition
to the missing transverse momentum coming from the undetected dark matter particles. The
most important source of background comes from the associated production of the SM Higgs
boson with the Z boson in the following decay chains:
– the Higgs boson decays to two Z bosons, which subsequently decay to leptons, while the
associated Z boson decays to a neutrino pair (Z → νν, H → ZZ → 4l);
– the Higgs boson decays to two Z bosons, one to charged leptons and the other to a neutrino
pair, while the accompanying Z decays to leptons (Z → ll, H → ZZ → 2l2ν).
The SM Higgs boson production in association with top quarks can also contribute as
a background. The production of the SM Higgs boson in association with top quarks (ttH),
via the gluon fusion (gg → H) and vector boson fusion (qq → qqH) mechanisms and the
associated production with gauge bosons (V H , V = Z,W ) were simulated by using the
POWHEG-BOX 2.0 [84, 106–110] program. The ZH samples was also simulated by using
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO version 2.3.2.2 to increase the statistics of events for the final state
studied.
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Table 1: Effective Field Theory Models.
Name Operator Param. Dim. Sχ
EFT_HHxx_scalar λ|H|2χ2 mχ, λ = 0.1 4 0
EFT_HHxx_combined 1
Λ
|H|2χ¯χ mχ,Λ = 1000 GeV 5 1/2
EFT_HHxxg5x 1
Λ
|H|2χ¯iγ5χ mχ,Λ = 100 GeV 5 1/2
EFT_xdxHDHc 1
Λ2
χ†i∂µχH†iDµH mχ,Λ = 100, 1000 GeV 6 0
EFT_xgxFHDH 1
Λ4
χ¯γµχBµνH
†DνH mχ,Λ = 200 GeV 8 1/2
Table 2: Mass points for models with a vector mediator.
Mχ [GeV] MZ′ [GeV]
1 10 20 50 100 200 300 500 1000 2000 10000
10 10 15 50 100 10000
50 10 50 95 200 300 10000
150 10 200 295 500 1000 10000
500 10 500 995 2000 10000
1000 10 1000 1995 10000
Table 3: Mass points for Zp2HDM.
MA0 [GeV] MZ′ [GeV]
300 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1700 2000 2500
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1700 2000 2500
500 800 1000 1200 1400 1700 2000 2500
600 800 1000 1200 1400 1700 2000 2500
700 1000 1200 1400 1700 2000 2500
800 1000 1200 1400 1700 2000 2500
Table 4: Mass points for models with a scalar mediator.
Mχ [GeV] MS [GeV]
1 10 20 50 100 200 300 500 1000 10000
10 10 15 50 100 10000
50 10 50 95 200 300 10000
150 10 200 295 500 1000 10000
500 10 500 995 10000
1000 10 1000 10000
Table 5: Zp2HDM model (sect. 2.4.3) production cross sections [fb] corresponding to mass points in
Table 3
MA0 [GeV] MZ′ [GeV]
300 42.386 45.097 35.444 26.07 18.942 11.778 7.4456 3.6446
400 5.8513 14.847 14.534 11.792 9.029 5.851 3.7819 1.8758
500 5.9605 8.4961 7.9575 6.5515 4.5063 3.0028 1.5235
600 1.5853 4.6972 5.4808 4.9946 3.7044 2.5694 1.3447
700 2.1092 3.4848 3.6766 3.0253 2.2023 1.1984
800 0.65378 1.9638 2.5511 2.4077 1.8689 1.0692
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Background events coming from tt¯ and qq → ZZ production were also simulated using
POWHEG-BOX 2.0 and POWHEG-BOX 1.0, respectively. The missing transverse momentum
was studied using a large sample of W+jets events simulated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO ver-
sion 2.2.2. The cross sections of all the background processes were computed at NLO accuracy.
For Higgs boson production via gluon fusion, vector boson fusion, and associated production,
the most recent calculations of the cross sections were used [111].
The simulation of the response of the ATLAS and CMS detectors, and the event recon-
struction, was done with the DELPHES 3.3.2 program [56]. This program simulates track-
ing in a magnetic field, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon identifica-
tion system. Reconstructed objects are simulated from the parametrized detector response and
includes tracks, calorimeter deposits, and high level objects such as isolated electrons, jets,
taus, and missing transverse momentum. We were particularly careful to implement a realis-
tic parametrization of the reconstruction efficiency, identification, and isolation of electron and
muons, as measured by ATLAS and CMS with real data from Run1 [112–115].
3.2 Event Selection
Signal events include four isolated leptons with large transverse momentum (pT), and large
missing transverse momentum from the dark matter particles that remain undetected. The se-
lection was designed to discriminate the signal from the background using a cut-based approach.
Events are first required to have at least four reconstructed leptons (e±, µ±), which are
spatially separated by at least ∆R ≥ 0.021. Electrons are required to have a minimum pT of
7 GeV and need to be in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 (the geometrical acceptance of the
ATLAS and CMS experiments). Selected muons need to be reconstructed with pT ≥ 5 GeV
and be in the geometrical acceptance.
All four leptons have to be isolated. The isolation variable is defined as the sum of the
transverse momentum of the tracks inside a cone of opening ∆R ≥ 0.3 around the lepton. This
variable is known to be robust against the increase in the number of pileup interactions. The cut
on the isolation variable was optimized by using the lowest pT lepton for each signal sample and
the tt¯ sample; a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was derived for each combination
of signal and background samples, and a working point was chosen corresponding to the point
of the largest change of the curvature of that curve, and that corresponds to a signal efficiency
in between 85% and 95%.
Leptons of opposite sign and same flavor are paired, and the dilepton is required to have
an invariant mass larger than 4 GeV in order to suppress the light-jet QCD background. A b-tag
veto was used to reduce the contribution of tt¯ events. If more than two dileptons can be formed,
ambiguities are resolved as follows: the dilepton with total invariant mass closest to the Z boson
mass is chosen as the first Z boson. Among all valid, same flavor opposite sign, dileptons that
can be formed from the remaining leptons, we choose as the second Z boson the dilepton with
the highest pT whose total three-momentum vector is at least ∆R ≥ 0.05 away from the first
dilepton.
The first selected dilepton is required to have invariant mass in the range [40 GeV, 120 GeV]
and the second to have invariant mass in the range [12 GeV, 120 GeV]. The leading and sub-
leading leptons of the four selected leptons are required to have pT ≥ 20 GeV and pT ≥
1∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2, where ∆η and ∆φ are the differences in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle, respec-
tively.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the missing transverse energy for the background processes and two signal
samples: one simulated according to the non minimal Z′ model with pseudoscalar a0 with mZ′ = 1 TeV
and ma0 = 300 GeV, and the other simulated according to the EFT model referred as EFT_xdxHDHc in
Table 1. The distributions are normalized to the expected number of events according for an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
10 GeV, respectively.
Events are rejected if the four-lepton invariant mass is below 100 GeV.
The most powerful observable for suppressing the background is the missing transverse
momentum of the events, that is, the magnitude MET = | ~EmissT | of the missing transverse mo-
mentum vector ~EmissT . The latter is defined as the negative sum of the transverse momenta of all
reconstructed objects. Large missing transverse momentum, in addition to four charged leptons,
also characterizes background events from the associated production of the Higgs boson with a
Z boson in final states in which one of the Z bosons decays to neutrinos. A cut on the four-lepton
mass of m4l < 140 GeV was used to reduce the contribution from Z → ll, H → ZZ → 2l2ν
events. This cut is effective because for these events there is no peak around 125 GeV.
The distribution of the missing transverse momentum of the events is shown in Figure 4
after applying all the previous cuts, for the background samples and a couple of signal samples.
All distributions are normalized to the predicted number of events for an integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1.
For simplicity, the missing transverse momentum cut was chosen by maximizing S/
√
B,
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where S andB are the predicted signal and background counts, respectively2. Since the missing
transverse momentum distribution depends on the kinematics of the production mechanism and
on the particular model used to simulate the signal event, four signal regions for the missing
transverse momentum were defined: MET > 150 GeV, MET > 300 GeV, MET > 450 GeV,
MET > 600 GeV. We note that these signal regions are not disjoint; therefore, the results
obtained using them cannot be readily combined unless the regions are rendered disjoint in
some way.
Another variable useful to reduce the background further and enhance the signal is the
transverse mass (MT ) of the four-lepton system defined as:
MT =
√
m24l + 2× pT,4l ×MET − ~pT,4l · ~EmissT (21)
wherem4l and pT,4l are the invariant mass and the transverse momentum of the four lepton
candidate, respectively. ~pT,4l is the vector of four lepton momentum projected on the transverse
plane.
For some models vetoing the transverse mass range between 200 and 400 GeV improves
the signal to background ratio. Therefore, two different signal regions were defined by either
vetoing or not vetoing this region. The distribution of mT for a specific signal model and the
background events is shown in Figure 5.
Further studies have shown that another useful variable is the angle between ~EmissT and
the four-lepton momentum in the transverse plane (∆φ4l−MET ). For some models these vec-
tors tend to be back-to-back depending on the kinematics of the production. For these cases,
we therefore imposed the additional requirement, ∆φ4l−MET < pi/2. The distribution of
∆φ4l−MET for a specific signal model and the background events is shown in Figure 5.
4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The results of this study are estimates, and uncertainties, of the signal efficiencies (including
acceptance), ˆ ± δ, for different mono-Higgs signal models, together with the background
estimates and associated uncertainties, B ± δB. In an analysis using real data, we would have
the observed number of events, N , the likelihood for which we take to be
p(N |σ, a, b) = Poisson(N, a σ + b), (22)
where a ≡  × L is the effective integrated luminosity, that is, the signal efficiency times the
integrated luminosity, σ is the cross section, and b is the expected (that is, mean) background
of which B ± δB is the estimate. We adopt a Bayesian approach and incorporate the estimate
of a, which we denote by A ± δA, as well as the estimate of b into the statistical model using
priors, each modeled as a gamma density
gamma(x, γ, β) = β−1(x/β)γ−1 exp(−x/β)/Γ(γ), (23)
with the mode and variance set to A and δA2, respectively, for the effective luminosity, or to B
and δB2, for the background. Writing k = (c/δc)2, where c = A or B and δc = δA or δB, the
2We are aware that this is a simplistic measure and overly optimistic when the background estimate is small,
but a more refined analysis was beyond the scope of this preliminary study.
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Figure 5: (Top) Distribution of the transverse mass of the four-lepton system and the missing transverse
momentum for the background processes and a couple of signal samples. (Bottom) Distribution of the
angle between the missing transverse momentum and the four lepton momentum for the background pro-
cesses and two signal samples: one simulated according to the non minimal Z′ model with pseudoscalar
a0 with mZ′ = 1 TeV and ma0 = 300 GeV, and the other simulated according to the EFT model re-
ferred as EFT_xgxFHDH in Table 1. All distributions are normalized to the expected number of events
according for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
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gamma density parameters are
γ = [k + 2 +
√
(k + 2)2 − 4]/2, (24)
β = [
√
c2 + 4δc2 − c]/2. (25)
These priors are appropriate for signal and background estimates that are the results of scaled
counts.
In order to make an inference about the cross section, σ, we first calculate the marginal
likelihood
p(N |σ) =
∫
da
∫
db p(N |σ, a, b) pi(a) pi(b), (26)
where pi(a) = gamma(a, ∗, ∗) and pi(b) = gamma(b, ∗, ∗) are the priors for the (expected)
effective luminosity and the expected background, respectively, and then calculate the posterior
density
p(σ|N) = p(N |σ) pi(σ)/p(N). (27)
In this study, we take the cross section prior pi(σ) to be flat3.
Given an upper limit on the cross section, or equivalently on the expected signal count,
we can infer a lower limit on the mass of the hypothesized dark matter particle. A 95% upper
limit on the cross section, σup, is found by solving∫ σup
0
p(σ|N) dσ = 0.95. (28)
Since this is a study of simulated data, we do not have observed counts. We therefore define the
expected limit on the cross section as the limit obtained by setting N = B.
By the end of the high-luminosity era of the LHC, the LHC detectors will be very well
understood and the state-of-the-art in theoretical calculations will have advanced considerably.
Systematic uncertainties may well be at the few percent level or smaller. In the limit calcula-
tions, we assume a 5% uncertainty in the effective luminosities and backgrounds.
5 RESULTS
The results of this study are the predicted signal and background counts, after the event selection
described in Section 3.2, for each of the 175 models investigated. We find 61 models that predict
a signal yield between 1 and 1660 events assuming an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1, and
of these 38 predict signal yields greater than 10 events. These include the Effective Field Theory
models listed in Table 1, the Scalar models, and the Z′ baryonic models. For these models and
our event selection, the backgrounds are found to be negligible. In Tables 9 to 12, we report the
event yields for the most promising models. For the models that predict at least one event but
fewer than ten, we report the 95% C.L. upper limits on the cross sections in Table 13 along with
the predicted cross sections.
6 CONCLUSIONS
A strategy to search for dark matter particles produced in association with a Higgs boson at
the LHC collider was presented in the context of several Effective Field Theories (EFTs) and
3More sophisticated choices are possible. But experience shows that this is a reasonable choice for this problem.
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simplified models that predict Dark Matter-Higgs boson interactions. We studied simulated
samples in which the Higgs boson decays into four charged leptons (electron and muons), via
two Z bosons, and recoils against dark matter particles. For several models, including some
Z ′ baryonic models, Scalar models, and EFT models, a discovery is possible by the end of the
high-luminosity era of the LHC, while for some variations of these models useful limits on the
cross section can be set. We therefore conclude that an analysis by ATLAS and CMS, along the
lines described in this paper, has significant discovery potential.
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Contribution 6
Vector-like Quark Decays
G. Brooijmans and G. Cacciapaglia
Abstract
Vector-like quarks are present in many extensions of the Standard Model
and the subject of active searches by the LHC experiments. These
searches focus on decays to a quark, most often of the third genera-
tion, and a W , Z or Higgs boson. However, models with vector-like
quarks often include additional new particles, e.g. new gauge bosons or
a dark matter candidate in the case of a conserved parity. A matrix of
possible final states is built, and categorized as a function of the number
of final state leptons and bosons. The coverage of such final states by
experimental searches is briefly examined.
1 Introduction
Vector-like quarks (VLQs) are fermions for which both chiralities have the same quantum num-
bers. Such quarks can be naturally heavier than the electroweak symmetry breaking scale with-
out introducing large dimensionless couplings, and, in particular, they decouple as their mass
becomes large. They are therefore only weakly constrained by electroweak precision tests. They
can be produced in pairs at the LHC through the strong interaction, or in association with a Stan-
dard Model (SM) quark, but in the latter case the production cross-section is model-dependent.
The LHC experiments have searched for VLQs through their decays to a quark, most often of
the third generation, and a W , Z or Higgs boson [116–128]. These searches typically assume
that the sum of the branching ratios of the three considered decays, e.g. T → tH , T → tZ
and T → bW , where T is the VLQ and H the Higgs boson, equals one. However, in most
models with VLQs, additional new particles are present and may appear in the decay products
of VLQs, thus suppressing the decays considered to the benefit of other channels. For recent
studies, see e.g. [129, 130]. In this note we propose a classification of the possible final states,
and characterize their signatures and the coverage by existing searches.
2 Vector-like Quarks: General Decays
In this note we will focus on VLQs with standard charges of up (+2/3, T ) and down (−1/3,
B) quarks, and exotic charges of +5/3 (X) and −4/3 (Y ): these 4 types of states allow for
direct decays of the VLQ to a SM quark plus a single electroweak (EW) boson (W , Z or the
Higgs H). We will go beyond the standard decay channels by considering all motivated final
states allowed by conservation of quantum numbers that include either SM particles or a Dark
Matter (DM) candidate. It is convenient to list decay products containing 3 particles: in fact,
new decays typically involve one light SM state plus one heavy state that further decays into
two SM particles. Since W , Z and H also decay to two SM states, this approach allows us to
cover the standard decays as well. The nature of the intermediate state in the decay will then
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affects the kinematic properties of the event: for instance, in the decay T → t l+l−, the di-lepton
pair may come from a Z or heavy Z ′ boson. In this classification we leave out decays that can
be detected as a two-particle resonance, like Q → qγ/g: one reason is that these couplings are
generated by loops or higher-dimensional operators and they are associated in general with very
small branching ratios (see [131] for an example of explicit calculation in a VLQ model). On the
other hand, the coupling with gluons can be more efficiently tested via single production [132].
While the intermediate state is of secondary importance for many experimental signatures,
we list here a selection of possibilities that arise in known new physics scenarios. This list is,
by its own nature, incomplete and it is presented to give a flavor of the range of models covered
by our classification.
i) EW bosons, W , Z and H: they appear in the standard decays of VLQs in association
with a SM quark. We then classify the decays further: to charged leptons, Z/H → l+l−
and W± → l±ν; to quarks, Z/H → qq¯, W → qq¯′ and H → bb¯; to gauge bosons,
H → W+W−/ZZ; to invisible particles, Z → νν and H → Dark Matter. As the Higgs
has rare but clean decays, like H → γγ, we will also keep the final state qH in the
classification.
ii) New spin-1 resonances, Z ′ and W ′, appear in association with VLQs in many models,
like composite scenarios (CHMs) [133] and Little Higgs [134, 135]. Their decays are
similar to the decays of the EW bosons, with the addition of top quarks in the final states,
and also di-boson channels Z ′ → W+W− and W ′ → WZ.
iii) New color-neutral scalars are also predicted in non-minimal CHMs [136–138] and may
appear in the decays of VLQs, e.g. see [129]. In general, one can have both neutral
(η0) and charged (η±) states. They have two main decay channels: via the Wess-Zumino-
Witten anomaly, giving rise to di-boson final states η0 → W+W−/ZZ/Zγ/γγ and η± →
W±Z/W±γ; or via direct couplings to quarks induced by the Yukawa interactions, thus
inducing decays preferentially to third generation quarks, η0 → tt¯ and η+ → tb¯. This
class also includes extended Higgs sectors [139, 140].
iv) Colored scalar resonances, φc, are also a typical prediction in CHMs with top partners, as
for instance in [141–143]. They can have various color assignments, however they may
always appear in decays of the VLQ into a SM quark. They then further decay into a pair
of quarks.
v) Leptoquarks (LQ) have been widely studied in the context of GUTs [144], however scalar
LQs may also appear in CHMs as color-triplet scalar resonances that couple to quarks and
leptons [145, 146]. They may appear in decays of the VLQ into a LQ plus a lepton, thus
their final state will be similar to the standard leptonic channels, however with different
kinematical distributions.
vi) Dark Matter can also appear in the decay products: if the VLQ is odd under the DM parity,
it will decay into a quark plus the DM particle, leading to missing transverse energy
(EmissT ), as in [130, 147]. Another possibility is that the VLQ decays into a mediator
that further decays into a pair of DM. While the experimental signature is the same, the
former case is characterized by the absence of mixed final states, i.e. both VLQs in pair
production need to decay in this channel.
vii) Finally, we will consider the possibility of cascade decays of a VLQ into a lighter one
that further decays into a quark plus an EW boson: Q′′ → Q′V → qV V ′, where
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T/B qH ql+l− q EmissT ql
+ν qqq qW+W− qZH/Z qHH qW+Z qW+H
res. η0 Z, LQ Z, Hinv W , LQ Z/W/H H , VLQ H , VLQ VLQ W ′, VLQ VLQ
LQ, DM η0/η±/φc Z ′, η0 η±
tops T/B 1/0 1/0 1/0 0/1 3/2 1/0 1/0 1/0 0/1 0/1
single D A C B A/E B A D A B
qH D -
ql+l− A A -
q EmissT C A C -
ql−ν D A C A -
qqq E A B/C A/B A/E -
qW+W− B A B A A/B A -
qZH/Z A A A A A A A -
qHH D A C B B/D B A D -
qW−Z A A A A A A A A A -
qW−H D A C B A/D A A D A B
Table 1: Classification of final states for VLQs of standard charge, T /B. The second row contains
the eventual presence of a resonance (here, Z and W always include the case of Z ′/W ′, unless the ′
is explicitly indicated). In the third row we indicate the maximum number of tops for the two types.
The fourth row describes the final state in single production, where we do not include the presence of
additional particles, which is model dependent. Finally, the rest of the table describes pair production.
The experimental signatures are: A: ≥ 2 leptons (≥ 1Z, ≥ 3W , l + W ); B: 1 lepton (2W ); C: EmissT ;
D: V H , HH; E: W /H/t+jets, all jets.
X , Y ql+ν qqq qW+Z qW+H
res. W , LQ W , η± W ′, η±, VLQ VLQ
top X/Y 1/0 2/1 1/0 1/0
single B B/E A D
ql−ν A -
qqq A/B A/E -
qW−Z A A A -
qW−H A D A B
Table 2: Classification for the exotic charged states X/Y , following the same structure as Table 1.
V (
′) = W,Z,H .
The the final states are classified in Table 1 for the standard charges, T and B, and in Ta-
ble 2 for exotic charges,X and Y . In each table, the second row shows the possible intermediate
resonances that may appear in the decay process, as detailed above. As q stands for any SM
quark, we also indicate the maximal number of tops that may appear in the final state (which
is equivalent to the maximum number of up-type quarks): this is experimentally important as
tops are a source of additional leptons that improve background rejection. The rest of the table
contains all the possible final states for single and pair production. For single production, the
VLQ is typically produced in association with other particles that can be used to tag the events.
However, we only use the decay products of the VLQ to characterize the event because the
nature of the additional particles is inherently model dependent. The letters A–E categorize the
finals states according to typical experimental selections:
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A: includes final states with at least two leptons (including final states with at least oneZ, one
lepton and at least one W /top, or at least three W /top’s, which have sizeable branching
ratios into two or more leptons). Final states with two or more leptons are probed in
many LHC searches, as for example [116, 117, 124], and at high mass the final state is
sufficiently well understood that explicit reconstruction of the resonance is not always
necessary for discovery, in particular if events contain substantial EmissT [148].
B: includes final states with a single lepton (sizeable rates also come from final states with
two W /top’s). In this case, because of the large backgrounds from tt¯ and W+jets produc-
tion, explicit resonance reconstruction is probably necessary to observe a signal. While
some of these final states have not been probed in direct VLQ searches like for instance,
qW+W−qEmissT , if either branching ratio is substantial, other final states in same row or
column will yield multiple leptons or bosons. It is therefore likely that multi-boson dif-
ferential measurements, for example searches for anomalous gauge couplings [149] or
multi-Higgs production [150], offer sufficient coverage.
C: final states with sizeable EmissT are covered by the many experimental searches for super-
symmetry.
D: final states containing one Higgs in association with one or more bosons (W/Z/H). If
the q’s are light quarks, sensitivity to these channels could be enhanced by exploiting the
invariant mass distributions of the candidate VLQ decay products in searches for V H
and HH production. The qHqH case is also discussed in detail in another contribution
to these proceedings.
E: hadronic final states. In this case, the presence of hadronically decaying bosons or tops
may facilitate the experimental searches. If the VLQ mass is large enough, searches
for pairs of 3-jet resonances [151] have efficient coverage. Three-jet resonance searches
should be undertaken in addition to the dijet resonance searches to have sensitivity to
single production of VLQs that dominantly decay to three quarks.
Most of the columns and rows in Tables 1 and 2 have multiple cells that are covered either by
dedicated VLQ searches or other searches for new physics. However, in the latter cases, the
sensitivity could be enhanced by adding the appropriate invariant mass distributions to those
studied. This is particularly true if the SM quark in the VLQ decay is a light quark.
CONCLUSIONS
Vector-like quarks are present in many extensions of the Standard Model and the subject of
active searches by the LHC experiments. These searches focus on decays to a quark, most
often of the third generation, and a W , Z or Higgs boson. However, models with vector-like
quarks often include additional new particles, e.g. new gauge bosons or a dark matter candidate
in the case of a conserved parity. We present a matrix of possible final states, categorized as
a function of the number of final state leptons and bosons. While most final states seem to be
well covered by existing experimental searches, there are cases, in particular in the absence of
third generation quarks, where experimental coverage could be enhanced by the simple addition
of the appropriate invariant mass distributions to other existing searches for new physics. For
single VLQ production, in a few cases a dedicated new search is necessary.
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Contribution 7
The Diboson Excess: Experimental Situation and
Classification of Explanations
J. Brehmer, G. Brooijmans, G. Cacciapaglia, A. Carmona, A. Carvhalo, R. S. Chivukula, A. Del-
gado, F. Goertz, J.L. Hewett, A. Katz, J. Kopp, K. Lane, A. Martin, K. Mohan, D.M. Morse,
M. Nardecchia, J.M. No, C. Pollard, M. Quiros, T.G. Rizzo, J. Santiago, V. Sanz, E.H. Simmons
and J. Tattersall
Abstract
We examine the ‘diboson’ excess at ∼ 2 TeV seen by the LHC ex-
periments in various channels. We provide a comparison of the excess
significances as a function of the mass of the tentative resonance and
give the signal cross sections needed to explain the excesses. We also
present a survey of available theoretical explanations of the resonance,
classified in three main approaches. Beyond that, we discuss methods
to verify the anomaly, determining the major properties of the various
surpluses and exploring how different models can be discriminated. Fi-
nally, we give a tabular summary of the numerous explanations, pre-
senting their main phenomenological features.
This contribution was made public [152] earlier than the rest of the proceedings to match
the release of
√
s = 13 TeV results by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations.
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Contribution 8
Collider constraints on Pati-Salam inspired SUSY models
with a sneutrino LSP
S. Kraml, M.E. Krauss, S. Kulkarni, U. Laa, W. Porod and J. Tattersall
Abstract
We study Pati-Salam inspired supersymmetric models which feature a
somewhat more compressed spectrum than the usual constrained Mini-
mal Supersymmetric Standard Model. Neutrino data are explained via
an inverse seesaw mechanism and the corresponding scalar partners of
this sector can be the lightest supersymmetric states, accounting for the
dark matter of the universe. Our particular focus lies on the question
how the LHC SUSY searches constrain this setup.
1 INTRODUCTION
After the highly successful LHC operation at 7 and 8 TeV in 2010–2012, the exploration of the
TeV energy scale now continues at 13 TeV. One of the main experimental goals of this Run 2
of the LHC, which begun last year, is to discover signs for new physics. So far, however, no
conclusive signal has been established. Instead, the mass limits for new particles, in particular
supersymmetric ones, are being pushed higher and higher, presently reaching 1.5–1.7 TeV for
gluino masses in certain scenarios [153–155]. This is a somewhat paradoxical situation as
theoretical arguments like the unification of the gauge couplings, stability of the Higgs potential
or the stability of the electroweak scale against huge radiative corrections suggest that there
should be new physics at the TeV scale. An important aspect in this context is that the observed
Higgs mass mh ' 125.1 GeV [156] is somewhat larger than predicted in the ‘natural’ part of
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), or constrained versions thereof like the
CMSSM, implying the necessity of large trilinear parameters and/or huge stop masses.
However, this does not imply that supersymmetry (SUSY) itself is ruled out — non-
minimal SUSY models are still in good shape. In particular non-minimal models offer the
possibility of additional tree-level contributions to the mass of the light Higgs boson, either
due to new F-term contributions, like in the Next-to-MSSM [157], or due to additional D-
term contributions in case of extended gauge symmetries [158, 159]. A particular interest-
ing class are SO(10)-inspired models with left-right symmetry at the TeV scale as they can
also naturally explain the measured neutrino data. The SO(10) gauge group can be bro-
ken in various ways down to the Standard Model gauge group, see e.g. [160] and references
therein. For example, it can be broken directly to SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L [161] or to
SU(2)L × U(1)R × U(1)B−L [159, 162] at the scale of the grand unified theory (GUT). An
equally justified alternative which is less well studied in recent literature is to have an inter-
mediate Pati-Salam [144] stage where the gauge group is SU(4)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R. This
scenario is of particular interest because sleptons and squarks belong to the same SU(4)c mul-
tiplet in the unbroken phase, allowing for a rather compressed spectrum between the sfermions
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at accessible LHC energies if the scale of the Pati-Salam breaking is in the order of 10–100
TeV [163]. If moreover the gauginos and higgsinos are heavier than the sfermions, the LHC
bounds are considerably weakened [164]. In such a scenario the lightest supersymmetric par-
ticle (LSP) would be the lightest of the scalar partners of the extended neutrino sector, i.e. a
sneutrino. Sneutrinos as dark matter (DM) candidates have been discussed extensively in the
literature (see e.g. [165] for a review). LHC limits on scenarios with sneutrino LSPs were stud-
ied recently in the context of so-called SMS (simplified model spectra) constraints, in [166] for
the MSSM+ν˜R and in [167] for the U(1)-extended MSSM.
In this contribution, we focus on Pati-Salam inspired SUSY with a rather compressed
sfermion spectrum, heavy gauginos and higgsinos, and a sneutrino LSP. An additional interest-
ing feature of such a model is that it can also explain neutrino masses and mixings by an inverse
seesaw mechanism [168]. In the present work, we are mainly interested in the question to what
extent the present SUSY search results from Run 1 of the LHC constrain this model, and what
scenarios evade present (and possibly future) bounds. The complementarity with dark matter
constraints will be discussed in a subsequent paper publication.
2 THE MODEL
2.1 Model description
We assume that SO(10) is broken at the GUT scale to a Pati-Salam subgroup GPS = SU(4)c×
SU(2)L × SU(2)R which itself survives down to a scale MPS ∼ 104 − 105 GeV. At MPS ,
GPS is broken to SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)R × U(1)B−L, and we will work in this phase. The
matter sector can be embedded in a complete 16-plet under SO(10) for each flavour which
adds three copies of right-handed neutrino superfields νˆc with respect to the MSSM. The Higgs
sector contains, in addition to the usual Higgs doublets Hˆu and Hˆd, two superfields χˆR and ˆ¯χR
originating from SU(2)R doublets in the Pati-Salam phase and are responsible for the breaking
of U(1)R × U(1)B−L as soon as their scalar components receive vacuum expectation values
(vevs). χˆR ( ˆ¯χR) carry the opposite (same) U(1) charges as νˆc, enabling an inverse seesaw
mechanism once a gauge singlet superfield Sˆ is added. In Table 1, we list the particle content of
our model with the respective quantum numbers under the considered gauge group. Here, we
have normalized the U(1) charges such that, after the breaking U(1)R × U(1)B−L → U(1)Y ,
the hypercharge operator reads
Y = TR + TB−L , where TB−L Φ =
B − L
2
Φ . (1)
Note that the U(1)R × U(1)B−L basis can be rotated into a basis featuring the hypercharge
U(1)Y and an orthogonal U(1)χ [169]. The corresponding quantum numbers are also displayed
in Table 1.
As χR, χ¯R carry B − L quantum numbers of ±1, the usual R-parity gets spontaneously
broken together with the breaking of U(1)R × U(1)B−L. We therefore follow Refs. [170, 171]
by introducing a discrete ZM2 matter parity under which the matter superfields are odd and the
Higgs superfields even, thereby forbidding the terms leading to proton decay as well as the LSP
decay.1 The superpotential of the model then reads [159, 162, 169]
W =Y iju uˆ
c
i Qˆj · Hˆu − Y ijd dˆci Qˆj · Hˆd − Y ije eˆci Lˆj · Hˆd + µ Hˆu · Hˆd
1The constraints due to the discrete gauge symmetry anomalies are fulfilled by this type of matter parity [172,
173].
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Superfield Spin 0 Spin 12 # Gen. SU(3)c × SU(2)L U(1)R × U(1)B−L U(1)Y × U(1)χ
Qˆ (u˜L, d˜L) (uL, dL) 3 (3,2) (0, 13) (
1
6
, 1
4
)
dˆc d˜cR d
c
R 3 (3,1) (
1
2
,−1
3
) (1
3
,−3
4
)
uˆc u˜cR u
c
R 3 (3,1) (−12 ,−13) (−23 , 14)
Lˆ (ν˜L, e˜L) (νL, eL) 3 (1,2) (0,−1) (−12 ,−34)
eˆc e˜cR e
c
R 3 (1,1) (
1
2
, 1) (1, 1
4
)
νˆc ν˜cR ν
c
R 3 (1,1) (−12 , 1) (0, 54)
Sˆ S˜ S 3 (1,1) (0, 0) (0, 0)
Hˆd (H
0
d , H
−
d ) (H˜
0
d , H˜
−
d ) 1 (1,2) (−12 , 0) (−12 , 12)
Hˆu (H
+
0 , H
0
u) (H˜
+
0 , H˜
0
u) 1 (1,2) (
1
2
, 0) (1
2
,−1
2
)
χˆR χR χ˜R 1 (1,1) (12 ,−1) (0,−54)
ˆ¯χR χ¯R ˜¯χR 1 (1,1) (−12 , 1) (0, 54)
Table 1: Chiral superfields and their quantum numbers with respect to SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)R ×
U(1)B−L as well as in the rotated basis SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)χ.
+ Y ijν νˆ
c
i Lˆj · Hˆu + Y ijS νˆci Sˆj χˆR − µR ˆ¯χR χˆR +
1
2
µijS Sˆi Sˆj , (2)
where the · indicates the invariant SU(2)L product. Below MPS we have a product of two U(1)
factors which in general leads to a gauge kinetic mixing. We absorb the corresponding mixing
term χF µνR FB−L, µν into a noncanonical structure of the covariant derivative, resulting in a non-
diagonal U(1) gauge coupling matrix, and also account for that effect in the RGE running using
the formalism given in Ref. [174]. Depending on the particle content and the separation of the
different symmetry breaking scales, this mixing can turn out to be large and have non-negligible
effects for the collider phenomenology of a model [175, 176]. However, due to the closeness
of the scales in the model considered here, the phenomenological effect is small and, thus, we
omit it for simplicity in the formulas below. As usual in inverse seesaw scenarios, µS is a small
dimensionful parameter, µS  MZ . The Yukawa coupling between the singlet and the right-
handed sneutrino superfields, YS , is considered to be of O(1) and will become important later
when we discuss the (s)neutrino masses.
Finally, the soft SUSY-breaking Lagrangian is given by
−Lsoft = m2ijφ∗iφj +
(
1
2
Mabλaλb +BµHu ·Hd −BµR χ¯R χR +BµS S˜ S˜ + T ijS χR ν˜ci S˜j
− T ijd d˜ci Q˜j ·Hd + T iju u˜ci Q˜j ·Hu − T ije e˜ci L˜j ·Hd + T ijν ν˜ci L˜j ·Hu + h.c.
)
. (3)
Here, φ stands for all kinds of scalar particles, i and j are generation indices, and λa denotes the
gaugino of gauge group a. The mixed term MR,B−LλRλB−L appears because of gauge kinetic
mixing.
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2.2 Relevant mass spectrum
2.2.1 Higgs sector
We split the neutral Higgs fields into their CP -even and CP -odd components as well as a vev
according to
H0u =
1√
2
(φu + iσu + vu), H
0
d =
1√
2
(φd + iσd + vd),
χR =
1√
2
(φR + iσR + vχR), χ¯R =
1√
2
(φ¯R + iσ¯R + vχ¯R) . (4)
Moreover, we define the ratios
tan β =
vu
vd
, tan βR =
vχR
vχ¯R
, (5)
as well as v2 = v2u + v
2
d and v
2
R = v
2
χR
+ v2χ¯R . Due to the constraints on dilepton resonances
[177], vR needs to be larger than ∼ 7 TeV, so that v  vR generically holds. As discussed in
some detail in Ref. [169], the minimization conditions for the scalar potential only allow small
deviations of tan βR from one. In the limit of vanishing gauge kinetic mixing and tan β  1,
tan βR → 1, the lightest eigenstate that corresponds to a SU(2)L doublet features the tree-level
mass of
m2h =
1
4
(g2L + g
2
R) v
2 , (6)
corresponding to a tree-level enhancement with respect to the MSSM2 and therefore alleviating
the need for large loop corrections from the stop sector.3 The full mass matrix in both U(1)
bases including further details is given in Ref. [169].
2.2.2 Neutrinos and sneutrinos
The (s)neutrino sector consists of the left- and right-handed superfields νˆL/R as well as the
singlet superfield Sˆ. After U(1)R × U(1)B−L and electroweak symmetry breaking, the gauge
eigenstates mix among each other according to the Yukawa interactions defined in Eq. (2).
In the seesaw approximation, µS  1√2vuYν  1√2vχRYS , the masses of the light neutri-
nos read [168, 178]
Mlight ' v
2
u
v2χR
Y Tν (Y
T
S )
−1µSY −1S Yν . (7)
The heavy neutrinos form three quasi-Dirac pairs whose mass can be approximated by
mνh '
1√
2
vχRYS . (8)
Typical masses for the heavy neutrinos hence range around O(100 GeV − 1 TeV). As one can
always choose a basis in which YS is diagonal, one can fit the masses of the light neutrinos by
2In the alternative U(1) basis Y χ, this corresponds to m2h = M
2
Z +
1
4 (gχ − gY χ)2 v2 [169].
3Note that, in this limit, the lightest φ¯R/φR eigenstate is massless at tree level and only acquires a mass of
∼ 50 GeV radiatively [159, 162, 169]. As the mixing with the doublet state is small, there is no constraint coming
from LEP data.
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a non-diagonal structure of Yν and/or µS . We choose to adapt Yν following the parametrisation
given in Refs. [179–181].
Analogously to the Higgs sector, we decompose the sneutrinos into their CP -even (S)
and CP -odd (P ) components,
ν˜L =
1√
2
(νSL + i ν
P
L ) , ν˜R =
1√
2
(νSR + i ν
P
R ) , S˜ =
1√
2
(νSS + i ν
P
S ) . (9)
In the limit of vanishing gauge kinetic mixing, the mass matrix of the scalar/pseudoscalar sneu-
trinos reads in the basis (ν˜S/PL , ν˜
S/P
R , S˜
S/P ):
(m
S/P
ν˜ )
2 =
 m
2
ν˜L
v√
2
(
T Tν sβ − µY Tν cβ
)
1
2
vvR(Y
T
ν YS)sβsβR
v√
2
(
Tνsβ − µYνcβ
)
m2ν˜R (m
2
32)
T
1
2
vvR(Y
T
S Yν)sβsβR m
2
32 m
2
S +
v2Rs
2
βR
2
Y TS YS + µ
T
SµS ±BµS
 ,
(10)
with
m232 =
vR√
2
(
T TS sβR − µRY TS cβR ± µSY TS sβR
)
,
m2ν˜L =m
2
L +
v2
2
s2βY
T
ν Yν +
1
8
(
v2c2βg
2
L − v2Rc2βRg2BL
)
1 ,
m2ν˜R =m
2
νc +
v2R
2
s2βRYSY
T
S +
v2
2
s2βYνY
T
ν +
1
8
(
v2c2βg
2
R + v
2
Rc2βR
(
g2R + g
2
BL
))
1 , (11)
where m2L,νc,S are the soft SUSY-breaking sneutrino mass parameters, and we have used the ab-
breviations cosα, sinα → cα, sα. Furthermore, we have used real parameters Ti, Yi, µi. While
the mixing of the left sneutrinos with ν˜R and S˜ scale with the Dirac neutrino mass and is
therefore small, there is in general a sizeable mixture in the ν˜R − S˜ submatrix because of the
potentially largem232 which scales with the heavy neutrino massmνh . Assuming a common soft
mass m2, tan βR → 1 and writing vRTS/
√
2 = mνhAS , the mass of the lightest eigenstate can
be approximated by
m2ν˜1 = m
2 +mνh |mνh − (AS − µR)| (12)
Therefore, due to the inverse seesaw mechanism at work, the sneutrino spectrum can be spread
rather than compressed (as is the case for the charged sfermions), and the lightest eigenstate can
be the dark matter candidate if it is the LSP, i.e. if mν˜1 < µ, µR,MBL,MR,ML (Mi being the
gaugino masses).
The terms µS and BµS induce a small splitting between the CP eigenstates. As µS must
be a small parameter for a successful seesaw mechanism, and thus much smaller than µR, this
splitting is tiny and irrelevant for collider phenomenology. It does become cosmologically
relevant, however, in case the lightest sneutrino is the LSP as it induces a decay of the second-
lightest sneutrino eigenstate; that way, the dark matter candidate is a real scalar/pseudoscalar
state instead of a complex scalar.
2.2.3 Squarks
The mass matrices of the squarks read, in the limit of vanishing gauge kinetic mixing,
m2X =
m2Q + v2X2 Y †XYX +DX,L 1√2 (vXT †X − vX′µY †X)
1√
2
(vXTX − vX′µ∗YX) m2X + v
2
X
2
YXY
†
X +DX,R
 , (13)
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where X = u, d, X ′ 6= X and
Du/d,L = − 1
24
(
(g2BL + g
2
R)(v
2
χR
− v2χ¯R)± 3g2L(v2u − v2d)
)
1 , (14)
Du/d,R =
1
24
(
(g2BL ∓ 3g2R)(v2χR − v2χ¯R)∓ 3g2R(v2u − v2d)
)
1 .
The full mass matrices including kinetic mixing are given in Ref. [162].
2.3 Technical setup
We have used the implementation of the model in the SARAH package [182–186] presented in
Ref. [162] to produce model-specific code for SPheno [187, 188]. SPheno provides a precise
calculation of the complete mass spectrum at the one-loop level, and of the CP -even Higgs
sector at the two-loop level [189]. The complete RGE running is performed at two loops,
including the full gauge kinetic mixing information. The SPheno modules were created such as
to reproduce Pati-Salam inspired boundary conditions at the scale MPS . In particular, the soft
SUSY-breaking mass parameters m2i of the sfermions are taken degenerate for each generation
i, and gBL is to (approximately) unify with g3. The U(1)R gauge coupling is then calculated by
requiring the relation4
gR =
gBL gY√
g2BL − g2Y
(15)
at the scale of U(1)R ×U(1)B−L breaking. Further, we use a common SUSY-breaking trilinear
parameter A0 at MPS so that Tk = A0 Yk. With this ansatz, the mixing between the generations
is small and, thus, we can use the usual notation of t˜1,2, b˜1,2 and so on.
The tadpole equations are solved for the soft SUSY-breaking Higgs mass parameters. The
free input parameters for the subsequent random scan are summarized in Table 2. As a further
selection criterium, we demand the lightest sneutrino to be the LSP and the doublet-like Higgs
mass to be within 122 < mh/GeV < 129 in order to account for the estimated uncertainty on
the mass calculation.5
For the evaluation of the collider constraints, we use the same SARAH setup as above
to produce model files in the UFO format [54]. This model is used along with the parameter
point specified as an SLHA [190] spectrum files by MadGraph 5 v2.2.3 [53, 191] to generate
events for the hard matrix element and subsequent particle decays, showering and hadronisation
are performed by Pythia 6 [55]. The events are normalised to the NLO+NLL cross-section
using NLLFast [192–197] with the PDF set CTEQ6L1 at LO and CTEQ6.6M at NLO [198]. The
events are then passed to CheckMATE v.1.2.2 [199, 200] which makes use of the Delphes 3
detector simulation [56] and the anti-kT jet algorithm [57] provided by FastJet [58, 201].
All 8 TeV ATLAS analyses implemented in CheckMATE are considered which includes those
impemented externally [202]. In the results section we will detail those that are most sensitive
to the parameter points tested.
3 RECASTING LHC SEARCHES
For the collider constraints we are most interested in scenarios with relatively light third-
generation squarks which do not substantially mix with the squarks of the first two generations.
4Here, the U(1) gauge couplings are not GUT-normalized.
5For light stop masses, this roughly selects the region −1.5 < A0/TeV < 1.
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input at MPS range input at MSUSY range
m21,2 [GeV
2] 2× 106 . . . 4× 106 vR [TeV] 7 . . . 10
m23 [GeV
2] 5× 104 . . . m21,2/GeV2 tan β 2 . . . 40
M3 [GeV] 900 . . . 1200 tan βR 1 . . . 1.1
A0 [GeV] −1500 . . . 1500 Y iiS 0 . . . 0.7
µ [GeV] 500 . . . 1500 mA [GeV] 500 . . . 1500
µR [GeV] 300 . . . 3000 mAR [GeV] mA . . . 6000
Table 2: Free parameters and the input values at the respective scale. The Pati-Salam scale itself has been
varied between 104 and 105 GeV, and the SUSY scale MSUSY is defined as the average up squark mass√
mu˜1mu˜6 . We assume 1 TeV for the other gaugino masses Mi. µ
ii
S has been fixed to diag(10
−5 GeV),
and we have assumed MRBL, BµS = 0 at MPS . mA(R) =
√
2Bµ(R)/s2β(R) is the mass of the physical
(R-) pseudoscalar. The criterion for mAR is inspired by the hierarchy vR > v while µR can turn out
to be required smaller than µ due to the constraints from the tadpole equations, see the discussion in
Ref. [169].
We thus select points for which the predominantly third-generation states (which we denote as
stops and sbottoms for simplicity) are lighter than the other squarks and the admixture from
other flavours is at most one percent. The mixing between the first two generations will not
impact our results and is thus not restricted. Currently, parameter points yielding displaced
vertices or heavy stable charged particle (HSCP) signatures cannot be tested within the current
version of CheckMATE and are discarded. We consider scenarios to contain a displaced vertex
when a particle has a lifetime with cτ between 0.01 and 100m. Invisible particles with lifetimes
larger than cτ = 100m will be considered stable for the purpose of the collider study.
These parameter points (1920 spectra in the analysed sample) are passed to CheckMATE
which computes the the r value, defined as the ratio of predicted signal events (taking into
account uncertainties) over the experimentally measured 95% CL upper limit on the number of
signal events. Thus a model can be considered excluded by a search if r ≥ 1. For a consistent
statistical treatment, for each parameter point, r is evaluated based on the most sensitive search
and signal region, i.e. the signal region with the maximum expected r value.
3.1 Scan results
To begin with, we contrast in Fig. 1 the total SUSY production cross sections with the observed
r values in three different mass planes: gluino g˜ vs. average light-flavour squark q˜ mass,6 lightest
stop t˜1 vs. squark q˜ mass, and t˜1 vs. g˜ mass. As expected we observe a strong dependence of
the observed r value on the gluino and q˜ masses which is correlated directly to the total cross
section in the same mass plane. Nonetheless, points with very heavy gluino and 1st and 2nd
generation squarks may still be excluded if the third generation squarks are light, see the middle
and bottom rows of plots in Fig. 1 for comparison. On the other hand, we also find points with
lightish gluinos and/or q˜ (and thus large cross section) for which the ATLAS searches have
hardly any sensitivity (r values of 0.2 and lower). The differences in the LHC sensitivity to
points with similar masses will be discussed below by means of a few representative benchmark
points.
6Due to their near-degeneracy, first and second generation squark masses are characterized by the arithmetic
mean (including left and right states), mq˜ = 18 (mu˜L +mu˜R +md˜L +md˜R +mc˜L +mc˜R +ms˜L +ms˜R).
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Figure 1: Total SUSY production cross section in pb (right) and r value reported by CheckMATE (left)
in various mass planes. Top row: gluino (g˜) vs. average light-flavour squark (q˜) mass, middle row: t˜1 vs.
g˜ mass, bottom row: t˜1 vs. g˜ mass.
Before analysing these points in detail, let us ask which analyses are actually constraining
the scenarios that we consider. To address this question, Fig. 2 shows the current r value from
the 8 TeV searches versus different sparticle masses. For each point, the most sensitive analysis
is denoted by the colour code indicated in the plot labels. As mentioned, the exclusion limit
from the 8 TeV searches is r ≥ 1; the plots allow to roughly depict the increase in sensitivity
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Figure 2: r value versus sparticle masses with the colour code denoting the most sensitive analysis for
each point.
that would be necessary to extend the exclusion limits assuming the same types of analyses will
be performed in Run 2 with similar signal/background selection as in Run 1. As can be seen,
the relevant searches are:
– ATLAS-CONF-2013-061 [203]: 0–1 lepton, ≥ 3 b jets, MET (gluino + 3rd gen)
– ATLAS-1405-7875 [204]: 2–6 jets, lepton veto, MET (inclusive squarks and gluinos)
– ATLAS-1407-0583 [205]: 1 lepton, (b) jets, MET (1-lepton stop search)
– ATLAS-1308-1841 [206]: ≥ 6 jets, lepton veto, MET (inclusive squarks and gluinos)
– ATLAS-1403-4853 [83]: 2 leptons, (b) jets, MET (dilepton stop search)
– ATLAS-1404-2500 [207]: 2–3 leptons, (b) jets, MET (inclusive squarks and gluinos)
We also see that the excluded points are dominated by the gluino search that targets third gen-
eration quarks in the decay chain. This is to be expected since our mass spectrum generically
contains lighter stops and sbottoms and thus the gluino often decays via these states.
Since only a small proportion of the considered points are excluded we also estimate in
Fig. 3 the corresponding reach of the LHC at 13 TeV with 20 fb−1 (to be compared with the right
panels in Fig. 1). This is done using Collider-Reach [208, 209] to estimate the sensitivity at
the higher energy and recalculating the r-values using the relevant cross-sections. We see the
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striking feature that almost all points with 1st and 2nd generation squarks mq˜1,2 < 1.7 TeV will
be excluded. The effect is less clear in terms of the gluino mass, mg˜ which is due to the fact that
the dominant production process is associated squark-gluino production. Since all our scenarios
already contain a relatively light gluino, mg˜ < 1.6 TeV we only see an important reduction in
production cross-section when the squarks are made heavier. In addition we see that light stop
scenarios remain elusive as an important fraction of points with mt˜1 < 800 GeV has a projected
r value below 1, in particular when the 1st/2nd generation is heavy.
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Figure 3: Projected r value in various mass planes for the LHC at 13 TeV with 20 fb−1.
3.2 Benchmark points
In order to understand why some parameter points are excluded while others with similar masses
are allowed, we now examine four selected benchmark points in more detail. The mass spectra
of these points, denoted BP1 to BP4, and their current and projected r values are given in Tab. 3.
Our first benchmark scenario (BP1) is excluded by the ATLAS search for gluinos with at
least 3 b-jets in the final state (ATLAS-CONF-2013-061 [203]) which specifically targets decays
via third generation squarks. In our study we see that the associated production of gluinos with
1st and 2nd generation squarks is actually dominant. However, the heavier squarks (mq˜ =
1672 GeV) then predominantly decay to the lighter gluino (mg˜ = 1308 GeV) and a hard jet
leading to the pair of gluinos that are targeted. Subsequently the gluinos decay democratically
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through the different 3rd generation squarks to give the b-jet rich signature that is searched for.
In addition, leptons originating from the top decay when g˜ → t˜1t can help enhance the signal.
The second benchmark point we choose (BP2) actually has slightly lighter gluinos (mg˜ =
1250 GeV) and squarks (mq˜ = 1622 GeV) but in contrast to BP1, we find that this point is not
excluded. The reason for this is two-fold. Firstly, the sneutrino LSP is significantly heavier in
this scenario compared to BP1 (mν˜1 = 753 GeV vs. mν˜1 = 193 GeV) which means we have
a far more compressed spectrum and much softer decay products. Secondly, the lighter stop t˜1
is also heavier (mt˜1 = 1198 GeV which is in fact close to the gluino mass) and this prevents
the two body decay, g˜ → t˜1t. As a result, the two body decay into the sbottom, g˜ → b˜1b,
accounts for almost all the gluino decays. However, since there is less than 40 GeV mass
difference between the gluino and sbottom, the b-jets that emerge are relatively soft and hard to
reconstruct. In addition, the final state will in general have a lower lepton and jet multiplicity
than we can expect from BP1 where t-quarks are dominantly produced in the decay chains.
These lower multiplicity signals have larger SM backgrounds and thus the resulting limit on the
model is weaker.
Moving on to the third benchmark point (BP3), we find a scenario that is also not excluded
despite the relatively light gluino (mg˜ = 1232 GeV) and light sneutrino LSP (mν˜1 = 244 GeV).
Here, the reason is that the 1st and 2nd generation squarks are rather heavy (mq˜ = 1930 GeV)
and thus the associated production cross-section with gluinos is substantially reduced. We note
that even with such heavy squarks, the cross-section of associated squark-gluino production
(1.44 fb) is still comparable to that of gluino pair production (2.31 fb) due to the large valence
quark contribution. In actual fact, the reduction in cross section of the heavier states is large
enough to result in the direct stop search (ATLAS-1407-0583 [205]) becoming the most sensi-
tive channel. However, examining the stop decay in this scenario we find the following cascade
is dominant,
t˜1 → τ˜1νb , (16)
τ˜1 → ν˜W ∗(→ qq¯, `ν¯) . (17)
Examining the decay chain in more detail, we find two reasons why the stop searches have
limited sensitivity in this case. Firstly, the relatively small leptonic branching fraction of the
off-shell W± reduces the effective cross-section for the searches that rely on final state leptons.
Secondly, the mass difference between the lightest stau, τ˜1, and the sneutrino LSP, ν˜1, is only
∼ 70 GeV which must be distributed across the three body decay. Thus a sizeable proportion
of the final state leptons are too soft to be reconstructed at the LHC.
A contrast to the above scenario is provided by our fourth benchmark (BP4), where a
parameter point with a stop which is only slightly lighter (mt˜1 = 573 GeV vs. mt˜1 = 624 GeV)
is now excluded. The reason has nothing to do with the mass difference but rather the fact that
the stop now decays dominantly via
t˜1 → χ˜±b , (18)
χ˜± → ν˜`± . (19)
Consequently, for BP4 every stop decay produces a final-state lepton and in addition a relatively
large mass splitting (∼ 210 GeV) is present between the chargino, χ˜±, and sneutrino LSP, ν˜.
Since this is a two body decay, the vast majority of leptons will have sufficient energy to pass the
cuts in the direct stop searches. As a result, the dileptonic stop search (ATLAS-1403-4853 [83])
strongly constrains this benchmark point.
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BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4
mν˜1 193 752 244 300
mτ˜1 249 1044 315 553
mχ˜01 636 923 491 504
mχ˜02 918 977 929 521
mχ˜±1 981 975 985 510
mt˜1 705 1198 624 573
mb˜1 810 1212 709 822
mt˜2 985 1264 885 925
mb˜2 995 1269 858 849
mg˜ 1308 1250 1232 1372
mq˜ 1672 1622 1930 2099
robs 1.10 0.20 0.26 1.36
rproj (3.2 fb−1) 3.82 0.65 0.31 1.46
rproj (20 fb−1) 9.54 1.62 0.77 3.65
Table 3: Relevant masses (in GeV) for the four benchmark scenarios discussed in the text. The observed
r value at 8 TeV and projections to 3.2 fb−1 and 20 fb−1 at 13 TeV are also given.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We considered a supersymmetric model based on the gauge group SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)R×
U(1)B−L for which we impose Pati-Salam inspired boundary conditions at the scale 10–100 TeV.
This leads to a more compressed sfermion spectrum within one generation than in more com-
mon scenarios with, e.g., CMSSM-like boundary conditions. The lightest coloured sparticles
in these scenarios are usually stops and sbottoms which are close in mass. For the explanation
of the neutrino masses and mixings, we evoked an inverse seesaw mechanism. As a conse-
quence, the lightest sneutrinos can be the lightest supersymmetric particles, with varying mass
differences to the lightest coloured sparticles. We recasted existing LHC analyses searching for
supersymmetric particles at
√
s = 8 TeV, examining the current LHC exclusions and contrast-
ing excluded/not excluded scenarios with similar mass patterns. Moreover, we estimated the
projected reach of the 13 TeV run. We found that apart from the overall mass scale and mass
splitting between the different squark generations and the gluino, the LHC exclusions strongly
depend on the mass difference between the stop and the sneutrino which, if small, leads to soft
decay products. The “conventional” SUSY mass limits from the LHC searches can thus be
avoided even for rather light gluinos and 3rd generation squarks.
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The Higgs Boson
Contribution 9
Higgs boson production via gluon fusion within HEFT
T. Schmidt and M. Spira
Abstract
Higgs boson production via gluon fusion is discussed up to the NNLO
level including dimension 6 operators within the SILH and the non-
linear realizations in Higgs effective theories (HEFT). Particular em-
phasis is set on the consistent treatment of the new Wilson coefficients
at higher orders, i.e. including the proper scale dependence and merging
with the SM part.
1 Introduction
The Higgs boson production cross section via gluon-fusion is known up to N3LO QCD [210–
229] and NLO electroweak [230–238] within the SM supplemented by soft and collinear gluon
resummation up to the N3LL level [239–252]. Starting from these results the contributions
of dimension-6 operators beyond the SM are discussed up to NNLO QCD. This extension of
previous work inside the SM is based on the effective Lagrangian (here in the heavy top limit
for the SM part)
Leff = αs
pi
{ ct
12
(1 + δ) + cg
}
GaµνGaµν
H
v
(1)
with the QCD corrections [239, 253–255]
δ = δ1
αs
pi
+ δ2
(αs
pi
)2
+ δ3
(αs
pi
)3
+O(α4s)
δ1 =
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4
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288
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Lt +NF
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Lt
3
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δ3 =
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41472
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209
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288
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+ NF
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13824
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91
54
Lt
)
+N2F
(
−L
2
t
18
+
77
1728
Lt − 6865
31104
)
(2)
where Lt = log(µ2R/M
2
t ) with µR denoting the renormalization scale and Mt the top quark pole
mass. The gluon field strength tensor is represented byGaµν , the strong coupling constant by αs
with five active flavours, the electroweak vacuum expectation value by v and the physical Higgs
field by H . The contributions of dimension-6 operators are absorbed in the rescaling factor ct
for the top Yukawa coupling and the point-like coupling cg, i.e. deviations of ct and cg from
their SM values ct = 1 and cg = 0 originate from dimension-6 operators. The contribution of
the chromomagnetic dipole operator [256, 257] is not included. The extended LO cross section
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is then given by
σLO(pp→ H) = σ0τH dL
gg
dτH
non-linear: σNL0 =
GFα
2
s
288
√
2pi
∣∣∣∣∣∑
Q
cQAQ(τQ) + 12cg
∣∣∣∣∣
2
SILH: σSILH0 = σ
NL
0 −
GFα
2
s
288
√
2pi
∣∣∣∣∣∑
Q
(cQ − 1)AQ(τQ) + 12cg
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(3)
with τH = M2H/s, τQ = 4m
2
Q/M
2
H and the LO form factors
AQ (τ) =
3
2
τ [1 + (1− τ) f (τ)] (4)
f (τ) =

arcsin2
1√
τ
τ ≥ 1
−1
4
[
ln
1 +
√
1− τ
1−√1− τ − ipi
]2
τ < 1 .
(5)
and GF = (
√
2v2)−1 denoting the Fermi constant, while the gluon-gluon parton luminosity is
displayed as Lgg. Here, rescaling factors cQ have been introduced for all contributing quarks,
i.e. the top, bottom and charm quark. The cross section in Eq. (3) is shown for two different
cases, the non-linear parametrization of New Physics effects, where the squares of the deviations
from the SM are taken into account, and the SILH approximation [258], where the observable
is systematically expanded to the dimension-6 level.
2 Calculation
The Wilson coefficient cg does not receive QCD corrections within the effective Lagrangian,
but develops a scale dependence according to the renormalization group equation
µ2
∂cg(µ
2)
∂µ2
= −
{
β1
(
αs(µ
2)
pi
)2
+ 2β2
(
αs(µ
2)
pi
)3}
cg(µ
2)
β0 =
33− 2NF
12
β1 =
153− 19NF
24
β2 =
1
128
(
2857− 5033
9
NF +
325
27
N2F
)
(6)
This renormalization group equation can be derived either from the scale-invariant trace anomaly
term β(αs)/(2αs)GaµνGaµν [259–264] or from the scale dependence of the factor (1 + δ) of the
effective Lagrangian of Eq. (1), since both coefficients, ct(1 + δ) and cg, have to develop the
same scale dependence. The solution of the RGE for cg up to the NNLL level can be cast into
the form
cg(µ
2) = cg(µ
2
0)
β0 + β1
αs(µ2)
pi
+ β2
(
αs(µ2)
pi
)2
β0 + β1
αs(µ20)
pi
+ β2
(
αs(µ20)
pi
)2 (7)
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In order to compute the modified cross section up to NNLO the mismatch of the individual
terms of the effective Lagrangian of Eq. (1) with respect to the δ term has been taken into ac-
count properly supplemented by the NNLL scale dependence of the Wilson coefficient cg, while
the finite NLO quark mass terms have been added at fixed NLO to the SM part and the inter-
ference terms between the quark loops and the novel coupling cg(µ2R). This yields a consistent
determination of the gluon-fusion cross section up to NNLO including the dimension-6 opera-
tors that lead to a rescaling of the top, bottom and charm Yukawa couplings and the point-like
Hgg coupling parametrized by cg(µ2R).
The results are implemented in the present version 4.34 of Higlu [265, 266] which is
linked to Hdecay [267,268] (version 6.51) and allows to choose the usual SM Higgs input values
in the separate input files higlu.in and hdecay.in. In addition in higlu.in the rescaling
factors ct,b,c and the point-like Wilson coefficient cg(µ20) can be chosen with the corresponding
input scale µ0. In this way Higlu provides a consistent calculation of the gluon-fusion cross
section up to NNLO QCD including dimension-6 operators. More detailed information about
the input files higlu.in and hdecay.in can be found as comment lines at the beginning of the
main Fortran files higlu.f and hdecay.f. The pole masses for the bottom and charm quarks
are computed from the MS input valuesmb(mb) andmc(3 GeV) with N3LO accuracy internally
according to the recent recommendation of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [269].
3 Results
The results for the total cross sections at LO, NLO and NNLO are shown in Fig. 1 as a function
of the novel point-like Higgs coupling cg(µ2R) where we identified the scale with the renor-
malization scale. The renormalization and factorization scales µR and µF have been iden-
tified with MH/2 which for simplicity is also chosen as the input scale µ0 of the chosen
value of cg(µ0). For the parton densities the MSTW2008 sets have been adopted according
to the order of the calculation. The strong coupling constants have been chosen accordingly,
i.e. αs(MZ) = 0.13939 (LO), 0.12018 (NLO), 0.11707 (NNLO). The quark masses have been
taken as mt = 172.5 GeV, mb(mb) = 4.18 GeV and mc(3 GeV) = 0.986 GeV. They are con-
verted to the corresponding pole masses used in our calculation with N3LO accuracy. Fig. 1
shows that there is a strong dependence of the cross section on cg and large destructive or con-
structive interference effects depending on the sign and size of cg. The total cross section is
minimal where cg nearly cancels the quark-loop contributions of the SM Higgs case. This min-
imum shifts from order to order due to the different QCD corrections taken into account in the
effective Lagrangian of Eq. (1) and from the residual mass terms of the explicit calculation. This
is reflected by a large variation of the K factor, defined as the (N)NLO cross section divided by
the LO one and shown in Fig. 2, close to the range of minimal cross sections. In addition the
K factor varies with cg due to the mismatch of QCD corrections in the effective Lagrangian of
Eq. (1) and the finite quark mass effects taken into account at NLO. The SM value can be read
off for cg(µ2R) = 0.
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Figure 1: Total Higgs boson production cross section via gluon fusion for a non-linear parametrization of
New Physics effects as a function of the novel point-like Higgs coupling to gluons cg(µ2R). MSTW2008
parton densities have been adopted with αs(MZ) = 0.13939 (LO), 0.12018 (NLO), 0.11707 (NNLO).
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Figure 2: K factor of the Higgs boson production cross section via gluon fusion for a non-
linear parametrization of New Physics effects as a function of the novel point-like Higgs cou-
pling to gluons cg(µ2R). MSTW2008 parton densities have been adopted with αs(MZ) =
0.13939 (LO), 0.12018 (NLO), 0.11707 (NNLO).
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Contribution 10
HEFT at higher orders for LHC processes
M. Mühlleitner, V. Sanz and M. Spira
Abstract
We discuss Higgs Effective Theories (HEFT) for LHC processes with
respect to higher-order QCD and electroweak corrections. Particular at-
tention is payed to the impact of residual uncertainties on the accuracies
that can be achieved in measurements of the Wilson coefficients of the
HEFT operators at the LHC.
1 Introduction
The properties of the scalar particle discovered at the LHC [92,93] are consistent [27,270–274]
with the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [94–98]. In order to introduce deviations from
the SM Higgs boson properties either explicit models beyond the SM can be analyzed, or in
a systematic and model-independent way higher-dimension operators can be introduced that
parametrize New Physics (NP) at high-energy scales that is integrated out [275–278]. This
can be performed either in a weakly interacting case in terms of the SILH Lagrangian [258]
or in the case of strongly-interacting NP in terms of a non-linear effective composite-Higgs
Lagrangian [136, 279–286]. Both lead, after canonical normalization of all states, couplings
and masses, to a phenomenological Lagrangian. In unitary gauge the part relevant for QCD-
induced Higgs production at the LHC is given by (in the heavy top-quark limit)
Leff = αs
pi
{[ ct
12
(1 + δ) + cg
] H
v
+
[
ctt(1 + δ)− c2t (1 + η)
12
+ cgg
]
H2
2v2
}
GaµνGaµν−c3
λv
6
H3
(1)
with the QCD corrections [239, 253–255, 287]
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where Lt = log(µ2R/M
2
t ) with µR denoting the renormalization scale and Mt the top quark pole
mass. The gluon field strength tensor is represented byGaµν , the strong coupling constant by αs
with five active flavors, the electroweak vacuum expectation value by v, the trilinear Higgs self-
coupling by λ = 3M2H/v
2 and the physical Higgs field by H . The contributions of dimension-
6 operators are absorbed in the rescaling factors ct, c3 for the top Yukawa coupling and the
trilinear Higgs self-interaction and the novel couplings cg, cgg and ctt denoting the point-like
Hgg, HHgg and HHtt¯ couplings, i.e. deviations from their SM values ct = c3 = 1 and cg =
cgg = ctt = 0 originate from dimension-6 operators. The contribution of the chromomagnetic
dipole operator [256, 257] is not included.
2 Higgs transverse-momentum spectrum
Inclusive Higgs boson production via gluon fusion gg → H exhibits a degeneracy between
the top Yukawa coupling ct and the novel point-like Higgs coupling to gluons, parametrized by
cg. Thus, the consistency of the measured Higgs production rate with the SM prediction can
only constrain a linear combination of these two couplings. This degeneracy can be resolved
by either measuring the contributions of ct and cg in other production processes, as e.g. tt¯H
production, or by investigating exclusive distributions. One of the first observables allowing
for a disentanglement of the two contributions is offered by the Higgs transverse-momentum
distribution at large pT in gluon fusion that is dominantly mediated by gluon fusion gg → Hg
(see Fig. 1). First studies in this direction have been performed in [288–296].
g
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g
g
g
H
t, b
q
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q
Ht, b
q
q¯
g
H
t, b
Figure 1: Generic diagrams for Higgs production in association with a jet via gluon fusion at leading
order mediated by top and bottom triangle loops generated by gg, gq, qq¯ initial states.
The NLO corrections to the pT -distribution are only known in the limit of a heavy top
quark [297–304] supplemented by subleading terms in the inverse top mass at NLO [305]. As
for the inclusive cross section the QCD corrections are large and positive. Recently the NNLO
QCD corrections to the pT distribution have been derived in the heavy top limit yielding a
further moderate increase of ∼ 30% [221, 306–309], thus corroborating a reliable perturbative
behavior.
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Since the pure LO and NLO results diverge for pT → 0, the small pT region requires a soft
gluon resummation for a reliable prediction. This resummation has been performed systemati-
cally for the top quark loops in Refs. [310–328], neglecting finite top mass effects at NLO. Soft
gluon effects factorize, so that the top mass effects at small pT are well approximated by the LO
mass dependence for small Higgs masses [329–331]. Since the top-loop contribution dominates
the cross section for the SM Higgs boson, the only limiting factor of the NLO+NNLL result is
thus the heavy-top approximation of the NLO corrections which affects the whole pT range for
large Higgs masses and the large pT region in particular for all Higgs masses. It has been shown
that the subleading NLO terms in the inverse top mass affect the pT distribution by less than
10% for pT <∼ 300 GeV, if the full LO mass dependence is taken into account [305]. Recently
the theoretical predictions have been extended to the inclusion of dimension-6 operators [332].
g
g
H
g
t
ct
↔
g
g
H
g
cg
Figure 2: Typical diagrams for Higgs production in association with a jet via gluon fusion at leading
order for the different contributions of top loops and the novel point-like Higgs coupling cg to gluons.
As a first step towards the analysis of the future LHC potential to disentangle the contri-
butions of the top Yukawa coupling and the novel point-like coupling cg an investigation about
the discrimination power between a pure top-induced and a pure cg-induced pT distribution has
been performed [296], as displayed diagrammatically in Fig. 2, taking into account systematic
experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The latter are dominated by scale uncertainties be-
yond NLO and the missing top mass effects at NLO. The final result is presented in Fig. 3 for
the expected significance of the separation between both scenarios as a function of the LHC
luminosity. First it can be inferred that a separation of up to 4σ can be achieved at the HL-LHC,
provided, however, that in particular the significant theoretical uncertainties will be reduced
considerably. It is clearly visible that a full NLO calculation including top mass effects is re-
quired to reach this goal and the inclusion of the NNLO corrections is necessary to reduce the
residual scale dependence. This signalizes that the uncertainties of the SM contribution are the
limiting factor for the sensitivity of the Higgs pT distribution to BSM effects.
3 Higgs boson pair production
Higgs boson pair production provides the first process sensitive to the trilinear Higgs self-
interaction λ at the LHC [333, 334]. The dominant process is mediated by gluon fusion gg →
HH (see Fig. 4). The LO cross section for SM Higgs boson pairs has been calculated a
long time ago [335, 336]. The NLO QCD corrections in the limit of heavy top quarks have
been obtained in Ref. [337]. They enhance the cross section considerably, nearly doubling
the production rate. Subleading NLO top mass effects [338–340] and NNLO QCD correc-
tions [287, 341, 342] have been obtained recently in the heavy top-quark limit. The NLO heavy
top mass effects have been calculated in terms of an expansion of the total cross section in in-
verse powers of the top mass. They modify the NLO cross section by about 10%. At NNLO
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Figure 3: Expected sensitivity vs. integrated luminosity. The experimental uncertainties (left) are com-
bined quadratically, the theoretical uncertainties (right) are added linearly [296].
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Figure 4: Typical diagrams for top-loop induced contributions to Higgs pair production via gluon fu-
sion at leading order for the different contributions of top and bottom loops for the SM part (first two
diagrams) and the novel point-like Higgs coupling ctt to gluons in the last diagram.
top mass effects have been estimated to ∼ 5% [343]. The NNLO QCD corrections in the heavy
top-quark limit increase the cross section by about 20% and signalize a significant reduction of
the theoretical uncertainties as inferred from the reduced factorization and renormalization scale
dependence. Very recently these calculations have been supplemented by the resummation of
soft and collinear gluon effect up to the NNLL level [344,345]. The total theoretical uncertainty
of the production cross section is estimated in the range of about 10% for the scale and PDF+αs
uncertainties [345]. This is increased to the level of 20% due to the missing top mass effects at
NLO. This implies that only BSM effects larger than about 20% on the total cross section will
be visible with the present state of the art. A significant reduction of this margin is expected by
the NLO calculation including the full top mass effects.
Starting from the SM Higgs result in the heavy top mass limit the contributions of dimension-
6 operators beyond the SM have been determined up to NLO QCD [346] based on the effective
Lagrangian of Eq. (1). There are correlations between all novel couplings of the Lagrangian in
Eq. (1) and the trilinear Higgs coupling λ, as e.g. emerging from the last diagram in Fig. 4 due to
the novel HHtt¯ coupling ctt. The cross section develops a large dependence on the anomalous
couplings of the dimension-6 operators implemented in the Lagrangian of Eq. (1), i.e. it can
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Figure 5: K-factors of Higgs boson pair production via gluon fusion as function of the dimension-6
Wilson coefficients c3 of the trilinear Higgs self-coupling and cgg of the novel point-likeHHgg coupling
[346] for a Higgs mass MH = 125 GeV.
vary by about an order of magnitude while respecting the present constraints on all dimension-
6 Wilson coefficients. However, the K-factors defined as the ratio between the NLO and LO
cross sections only show a small dependence on the dimension-6 Wilson coefficients, i.e. the
K-factor agrees with the corresponding SM K-factor within a couple of per cent as shown for
two examples in Fig. 5. This behavior originates from the dominance of soft and collinear gluon
effects so that this mild dependence of the K-factor is expected to persist also at higher orders.
On the other hand the results show the necessity to include higher-order corrections also to the
BSM part of the cross sections, since the NLO QCD corrections are very large for Higgs boson
pair production via gluon fusion. These conclusions are also valid for non-linear composite
Higgs models as demonstrated in the recent work [347] at NLO with the result that the K-factor
only develops a small dependence on the specific Higgs non-linearities for a broad range of the
composite Higgs-model parameters.
4 Associated Higgs boson production with intermediate vector bosons
The production of the Higgs in association with a massive vector boson provides an excellent
probe of the structure of the Higgs couplings, and as a consequence of the sector responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking. The Higgs in this channel recoils against a vector boson,
which extends the range of energy flowing into the coupling with respect to leading-order gluon
fusion, where
√
sˆ ' MH . In V H production (V = W,Z), the invariant mass of the system
gives a measure of the partonic energy
√
sˆ ' mV H , hence the most sensitive probes of new
physics are the bins of high invariant mass or, similarly, high pT,H or pT,V .
The enhanced sensitivity to new physics from the last bins is a common-place occurrence
when dealing with heavy new physics, and suffers from sources of theoretical and experimental
uncertainties in these kinematic regions1. In particular, higher-order Standard Model effects,
which may be sub-leading in accounts of the total rates, may be enhanced in the kinematic
regions one focuses on to obtain limits on new physics.
Specifically, at high-pT and invariant mass, the effects of SM higher-order QCD and EW
1Note that in regions of high-momentum transfer the approach of parametrizing new physics effects in terms of
an effective theory may not be valid. Several approaches are taken to deal with this issue, including comparisons
with UV models [348–350] or a restriction of the number of bins dedicated to EFT analyses.
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effects may mimic the kind of raise one would expect from a new physics effect. Therefore,
we require an understanding of these SM effects to the same level as the size of new physics
effects we are looking for, as well as higher-order calculations involving mixed SM and new
physics effects. Moreover, these calculations need to be incorporated in an MC simulation, in
order to perform simulations and compare showering schemes, another source of systematic
uncertainties.
The effect of QCD effects at NLO is rather straightforward though [351, 352]. QCD
effects in V H production factorize, and one can sketch the factorization as follows [352]. Con-
sider an amplitude involving two partons (p1,2) leading to a final state with the Higgs H and a
vector boson V
Aj(p1 + p2 → V1(→ H + V2) +X) = J µSM(p1, p2, V1, X)P V1µν (P12X)V νΛ (V2, H) , (3)
where j denotes the total number of initial- and final-state particles including the vector-boson
decays and P12X is the total momentum of the virtual vector boson V1. Here J µSM(p1, p2, V1, X)
represents the production of a chiral current in the SM including QCD corrections, so that if
j = 5 then X = 0, whereas for the real emission amplitude j = 6 and X corresponds to the
emission of an additional gluon. The second current V νΛ (V2, H) corresponds to the splitting of
the initial vector boson V1 into V2 and H , with the subsequent decays of V2 to leptons included.
The current V νΛ (V2, H) contains the SM plus possible new physics effects at a typical cut-off
scale Λ. Finally, the two currents are connected by a vector boson propagator P V1µν . Note that
this procedure is not valid when considering Higgs or vector boson decays with relevant higher-
order QCD corrections to new physics effects, e.g. when the decay H → bb¯ is affected by new
physics.
In Fig. 6 we show the effect of new physics in the invariant mass distribution, with the
new physics parametrization in terms of an effective field theory and the coefficients c¯HW
and c¯W defined in [353]. This figure is an improved NLO QCD calculation, implemented
in POWHEG [107] and showered through PYTHIA8 [82], and it also contains the gluon-initiated
contribution to HZ. Promoting the distribution from LO to NLO QCD is responsible for a
change of the order of O (30%-50%), see Ref. [352] for more details.
A more subtle question concerns higher-order EW effects, where a priori no factorization
is possible. Electroweak effects include diagrams as shown in the right panel of Fig. 6, where
soft and collinear virtual vector bosons are attached to an on-shell external leg and which lead
to the so-called Sudakov logarithms. These terms are enhanced by log2 sˆ
m2V
, where mV is the
mass of the vector boson and
√
sˆ is the parton energy, and could be parametrically large at large
momentum transfer – the region of interest for exploring new physics. In the case of diboson
production, these corrections have been studied in detail (see e.g. Ref. [354] for a recent study)
but more calculations need to be done for HV , as well as the implementation of those in an MC
generator.
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Abstract
We consider Higgs pair production at the LHC from New Physics, fo-
cusing on two scenarios which are relevant for various extensions of
the Standard Model: those containing vector-like quarks and those with
new coloured scalars. Besides effects that can be described in the effec-
tive field theory approach, the Higgses can also be produced via decays
of the heavy states. We present a first detailed study of cross sections
and distributions at parton level. For the vector-like model, we also in-
troduce a new MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO implementation at NLO in
QCD.
1 INTRODUCTION
The couplings of the Higgs boson (h) to other Standard Model (SM) particles and the Higgs bo-
son self-couplings may be modified in presence of physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM).
In particular, at the LHC, they can give rise to unusual or otherwise rare topologies: in this
preliminary study we will focus on pair production of two Higgs bosons which is a rare process
within the SM and the only one to be sensitive to Higgs triple couplings (see for example [355]).
We will focus on two scenarios with new coloured scalars or new Vector-like Quarks (VLQ).
These types of states are common in many models of new physics, therefore hunting for the
associated signals allows one to extract useful information about the possible BSM structure.
For VLQs we consider in particular the possibility of dominant coupling to the Higgs boson
and light quarks, a scenario that is rarely considered in the literature and that may occur in
models where near degenerate states are present, or in models with derivative couplings which
do not contribute to the Yukawa couplings of the quarks. We use a FEYNRULES model with
implementation that is able to simulate processes at NLO in QCD, introduced and tested in this
document. For the new coloured scalars, we study in particular the case of colour triplet pair
production, focusing on cascade decays that give rise to a final state with two Higgs bosons
and jets. In the two scenarios we selected, the dominant couplings to the Higgs implies that
production of two Higgses may be the main channel where new physics effects show up.
Both ATLAS and CMS collaborations have conducted searches for di-Higgs production
using the LHC proton-proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV [150,356–361].
The SM prediction for the hh cross section is too small to be observable with the current dataset.
However new physics processes can significantly increase the rate of hh signal, therefore they
have been the focus of searches by the experimental collaborations. Results have been inter-
preted in terms of the minimal supersymmetric extensions of the standard model [150, 359], or
two-Higgs-doublet-models [356,359]. More exotic scenarios like radion or Kaluza-Klein gravi-
ton [362] and/or radions [363] (that are comon ingredients of Randall–Sundrum models [364])
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decaying to hh are also probed [356–358,361] over a wide range of masses of the proposed new
particles. Both non-resonant and resonant production of hh in BSM would lead to a deviation
in the invariant mass of the di-Higgs system, mhh, from the SM prediction. In particular, the
resonant production leads to a narrow localised excess in the mhh distribution which is easy
to detect in a classic “bump hunt”. The models we consider predict multiple channels which
may produce a di-Higgs excess detectable through the mhh spectrum, but not necessarily as a
localised bump.
On the theory side, some previous studies considered the possibility of BSM di-Higgs
production using a low energy effective field theory (EFT) approach [365,366]. However, if the
new particles are light enough to be directly produced at the LHC the Higgs bosons may also
come from decays of the heavy coloured states, thus having very different kinematic properties
that will impact the search strategies. For comparison, a dedicated EFT treatment was made
in [367]. While the main production mode in the SM is gluon fusion, the main channels in new
physics models contain additional particles in the final state. In the VLQ scenario (Section 2),
we will assume that the main coupling involves the Higgs and a light SM quark so that the
heavy fermion decays nearly 100% into a Higgs plus a jet. We also present first results for cross
section based on a QCD-NLO implementation of the VLQ model: for comparison, a recent
NLO study in the EFT framework considering top quark partners can be found in [347]. In the
scalar case (Section 3), we consider scenarios where two such scalars mix via the couplings to
the Higgs so that the heavier one dominantly decays into the lighter one plus a Higgs, while the
low mass one decays into a pair of jets. Finally, in Section 4 we present preliminary results of
distributions obtained via a LO simulation at parton level.
2 VECTOR-LIKE QUARK MODEL
2.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION
Vector-like quarks play a special role in new physics as they are present in extensions of the SM
such as extra-dimensional [368] and Little-Higgs [134] models, and composite-Higgs models
with partial compositeness [369]. In general, VLQs interact with both the W and Z gauge
bosons and with the Higgs boson, in vertices involving the SM quarks [131, 370]. At the
LHC, the production of the VLQs occurs in pairs, typically through QCD processes, or singly,
through electroweak processes. Pair-production cross-sections decrease faster with increas-
ing VLQ mass than single production ones, due to parton luminosity and phase space effects.
Extensive searches in the pair production mode have been performed at the LHC Run–I, espe-
cially focusing on decays into third generation quarks [371], with bounds close to 1 TeV for
both ATLAS [116, 118, 119] and CMS [124–128]. Recent searches in the single production
channel have also been performed by ATLAS [121, 123]. The preference for third generation
couplings is based on composite Higgs models (see for instance Refs. [372–379]) and the spe-
cial role played by the top quark in connection to its large mass and coupling to the Higgs
boson. However, although sizeable couplings to light quarks are still allowed by indirect con-
straints [380–382], only few dedicated searches are available [120]. Furthermore, single pro-
duction can play a growing important role in the high-mass range, especially when couplings to
light quarks are involved [383]. On the theory side, recent explorations of VLQs can be found
in Refs. [384–386]. The ratios of couplings to the W , Z and Higgs bosons typically depend
on the representation under the electroweak symmetry which the VLQ belongs to, however the
simplicity of the coupling structure allows for simple parameterisations. In order to describe
couplings to all SM families in a handy and model-independent way, a parameterisation was
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first formulated in a previous Les Houches meeting [387], and then used to calculate single
production rates at the leading order (LO) accuracy [388].
In this contribution, we study VLQ direct production at the LHC, as well as effects that are
induced when either a pair of Higgs bosons or an associated pair of a Higgs boson and a VLQ
are produced, possibly exchanging virtual VLQ states. To this aim, we use a FEYNRULES [33]
implementation able to describe the dynamics of usual VLQs carrying the same electric charge
as the Standard Model bottom and top quarks, B and T , as well as of exotically charged X and
Y fermionic states whose electric charges are Q = 5/3 and −4/3 respectively. The (gauge-
invariant) kinetic and mass terms for these fields are given by
Lkin = iY¯ /DY −mY Y¯ Y + iB¯ /DB −mBB¯B + iT¯ /DT −mT T¯ T + iX¯ /DX −mXX¯X , (1)
where the covariant derivatives are
Dµ = ∂µ − igsTaGaµ − iQeAµ . (2)
In our notation, gs and e denote the strong and electromagnetic coupling constants, Gµ and Aµ
the gluon and photon fields, Ta the fundamental representation matrices of SU(3) and Q the
electric charge operator. As the new quarks need to belong to complete representations of the
weak isospin group SU(2)L, they also couple, with flavour-violating couplings involving one
VLQ and one SM quark, to the W , Z and Higgs bosons. The most general effective model able
to describe the related phenomenology is parameterised by the Lagrangian
Leff =
√
2g
2
[
Y¯ /¯W
(
κYLPL + κ
Y
RPR
)
d+ B¯ /¯W
(
κBLPL + κ
B
RPR
)
u
+ T¯ /W
(
κTLPL + κ
T
RPR
)
d+ X¯ /W
(
κXLPL + κ
X
RPR
)
u
]
+
g
2cW
[
B¯ /Z
(
κ˜BLPL + κ˜
B
RPR
)
d+ T¯ /Z
(
κ˜TLPL + κ˜
T
RPR
)
u
]
− h
[
B¯
(
κˆBLPL + κˆ
B
RPR
)
d+ T¯
(
κˆTLPL + κˆ
T
RPR
)
u
]
+ h.c. , (3)
where g stands for the weak coupling, cW for the cosine of the weak mixing angle and we
denote the physical Higgs boson by h, and the charge −1/3 and 2/3 partners in the mass
eigenbasis by B and T . Moreover, all κ, κ˜ and κˆ coupling strengths are organised in terms
of tridimensional vectors in flavour space. In our FEYNRULES implementation, the numerical
values of the elements of these vectors can be provided via the Les Houches blocks KYLW (κYL),
KYRW (κYR), KBLW (κ
B
L), KBRW (κ
B
R), KTLW (κ
T
L), KTRW (κ
T
R), KXLW (κ
X
L), KXRW (κ
X
R), KBLZ (κ˜
B
L),
KBRZ (κ˜BR), KTLZ (κ˜
T
L), KTRZ (κ˜
T
R), KBLH (κˆ
B
L), KBRH (κˆ
B
R), KTLH (κˆ
T
L) and KTRH (κˆ
T
R).
The main difference between the above Lagrangian and the one proposed in Ref. [387] is
the absence of a mass dependent factor in the Higgs couplings. This new choice is motivated
by the wish of being able to extend the implementation so that it could be used for calculations
at the next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy in QCD, in a fully automated framework starting
from the sole input of the model Lagrangian. In the current implementation, and in contrast to
the previous one, the renormalisation of the interactions of the Higgs boson with the new and
SM quarks is independent of the renormalisation of the VLQ mass. Thus, this choice leads to a
consistent modelling at the NLO QCD level. A mass-dependent coupling strength would indeed
not allow for the cancellation of all ultraviolet divergences appearing at the one-loop level.
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Figure 1: LO and NLO QCD inclusive cross sections for different production processes involving vector-
like quarks in the context of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The results
are presented together with the associated theoretical uncertainties obtained from a quadratic sum of the
scale and PDF uncertainties. We consider VLQ pair production (left panel) and single production in
association with a jet (right panel) for a benchmark scenario defined in the text.
In order to generate a model library that could be used for NLO predictions, we have
made use of the NLOCT program [389] to automatically calculate all the ultraviolet and R2
counterterms of the model that are necessary for NLO calculations in QCD within the MAD-
GRAPH5_AMC@NLO framework [53]. The latter provides a general platform for computing
(differential) observables within many BSM theories [390, 391]. More precisely, virtual contri-
butions are evaluated within MADLOOP using the Ossola-Papadopoulos-Pittau technique [392–
394] and combined with real contributions through MADFKS, employing the FKS subtraction
method [395,396]. Although this will not be used for this work, the matching to parton showers
can be achieved with the MC@NLO method [397].
2.2 SINGLE AND PAIR PRODUCTION OF VLQs AT THE NLO ACCURACY IN
QCD
In this section, we make predictions both at the LO and NLO accuracy in QCD for the sin-
gle and pair production of VLQs. Our results include the theoretical uncertainties stemming
from scale and parton distribution variations. For the central values, we set the renormalisation
and factorisation scales to the average transverse mass of the final state particles and use the
NLO NNPDF 3.0 set of parton distributions [398] that we have accessed via the LHAPDF 6
library [399]. Scale uncertainties are derived by varying both scales independently by factors
of two up and down, and the PDF uncertainties have been extracted following the NNPDF
recommendations [400]. Both scale and PDF uncertainties have then been added in quadrature.
In Figure 1, we present results both for the production of a pair of VLQs (left panel) and
the associated production of a single VLQ with a jet (right panel). In the first case, we are
in the context of a pure QCD process, pp → QQ¯, where only QCD vertices are involved for
the quark partners Q ∈ (Y,B, T,X). Therefore, the cross section is the same for all four VLQ
species. The results for the production of a pair of VLQs can be considered as a validation of our
implementation. The genuine NLO effects can be described within a global K-factor, defined
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as the ratio of the NLO to the LO predictions, and they yield an enhancement of the total rate
by about 40% for the entire probed VLQ mass range. Equivalently, we have roughly K ∼ 1.4
for MQ ∈ [500, 2500] GeV. The corresponding theoretical uncertainties are however sizeably
reduced at the next-to-leading order accuracy, in particular for small VLQ masses where the
precision increases from 20-30% to about 10%. For larger values of MQ, the uncertainties
are larger both at the LO (being of about 30-60%) and at the NLO (being of about 10-40%).
Their reduction is here tamed by their dominant PDF component as larger Bjorken-x values
are probed, which corresponds to a regime where the PDFs are not so accurately known. We
recall that in both the LO and NLO cases, the same NLO fit of the NNPDF collaboration has
been used. This choice is a consequence of the poor quality of the NNPDF LO fit that is thus
barely reliable. As the same set of parton density is used in both the LO and NLO cases, the
related uncertainties are comparable in magnitude. We have also verified that for MQ = Mt,
the predictions obtained using our model implementation agree with NLO QCD results in the
context of top pair-production.
Turning to single VLQ production, we first setup a benchmark for our study, as this elec-
troweak process depends on the details of the model. We fix the values of the κ and κ˜ parameters
following the guidelines provided in Ref. [388]. The κˆ parameter is irrelevant in the context of
single VLQ production with jets, as the light quark Yukawa couplings are negligible. Motivated
by the fact that the VLQ electroweak couplings are typically chiral, we start by enforcing that
all right-handed couplings are zero. We then set the remaining couplings so that the branching
ratios of the B and T states into a V j system are of 30%, 30% and 40% for V = W , Z and h.
In addition, we normalise the mixing of the VLQ with the SM model quarks in a way such that
the ζi parameters of Ref. [388],
ζi =
∣∣U4iL/R∣∣2∑3
j=1
∣∣U4jL/R∣∣2 , (4)
are given by ζ1 = ζ2 = 0.3 and ζ3 = 0.4. In this last equation, the matrix U describes the mixing
of the VLQ state with the SM quarks, so that in our benchmark scenario, the different VLQ
states will predominantly couple to quarks of the third generation and equivalently couple to the
lighter quark species. Finally, the overall coupling strengths to the quarks of the third generation
have been taken equal to unity. Results for single VLQ production in association with a jet are
shown on the right panel of Figure 1. For this case, only t-channel Born contributions have
been retained and no generator-level cut has been applied on either the jet or the new quark.
For low VLQ masses, the K-factor is found to be around unity, so that the NLO cross section is
basically equal to the LO one. The associated theoretical uncertainties are however reduced by
a factor of about two to the 1-2% level. For larger masses, the K-factor increases and reaches
about 1.3 for MQ = 2 TeV. The related uncertainties are reduced to the 5% level, improving
again the accuracy of the results by a factor of two when comparing with the LO predictions.
In the chosen illustrative benchmark setup, single VLQ production cross sections turn out to be
larger than the QCD pair production ones. However, such a statement is very model-dependent,
it depends on the VLQ masses and mixing patterns.
2.3 VLQ-INDUCED DI-HIGGS PRODUCTION
In the following we focus on a peculiar scenario where the Standard Model is extended with
one VLQ species that couples to a Higgs boson and a light quark. This situation may occur in
models where near-degenerate states are present, like in the case where two doublets of VLQs
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Figure 2: Representative Feynman diagrams illustrating the production of a pair of Higgs bosons in the
presence of VLQs. The first diagram corresponds to the tree-level component that has not any counterpart
in the SM, while the second and third diagrams are similar to the SM contributions after having replaced
one or more of the internal quark q by a VLQ Q.
are considered [383,401], or in composite models due to the effect of additional derivative cou-
plings that do not contribute to the quark Yukawa interactions [402]. This type of scenarios
allows, therefore, for the production of Higgs-enriched final states at the LHC [403]. In partic-
ular, the presence of the VLQ enhances the production of events featuring a Higgs boson pair, a
process that will be widely searched for at the LHC Run–II. Illustrative Feynman diagrams are
depicted in Figure 2.
To focus on scenarios in which the only non-vanishing electroweak VLQ couplings are
related uniquely to the Higgs, we set all the κ and κ˜ parameters to zero (that are moreover
irrelevant for di-Higgs production), and once again choose κˆR = 0 using the fact that VLQ
couplings are typically chiral. The choice of chirality is known not to significantly affect the
cross sections. In the following study, the only relevant couplings are the two vectors in flavour
space κˆBL and κˆ
T
L. We further simplify the modelling by allowing only one of these six couplings
to be non-zero at a time. Such a coupling is typically connected to the mass of the VLQ via a
mixing matrix entry, κˆ ∼MQ/vSM U (vSM being the Standard Model Higgs vacuum expectation
value), whereas the couplings to the gauge bosons are typically given by the magnitude of the
mixing κ ∼ κ˜ ∼ U [388]. In other words, our new physics description implies that we will
explore the mass dependence of the cross section by keeping the mixing between the SM quarks
and the VLQs fixed1,
κˆ
T/B
L = κ
MQ
vSM
, (5)
with vSM = 246 GeV, and κ being a free parameter of the model.
The presence of a coupling to light quarks allows for a tree-level qq¯-initiated subprocess
that exhibits a t-channel VLQ exchange. At the LO, this contribution scales like κˆ4 and the
loop-induced SM contribution is usually negligible as the κˆ parameter can be large. In Figure 3,
we set κ = 0.2 and study the NLO QCD corrections to this VLQ-induced Higgs pair produc-
tion subprocess after removing intermediate resonant diagrams that are accounted for within
the other processes investigated in this contribution. We observe a huge increase of the cross
section when NLO corrections are included, in particular when the VLQ mass is large. In such
parameter space region, the K-factor sometimes even reaches values larger than 50, which is
due to several competing effects. First, the VLQ couplings to the Higgs boson and the rele-
vant Standard Model quark is proportional to the VLQ mass and is thus much larger for heavy
1Another choice would be to define the mixing matrix as U ∼ vSM/MQ, so that κˆ is a constant while the gauge
boson couplings would scale like 1/MQ [403]. However, typical corrections to low energy observables are only
sensitive to the mixing angle, which can then be constrained independently of the value of the VLQ mass.
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Figure 3: LO and NLO QCD inclusive cross sections for Higgs boson pair-production in the presence
of VLQ and in the context of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Each curve
corresponds to a given non-vanishing mixing between the VLQ and the Standard Model quark whose
flavour is indicated on the figure. The results are presented together with the associated theoretical
uncertainties obtained from a quadratic sum of the scale and PDF uncertainties. We set κ = 0.2.
VLQ. We recall that the cross section depends on the fourth power on this parameter. Second,
a new channel opens at NLO, where the final state is produced from a gluon and a quark initial
state. This component of the NLO cross section turns to dominate by three orders of magnitude
for heavy VLQs due to the gluon density in the proton. As a result, VLQ-mediated di-Higgs
production total rate is more or less constant with the VLQ mass at the NLO QCD accuracy.
The total cross section turns out to be sizeable in particular for the case where the VLQ
couples to the Higgs and a down-type or up-type quark, which is due to a PDF enhancement
associated with the involvement of valence quarks in the process. In addition, for all cases,
the usage of NLO results for the total rate is highly recommended, as the LO predictions are
incorrect by more than one order of magnitude in a large fraction of the probed parameter space
regions. Moving on with the study of the associated theoretical uncertainties, we observe that
the latter are similar at the LO and NLO accuracy and range up to about 10%. This feature is
once again related to the qg channel that opens at NLO.
As shown with the diagrams of Figure 2, we have also investigated loop-induced gluon
fusion diagrams that have no tree-level counterpart. While the SM diagrams where only top
quarks are running in the loops yield a negligible contribution compared to the t-channel qq¯-
initiated component studied so far, we have calculated the size of the effects related to the
additional gg-initiated loop-diagrams. The results show that these are also small with respect
to the qq¯ subprocess which contrast with the case where the VLQ are only coupling to the top
quark and where there is no t-channel contribution at the tree-level. In this case, the production
of a pair of Higgs bosons indeed proceeds, at the lowest order, via a loop-induced gluon fusion
mechanism which is thus dominant. The phase space regions probed within the gg- and qq¯-
initiated subprocesses are however different, so that this channel will be included in the study
performed in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4: Representative Feynman diagram for pair and single VLQ production processes that lead to
a di-Higgs plus jets final state. These extra jets originate from the VLQ decay Q → qh. The adopted
benchmark scenario has been described in the text. We set κ = 0.2.
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Figure 5: LO and NLO QCD inclusive cross sections for VLQ pair-production in the context of proton-
proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Each curve corresponds to a given non-vanishing
mixing between the VLQ and the Standard Model quark whose flavour is indicated on the figure. The
results are presented together with the associated theoretical uncertainties obtained from a quadratic sum
of the scale and PDF uncertainties. The adopted benchmark scenario has been described in the text. We
set κ = 0.2.
2.4 PRODUCTION OF A PAIR OF HIGGS BOSONS WITH JETS
A pair of Higgs bosons could also be produced, in association with a pair of jets, from the
decay of two pair-produced quark partners. In addition to the pure QCD process studied above,
extra contributions could arise due to the couplings to the Higgs boson, via a t-channel Higgs
exchange. In particular, the qq → QQ process is of interest when the Higgs couplings involve
valence quarks (u or d) whose related parton density is larger for greater x-values, which is
advantageous for large VLQ masses. Single VLQ production in association with a Higgs boson
can also contribute to the production of a Higgs pair when the VLQ decays into a Higgs and a
jet. As this channel involves a single heavy state, it is kinematically less suppressed than the pair
production one, and it is thus expected to be dominant for large mass values. Representative
Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 4.
Results are shown, at the LO and NLO accuracy in QCD, in Figure 5 for up and down-
flavoured partners. In the case of of strange-, charm- and bottom-flavoured partners, all non-
QCD contributions are negligible as valence quarks are not involved. For scenarios where
the VLQ couples to the valence quarks, pair-production is dominated by the t-channel Higgs
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Figure 6: LO and NLO QCD inclusive cross sections for the associated production of a Higgs boson
and a VLQ in the context of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Each curve
corresponds to a given non-vanishing mixing between the VLQ and the Standard Model quark whose
flavour is indicated on the figure. The results are presented together with the associated theoretical
uncertainties obtained from a quadratic sum of the scale and PDF uncertainties. The adopted benchmark
scenario has been described in the text. We set κ = 0.2.
exchange diagram, with the exception of the case of low VLQ masses where the pure QCD
contribution dominates. Sizeable cross sections are also allowed for larger masses, reaching
more than 10 fb for mQ of about 2 TeV, for κ = 0.2. Comparing these results with those of the
previous subsection, we observe that the direct di-Higgs channel is always subdominant even
though it is less sensitive to the value of the VLQ mass. The uncertainties on the predictions are
driven by the inaccuracy of the parton density fits for the large mass case, so that care must be
taken with the interpretation of the predictions. On the other hand, the improvement of the NLO
predictions with respect to the LO ones is very sizeable in the low-mass region (the 20–30% of
uncertainties are reduced to the 10% level).
Finally, we study in Figure 6 the associated production of a VLQ and a Higgs boson. In
order to be able to coherently split the different VLQ processes studied in this contribution,
we have removed all resonant diagrams involving the on-shell production of an intermediate
new physics state that are already accounted for in the other processes. Moreover, their correct
treatment requires, e.g., either to use the complex mass scheme or an appropriate subtraction
scheme. We have obtained K-factor of about 1.3 for all investigated cases, with a reduction of
the theoretical uncertainties from 10-20% to 5-10% in the case of VLQ lighter than 1 TeV. In
the case where the VLQ are heavier, the uncertainties are controlled by the quality of the PDF
fit, so that the improvement is milder and the total uncertainties are reduced from 20-35% to
15-30%.
3 COLOURED SCALAR MODEL
As a second example for exotic production of Higgs boson pairs, we propose a class of models
where the Higgses arise via the decays of coloured scalars, which are produced via QCD inter-
actions. In order for the scalars to finally decay into two jets [404], we are limited to 3 possible
representations under SU(3)c: triplet [11], sextet [405, 406] or octet [407]. The first two will
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couple to two quarks (via an anti-symmetric and symmetric tensor respectively), while the octet
couples to a quark-antiquark pair. Examples of such states can be found in supersymmetry,
where squarks are triplets, and composite models [142, 146]. For simplicity, we will focus on
the simplest case where the scalars are singlets under the weak isospin, and carry the appropri-
ate hypercharge to allow for couplings to quarks. The couplings to the Higgs boson arise, in a
representation-independent way, via the following potential:
Vscalar = λ1Φ
†ΦS˜†1S˜1 + λ2Φ
†ΦS˜†2S˜2 + Φ
†Φ(λ3S˜
†
1S˜2 + λ
∗
3S˜
†
2S˜1) , (6)
where we call S˜1,2 the two scalars and Φ is the Brout-Englert-Higgs iso-doublet. Once the two
states are rotated in the mass basis, due to the presence of gauge-invariant masses not induced
by the above potential, there will be a coupling of a single Higgs to the two different scalars, so
that the heavier can always decay into the light one plus a Higgs. Therefore, following QCD-
pair production and decays, we expect events with two or one Higgs produced, as shown in
Figure 7.
Figure 7: Pair production of coloured scalars, presumed to cascade decay into two Higgs plus four jets.
The second diagram involves direct couplings to quarks, that may be small.
In the following, we will focus on the specific case of an anti-triplet which couples to two
quarks (either up or down-type):
LNP = (DµS˜1)†DµS˜1 + (DµS˜2)†DµS˜2 −m21S˜†1S˜1 −m22S˜†2S˜2
+ mnkS˜1,kq¯m,i(cL,ijPR + cR,ijPL)q
C
n,j + h.c.
+ mnkS˜2,kq¯m,i(c˜L,ijPR + c˜R,ijPL)q
C
n,j + h.c. , (7)
where the structure of the couplings to quarks depends uniquely on the charge of the scalars: for
QS = −4/3 (2/3) the coupling only involves right-handed up-(down-)type quarks, while for
QS = 1/3 the scalars couple to both left and right handed quarks (one up and one down) due
to the conservation of SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symmetry. Couplings with different chiralities
can only be generated via electroweak breaking effects. Furthermore, the signature we are
interested in does not depend on the couplings to quarks nor on the charge of the scalars. The
mixing induced by the electroweak symmetry breaking for the two coloured scalars can be
diagonalised by a single angle (assuming λ3 real)(
S1
S2
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
S˜1
S˜2
)
, sin 2θ =
λ3v
2
m2S2 −m2S1
, (8)
where we follow the convention that mS2 > mS1 .
Due to the presence of gauge invariant masses for the scalars, the couplings of the Higgs
to two coloured scalars will not be aligned with the mass basis in general, i.e. for m1 6= m2,
thus allowing for the Higgs-producing chain decays.
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The parameter space is constrained by other measurements and direct searches at the
LHC, which can however be easily escaped: (a) Loop contributions to gluon fusion production
of a single Higgs are only sensitive to the diagonal couplings of the Higgs in the mass basis,
furthermore the effect can be small either by choosing small λ’s or largish masses. (b) Con-
straints from di-jet resonance searches [11] are sensitive to the nature of the couplings to quarks
and to their values, which can be chosen small enough to escape all constraints. (c) Direct
search for pairs of di-jet resonances at Run–I [70]: this search applies directly to the mass of
the lightest scalar, which is QCD produced and can only decay into a pair of jets (as long as the
decay is prompt). The analysis of a stop can be directly reused in our model, and gives a bound
mS1 ≥ 350 GeV.
Following the above mentioned constraints, the parameter space of the model has a viable
corner where
BR(S2 → S1h) ' 100% , BR(S1 → jj) ∼ 67÷ 100% , (9)
which can be achieved for cL,ij, cR,ij, c˜L,ij, c˜R,ij  λi. Note that BR(S1 → jj) ∼ 100% can be
obtained assuming small coupling of the scalars to the third generation, while having flavour-
independent couplings, so as to avoid flavour bounds, would lead to BR(S1 → jj) ≥ 2/3. The
main visible signal will be the pair production of coloured scalars, and cascade decay into two
Higgses in association with four jets, as shown in Figure 7. The rates, and kinematic features
will depend only on the masses of the two scalars. We leave a more thorough exploration of the
parameter space for a forthcoming publication.
4 DISTRIBUTIONS FROM RESONANT PRODUCTION
In Sections 2 and 3, we presented two models where a pair of Higgs bosons can be produced
via decays of heavier coloured spin-1/2 or spin-0 states. In this section we probe the di-Higgs
signature of these two models at the LHC Run–II with a centre–of–mass energy of 13 TeV.
Both models predict cross sections in excess of the SM one. Moreover, the event kinematic
properties are expected to be very different from the SM processes and from production in
the EFT approach. In this section we study the feasibility of the search for new physics via
the resonant di-Higgs production channels under these two model assumptions – vector-like
quarks and coloured scalars. Preliminary results are obtained via parton-level simulations done
with MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO, using model files generated with FEYNRULES [33,408] (in
particular for the VLQ mode we use the implementation described in section 2). In both cases
we show results at LO in QCD, whereas NLO results are in preparation.
Section 4.1 discusses the inclusive hh production with VLQ mediation in the loops. The
exotic production of hh from direct QQ and Qh production, with subsequent Q → hq decays
are discussed in Sec. 4.2. In Sec. 4.3 the coloured scalar model is discussed.
4.1 VLQ-INDUCED DI-HIGGS PRODUCTION
This section presents the kinematic distribution of di-Higgs final states originating from the
production induced by vector-like quarks (see Fig 2). Events were generated separately for the
gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and the quark induced processes, and for different VLQ mass values:
500, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 GeV. Figure 8 (a) shows the invariant mass of the
di-Higgs system mhh for the VLQ-mediated production of di-Higgs from gluon-gluon fusion,
while Figure 8 (b) shows mhh for the quark-induced di-Higgs production. The difference in
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Figure 8: The invariant mass mhh for the ggF process (a) and the quark-induced process (b), together
with the cosθ∗ for ggF (c) and the quark-induced process (d). All distributions are normalised to unity.
The only exception is figure (b), where the SM distribution has been rescaled for visualisation purpose.
We fix κ = 0.2. Note that the value of κ does not affect the distributions for the quark-induced process
at LO due to the absence of SM diagrams.
signal shape with respect to the SM process, particularly in the high mhh is clearly seen: in
particular, the quark initiated channel is peaked to much higher invariant masses. The angle
of the emitted h w.r.t the beam direction cosθ∗ in the reference frame of the hh system is also
shown for the ggF, in Fig. 8 (c), and quark-induced process, in Fig. 8 (d). The SM process can be
seen to have a flat cosθ∗ distribution. The ggF process also produces a flat distribution. However
the quark-induced process tend to show a more pronounced anisotropy, probable related with
the qq¯ PDF asymmetry.
4.2 PRODUCTION OF A PAIR OF HIGGS BOSONS WITH JETS
We generate events for the processes of pair VLQ production pp → QQ → 2h 2j and single
VLQ production pp → Qh → 2h j, where Q could be vector-like quarks of electric charges
either +2/3 (T ) or−1/3 (B). The vector-like quarkQ is assumed to couple only to the first and
second generation SM quarks. The coupling parameter κ = 0.2 is chosen for both production
processes. No additional partons were included in the generation of the hard process, and we
used the NN23LO1 [409] parton distribution functions. Events are produced for VLQ masses
of 500, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 GeV.
The kinematic distributions for the main event are shown in Fig. 9 for VLQ pair (top
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Figure 9: The pT of the Q quark (a-a’), the invariant mass mhh (b-b’), and the separation ∆ηhh (c-
c’) between the two Higgs bosons in the event for the processes pp → QQ → 2h jj (top row) and
pp→ Qh→ 2h j (bottom row). All distributions, for various VLQ masses, are normalised to unity. We
fix κ = 0.2. Note that the value of κ does not affect the distributions for the single VLQ process at LO
due to the absence of QCD contributions.
row) and single (bottom row) production: panels (a-a’) show the pT of the VLQs, panels (b-b’)
the invariant mass mhh of the hh system, and panel (c-c’) the separation in pseudo-rapidity
between the two Higgs bosons ∆ηhh. The plots show that, as expected, the VLQs are produced
with a modest transverse momentum, peaking at ∼ 500 GeV for large masses. The two Higgs
bosons tend to be back-to-back in both production modes. The main difference can be seen
in the invariant mass of the di-Higgs system, panels (b) and (b’), which is more pronounced
and peaked to higher values for pair production, where both Higgses come from the decay of a
heavy VLQ, with respect to the single production.
This behaviour can be understood by looking at the pT of the Higgs bosons, shown in
panels (a-a’) and (b-b’) of Fig. 10 for pair and single VLQ production respectively. In the single
production channel, the Higgs boson with sub-leading pT tends to be softer as it is not related
to the decay of the heavy Q. We also observe that the Higgs bosons tend in both cases to be
central, as it can be shown in panels (c-c’) of the two figures: only for the single production
mode, a more spread pseudo-rapidity distribution is observed for low Q masses.
Finally, in Fig. 11 we focus on the pT of the jets produced in the pp → QQ → 2h 2j
events, panels (a) and (b), and in pp → QQ → 2h j, panel (c). All jets become harder for
increasing VLQ mass, as expected, because they all come from the decays of a heavy fermion.
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Figure 10: The pT distribution for the leading (a-a’) and sub-leading (b-b’) pT Higgs boson, and pseudo-
rapidity ηh for both the Higgs bosons (c-c’) in the processes pp → QQ → 2h jj (top row) and pp →
Qh → 2h j (bottom row). All distributions are normalised to unity. We fix κ = 0.2. Note that the
value of κ does not affect the distributions for the single VLQ process at LO due to the absence of QCD
contributions.
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Figure 11: The pT distributions of the leading (a) and sub-leading (b) pT jets in pp → QQ → 2h 2j
events. In panel (c), pT distribution of the only jet in pp → Qh → 2h j events. All distributions are
normalised to unity. We fix κ = 0.2. Note that the value of κ does not affect the distributions for the
single VLQ process at LO due to the absence of QCD contributions.
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We also observed that they are centrally produced in all cases.
We presented several production modes of hh in BSM scenarios where vector-like quarks
are present. A classic di-Higgs search in the collider looks for a bump in the invariant mass
spectrum of the two Higgs bosons. We have shown that this can be enhanced by the presence
of VLQs in the loops contributing to the inclusive di-Higgs production. An enhancement in the
high invariant mass can be seen also in the case of direct pair-production of QQ and associated
Qh production, and has the potential to be detected at the LHC. Apart from the invariant mass
we also find that angular separation between the Higgs bosons is different in the SM processes
from the VLQ-induced process, which is markedly different from the VLQ decay processes.
Using this information it is possible to distinguish different production modes, should an en-
hancement of signal over the SM expectation be observed.
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Figure 12: Top row: distributions ofmhh and ∆ηhh between the two Higgses. Bottom row: distributions
of ∆Rhh, and cosφhh between the two Higgses. We chose cL,R = 0.1, λ1,2,3 = 1.0, and mS,1 = 400
GeV.
4.3 COLOURED SCALARS
In the numerical simulation we chose c˜L,ij = c˜R,ij = 0 and cL,ij = cR,ij = 0.1 δij , so that
BR(S1 → jj) ∼ 75%; we further fix mS1 = 400 GeV, above the LHC constraint, and scan
for various masses of the heavier state. In Figure 12, we present the distributions of ∆mhh,
∆ηhh, ∆Rhh and cosφhh of the Higgs pair. For the invariant mass distribution, a sharp edge
sets a lower invariant mass bound for mhh > 200 GeV, while the peak of mhh increases with
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increasing mass of mS2 . Since the Higgs pair is mostly centrally produced, there is a larger
percentage of events in the small ∆η region. Finally, the distributions of ∆Rhh and cosφhh
show that the Higgs bosons, being pair produced, tend to move back to back, and that the
asymmetry in the backward and forward direction decreases for larger scalar mass.
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Figure 13: pT distribution of the leading and sub-leading Higgs (panels (a) and (b)) and jets (panels (c)
and (d)), with cL,R = 0.1, λ1,2,3 = 1.0, and mS,1 = 400 GeV.
Figure 13 shows the transverse momentum distribution of the two Higgs bosons and of the
leading jets, by ordering them according to the pT magnitude of the observed or reconstructed
objects. Comparing the pT distribution of the Higgses with the one of the jets, we can see
that in the cascade decay scenario, where the leading jet comes from decays of the lighter
coloured scalar, the jet carries a larger portion of transverse momenta than the leading Higgs.
Therefore, this kinematic property can provide a useful criterion to separate the signals from
the SM backgrounds after the decay modes of Higgs pair are specified. Thus, cutting on the
pT of the jets, for instance requiring p
j1
T > 200 GeV, p
j2
T > 100 GeV, could be a useful
discriminating tool.
CONCLUSIONS
We performed a preliminary parton-level study of di-Higgs production from physics beyond the
standard model in two classes of models, namely those containing new vector-like quarks and
those with new coloured scalars. When the new particles are close to the present LHC energies,
kinematical properties and search strategies are different from those usually suggested by low
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energy effective theories. In the vector-like quark scenario, we implemented a simple model
in FEYNRULES at NLO in QCD interactions, so that it automatically contains one-loop con-
tribution to di-Higgs production and NLO-corrected tree-level processes. We first found that
NLO corrections to single production of vector-like quarks are sizeable. We then specialised to
a specific model where the couplings to a Higgs boson and light quarks dominate, so that Hig-
gses can be produced as decay products of the vector-like quarks. A remarkable result is that,
contrary to the common lore, pair production can be enhanced thanks to t-channel exchange
of the Higgs: we find that such contribution can dominate over single production up to masses
of 2 TeV. Studying the kinematic distributions of the di-Higgs events from various production
channels, we found that the di-Higgs system tends to peak at high invariant masses. Further-
more, observing other distributions, like angular one or additional hard jets, may allow one to
experimentally distinguish the production modes.
For the new coloured scalars, we studied the case of colour triplets: after QCD pair pro-
duction, the heavier scalar decays into a Higgs plus two jets, giving rise to a final state with two
Higgs bosons and jets. In this cascade decay scenario, the leading jet coming from a coloured
scalar has typically a larger transverse momentum with respect to the leading Higgs boson from
the heavier coloured scalar thus allowing for a useful kinematical handle to distinguish the sig-
nal from the SM background.
Our preliminary results thus show that di-Higgs production can be enhanced at the LHC
Run–II, and that kinematical distributions play a crucial role in identifying the origin of New
Physics, if an excess over the expected SM prediction is observed. A more detailed study,
including hadronisation and detector effects, as well as NLO QCD effects, will follow to better
characterise the signal properties.
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Cornering light scalars in Type II 2HDM
J. Bernon, K. Mimasu, J. M. No and D. Sengupta
Abstract
Focusing on a Type II Two-Higgs-Doublet-Model (2HDM) scenario,
we explore the possibility of one of the neutral 2HDM states being
lighter than the 125 GeV Higgs. We investigate the allowed region of
parameter space in light of the most recent LHC searches for neutral
scalars, and discuss prospects to probe these light scalars during LHC
Run 2.
1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV has certainly been the landmark achievement
of the LHC Run 1 [92, 93]. While the properties of the Higgs have been found to be con-
sistent with the Standard Model (SM) expectations, the possibility that the electroweak (EW)
symmetry breaking sector is extended is very much alive. The simplest extension is the Two-
Higgs-Doublet-Model (2HDM), where the SM Higgs doublet is supplemented with a second
doublet. Although a significant amount of work has already been done in this context, interest-
ing features and pockets of parameter space relevant for the LHC analysis remain unexplored.
Focusing on a Type II 2HDM scenario, we investigate in this work the possibility of one of the
neutral 2HDM states being lighter than the 125 GeV Higgs, in light of the most recent LHC
searches for neutral scalars.
We consider a softly-broken Z2 symmetric, CP-conserving 2HDM, whose scalar potential
can be written as
V = µ21|Φ1|2 + µ22|Φ2|2 − µ2
[
Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.
]
+
1
2
λ1|Φ1|4 + 1
2
λ2|Φ2|4
+ λ3|Φ1|2|Φ2|2 + λ4
(
Φ†1Φ2
)(
Φ†2Φ1
)
+
1
2
λ5
[(
Φ†1Φ2
)2
+ h.c.
]
,
(1)
where both Higgs doublets Φ1,2 acquire a vacuum expectation value (vev)
√
2〈Φ1,2〉 = v1,2.
The two vevs can be defined to be non-negative since the potential is CP-conserving. Upon
diagonalization of the CP-even, CP-odd and charged sectors one finds 5 physical scalar states:
two CP-even states h and H0 with mh ≤ mH0 , a CP-odd state A0 and a pair of charged states
H±. The mixing angle of the CP-even sector is denoted as α, while the ratio of the two vevs
v2/v1 is noted as tan β, with β being also the mixing angle of the charged and neutral CP-odd
sectors.
We consider the Type II 2HDM scenario, in which one Higgs doublet couples to the up-
type quarks, while the other Higgs doublet couples to the down-type quarks and leptons. The
couplings of the neutral scalar states to gauge bosons and fermions can then be expressed in
terms of α and β as shown in Table 1 (normalized to the SM values).
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We note that for a Type II 2HDM, the following complementary constraints apply:
1. Weak radiative B-meson decays B → Xsγ lead to a severe lower bound on the charged
Higgs mass; mH± > 480 GeV at the 95 % C.L. [410].
2. EW precision observables (EWPO), in particular the T -parameter, require either A0 or
H0 to be fairly degenerate with H± [411–413].
3. Signal strength measurements of the SM-like Higgs state, identified as h (H0), yield two
allowed regions at the 95 % C.L. in the (cβ−α, tβ) plane: the alignment limit cβ−α ' 0
(sβ−α ' 0) (see e.g. [414, 415]) in which the couplings of h (H0) approach their SM
values (see Table 1) and the “wrong-sign" region sβ+α ' 1 (cβ+α ' 1) in which the
coupling of h (H0) to down-type fermions has opposite sign to the gauge bosons and
up-type fermions couplings [416].
In addition, the 2HDM scalar potential (1) needs to satisfy the theoretical requirements of sta-
bility, tree-level unitarity and perturbativity.
In the following we investigate the scenario where a neutral scalar X , either the CP-odd
scalar A0 or the lightest CP-even scalar h, is lighter than the 125 GeV SM-like Higgs boson,
identified respectively as h or the heavier CP-even state H0. The presence of such a light scalar
X , combined with the constraints 1. and 2. above, yields a 2HDM spectrum with a large mass
splitting mY −mX & 300 GeV among the light scalar X = A0/h and the heavy neutral scalar
Y = H0/A0. This large splitting provides a key avenue to probe this region of the 2HDM
parameter space, as we discuss below.
As already outlined above, we distinguish between two different scenarios, corresponding
to the SM-like 125 GeV Higgs observed at the LHC being either h or H0. In the former case,
we will consider the CP-odd state A0 to be lighter than 125 GeV. In the latter, h is lighter than
125 GeV, while A0 has to be heavier due to the combination of flavour and EWPO constraints.
In the following, we analyze the two cases separately.
2 THE mh = 125 GeV SCENARIO
Here we identify h as the 125 GeV observed state, and explore the 2HDM region of parameter
space with the CP-odd state A0 being lighter than h. We concentrate on the alignment limit
cβ−α = 0 scenario (see e.g. [414]), and note that the combination of flavour bounds and EWPO
constraints leads to a lower bound mH0 & 460 GeV. This automatically yields a “hierarchical"
2HDM, with a sizeable mass splitting mH0 −mA0 & 300 GeV and potentially large cross sec-
tions inH0 → ZA0 andH0 → A0A0 decay modes, particularly as the stability and unitarity the-
State Coupling to gauge bosons Coupling to up-type fermions Coupling to down-type fermion
h sβ−α cα/sβ = sβ−α + cβ−α/tβ −sα/cβ = sβ−α − cβ−α tβ
H0 cβ−α sα/sβ = cβ−α − sβ−α/tβ cα/cβ = cβ−α + sβ−α tβ
A0 0 1/tβ tβ
Table 1: Tree-level couplings to gauge bosons, up-type fermions and down-type fermions normalized
to their SM values for h, H0 and A0 in the Type II 2HDM. We use the shorthand notation sx ≡ sin x,
cx ≡ cos x, tx ≡ tanx.
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oretical constraints require tβ ∼ 1 in the presence of that sizeable splitting [417], while pertur-
bativity imposes an upper bound mH0 . 620 GeV. To simplify the analysis, and satisfy EWPO
(T -parameter) constraints as well as flavour bounds, we assume degeneracy between H0 and
H±: mH0 = mH± ≡ mH . Below we will thus consider a scenario with mH ∈ [480, 620] GeV,
cβ−α = 0 and treat the mA0 < mh/2 and mh/2 < mA0 < mh cases separately.
2.1 mA0 < mh/2
In this case the decay channel h → A0A0 is open and may increase dangerously the h width.
ATLAS and CMS signal strength measurements indeed impose a (model dependent) upper
bound on new exotic decay channels of the SM-like state. In the exact alignment limit, the total
width of h is given by ΓSMh / (1− B(h→ A0A0)), leading to an upper bound on the h→ A0A0
branching ratio B(h → A0A0) . 15%. This particularly strong constraint requires subtle
adjustments between the 2HDM parameters in order to tune the ghA0A0 coupling down to a few
GeV, while it is generically at the TeV level without tuning [418]. Specifically, in the alignment
limit the latter coupling reads
ghA0A0 = −
2m2A0 +m
2
h − 4µ2/s2β
v
, (2)
and requiring a small ghA0A0 narrows the possible variation of µ
2 to a small range as a func-
tion of tβ , in particular 4µ2 ' 2m2A0 + m2h for tan β ' 1. The interrelation between µ ≡
sign(µ2)
√|µ2|, tan β and mA0 is illustrated in Figure 1, which explicitly shows the strong cor-
relation between µ and mA0 as a consequence of the required tuning on ghA0A0 .
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Figure 1: µ ≡ sign(µ2)√|µ2| versus tanβ with mA0 color code. Points are ordered from high to low
values of mA0 , tanβ.
As discussed above, the large mH −mA0 splitting results in H0 → ZA0 and H0 → A0A0
being the dominant decay channels for H0. Concretely, we find B(H0 → ZA0) ∈ [0.52, 0.77]
and B(H0 → A0A0) ∈ [0, 0.30]1. The H0 → ZA0 → `` bb¯ channel has recently been the
object of a dedicated CMS search [419] which already constitutes a powerful probe of such
hierarchical scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 2: the left (right) panel shows the allowed points
1We note that the vanishing of the branching ratio B(H0 → A0A0) is due to the fact that in alignment
gH0A0A0 → 0 for tβ → 1 [417].
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in the (mA0 ,mH) plane without (with) the CMS bound implemented, with a large region above
mA0 = 40 GeV considerably affected at low tan β, and a small corner being completely ex-
cluded at mH ' 480 GeV and mA0 ' 60 GeV. This indeed corresponds to the region with the
largest cross-section and most stringent CMS exclusion.
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Figure 2: mH versus mA0 with tanβ color code before [left panel] and after [right panel] the imple-
mentation of the bound from the CMS search H0 → Z A0 → ``bb¯ [419]. Points are ordered from high
to low tanβ values.
We note that the mA0 . 9 GeV region is strongly constrained by upsilon radiative de-
cays [420] and by the direct CMS search for A0 → µµ [421], and thus leave this region aside
in our analysis.
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Figure 3: gg → H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯ cross-section at the 13 TeV LHC versus mH with mA0 color code.
Note that scattered points with small cross-section have mA0 < 2mb. Points are ordered from low to
high mA0 values.
The 13 TeV gg → H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯ cross-sections for the remaining points are
shown in Figure 3. We note that the small allowed range for tβ around tβ ∼ 1, determined
by theoretical and flavour constraints, results in a lower (as well as an upper) bound on the
gg → H0 cross-section at the LHC2, which combined with the large values for B(H0 → ZA0)
2For such low values of tanβ, the bb¯H0 associated production cross-section is at least a factor 200 smaller than
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yield gg → H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯ cross-sections as large as 200 fb for mH = 480 GeV and
mA0 . 40 GeV, as well as minimal possible values of 30 fb for H0 and A0 saturating their
upper mass bounds. Improved sensitivity from Run II may probe the entire upper mA0 range,
and a detailed collider study would be required to precisely estimate this future reach.
2.2 mh/2 < mA0 < mh
Contrary to the mA0 < mh/2 case, µ
2 can now take large negative values and the strong corre-
lation with mA0 is lost. The main phenomenological differences with the previous case (aside
from the absence of the exotic decay channel h → A0A0 for the SM-like state) are thus to be
found in the behaviour of the triple Higgs couplings driven by µ2, such as gH0A0A0 . Of crucial in-
terest for this study is the fact that the CMS H0 → ZA0 search has generally more constraining
power for heavier A0 at a fixed H0. The possible values for the branching ratio B(H0 → ZA0)
are still very large: B(H0 → ZA0) ∈ [0.35, 0.77], and the gg → H0 cross-section is identical
to the previous case (since the allowed tan β range is identical), which results in a stronger ex-
clusion than for the mA0 < mh scenario as seen explicitly in Figure 4. The impact of the CMS
search [419] is dramatic, with whole regions of the parameter space becoming completely ex-
cluded, as in particular the full tan β . 1.10 region. There remain three isolated islands of
allowed points around mA0 ' 65, 95, 123 GeV.
In the left panel of Figure 5 the 13 TeV gg → H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯ cross-sections for the
remaining points are shown. Only a narrow cross-section range survives, 20-60 fb, leaving little
doubt that future LHC analyses may be able to completely probe this region (see e.g. [422,423]).
The right panel of Figure 5 shows the gg → H0 → A0A0 cross-section at the 13 TeV LHC for
the remaining points, i.e. after the CMS H0 → ZA0 constraint is applied. Interestingly, points
with high cross-sections, from∼ 10 fb to∼ 400 fb, remain. Indeed, the gH0A0A0 vanishes in the
alignment limit for tan β = 1 while tan β . 1.10 is actually excluded by the CMS search as
discussed previously. As a result, a strong lower bound on this cross-section is found, making
the H0 → A0A0 channel a complementary powerful probe of this scenario. Note that in the
mA0 < mh/2 case analyzed in the previous paragraph, tan β = 1 is still allowed such that the
corresponding cross-section can be arbitrarily small.
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Figure 4: mH versusmA0 with tanβ color code before [left panel] and after [right panel] implementing
the CMS search H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯. Points are ordered from high to low tanβ values.
the gluon-fusion cross-section.
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Figure 5: gg → H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯ [lower left panel] and gg → H0 → A0A0 [lower right panel]
cross-section at the 13 TeV LHC versus mH with mA0 and tanβ color code. Points are ordered from
low to high mA0 and tanβ values. [right panel] σ(gg → H0) at the 13 TeV LHC versus mH with tanβ
color code.
3 THE mH0 = 125 GeV SCENARIO
3.1 ALIGNMENT LIMIT sβ−α ∼ 0
We begin our analysis of the mH0 = 125 GeV case focusing on the alignment limit sβ−α ∼ 0
(see e.g. [415]). As discussed above, the combination of flavour bounds and EWPO constraints
yield a lower limit mA0 & 460 GeV, very weakly dependent on the value of mh, resulting
in a large mass splitting mA0 − mh > 300 GeV. Comparing the present scenario with that
analyzed in Section 2 the CMS search for A0 → Zh (Z → ``, h → bb¯, ττ ) [419] also places
important constraints in the allowed parameter space, with two key differences with respect to
the mh = 125 GeV scenario: (i) For mh > mH0/2, the theoretical constraints do not restrict
the values of tβ , so that tβ  1 is theoretically allowed. (ii) There is no competing decay to
A0 → Zh (an equivalent of H0 → A0A0 in the mh = 125 GeV scenario), such that an O(1)
branching ratio for A0 → Zh is generally realized.
For simplicity, we fix mH± = 480 GeV for mA0 < 480 GeV, and mH± = mA0 otherwise
throughout our analysis. This choice respects theB → Xsγ flavour constraint, as well as EWPO
limits, and does not impact our results. As before, the cases mh > mH0/2 and mh < mH0/2
are phenomenologically different, and we analyze separately.
3.1.1 mh > mH0/2
In this case, the only constraints on the allowed values of µ2 are theoretical: stability, perturba-
tivity and unitarity. Furthermore, for positive mA0 −mH0 and mA0 −mh mass splittings, the
value µ2 = m2hsβcβ guarantees a stable potential (see e.g. [417]) independently of the value of
tβ . Perturbativity/unitarity constraints also become insensitive to tβ , and are only violated for
very large mass splittings, occurring for mA0 & 620 GeV. In this setup, we compute the cross
section for A0 → Zh (Z → ``, h→ bb¯) in gluon fusion and bb¯-associated production at 8 TeV
as a function of tβ for each mass pair (mA0 , mh) in mh ∈ [63, 125] GeV, mA0 ∈ [460, 620]
GeV, and compare it with the limits from the CMS A0 → Zh search [419] to derive the limits
this search poses on tβ . The results are shown in Figure 6 as lower (LEFT) and upper (RIGHT)
bounds on tβ in the (mA0 , mh) plane.
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Figure 6: LEFT: Lower bounds from [419] on tβ as a function of (mA0 ,mh) for gluon fusion production
of A0. RIGHT: Upper bounds from [419] on tβ as a function of (mA0 , mh) for bb¯-associated production
of A0.
As Figure 6 shows, while no mass point (mA0 , mh) is completely excluded by the CMS
A0 → Zh search, the allowed range of tβ is quite constrained by this search, to lie approxi-
mately within tβ ∈ [4, 16] (tβ ∈ [2, 30]) for the lower (upper) allowed mA0 region. Moreover,
the allowed value of tβ is also constrained by the ATLAS/CMS searches for neutral scalars in
bb-associated production decaying to ττ for mh < 80 GeV [424] and mh > 90 GeV [425,426].
The combination of various constraints is shown in Figure 7 in the (mh, tβ) plane, for mA0 in
the range mA0 ∈ [mEWPOA0 , mpertA0 ], where mEWPOA0 ∼ 460 GeV is the lower bound on mA0 from
the combination of flavour and EWPO constraints, and mpertA0 ∼ 620 GeV is the upper bound on
mA0 from perturbativity (both bounds are weakly dependent on mh).
3.1.2 mh < mH0/2
For mh < mH0/2 the decay channel H0 → hh becomes kinematically open and could lead to a
large modification of the 125 GeV HiggsH0 decay branching ratios, which is highly constrained
by LHC data. Recalling the discussion in Section 2 there is a bound B(H0 → hh) . 15%,
requiring the trilinear coupling gH0hh, which in the alignment limit reads
gH0hh = −
2m2h +m
2
H0
− 4µ2/s2β
v
, (3)
to approximately vanish. This in turn fixes the value of µ2 as a function ofmh and tβ . The effect
of this condition is to restrict the range of tβ allowed by theoretical constraints. In particular
we find that stability requires tβ ∈ [1/
√
2,
√
2]. As only tβ ∼ 1 values are allowed for mh <
mH0/2, the capability of the CMS A0 → Zh search [419] to probe this region of parameter
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space greatly increases, completely ruling out a sizable portion of the mass plane (mA0 , mh) as
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Bounds on a light neutral CP-even Higgs h in the (mh, tβ)-plane from Higgs searches at
LEP [427] and CMS searches of a light scalar produced in in bb-associated production decaying to
ττ [424] (covering massesmh < 80 GeV) and [425] (covering massesmh > 90 GeV). The combination
rules out Higgs masses mh < 75 GeV.
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3.2 WRONG-SIGN LIMIT cβ+α = 1
For mh < 114.5 GeV, the wrong-sign limit is strongly constrained by LEP searches for h
produced in association with a Z boson, which bound the departure from alignment sβ−α = 0
as a function of mh [427]. For cβ+α = 1 this translates into a lower bound on tβ for each
mass mh in the range mh ∈ [20, 114.5] GeV, shown in Figure 9. We stress that the wrong-sign
limit only yields a 95% C.L. allowed fit to the 125 GeV Higgs signal strength for tβ & 3 (see
e.g. [417, 428, 429]).
At the same time, searches for neutral scalars produced in association with bb¯ and de-
caying to ττ by ATLAS/CMS for mh > 90 GeV [425, 426] and by CMS for mh ∈ [20, 80]
GeV [424] yield a corresponding upper bound on tβ . As shown in Figure 9, the combination of
LEP and CMS bounds rules out light Higgs masses up to mh = 75 GeV. We note that the value
of µ2 (and the constraint from H0 → hh decays) is not relevant here, as it does not affect the
bounds discussed and these rule out the region mh < mH0/2.
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Figure 9: Bounds on a light neutral CP-even Higgs h in the wrong-sign limit in the (mh, tβ)-plane from
Higgs searches at LEP [427] and CMS searches of a light scalar produced in in bb-associated production
decaying to ττ [424] (covering masses mh < 80 GeV) and [425] (covering masses mh > 90 GeV). The
combination rules out Higgs masses mh < 75 GeV.
CONCLUSIONS
Taking into account the most updated constraints on light neutral Higgs bosons, we have in-
vestigated the allowed parameter space in Type II 2HDM with a neutral state below 125 GeV.
Either h, the light CP-even state, or H0, the heavy CP-even state, were identified as the 125
GeV state.
In the mh = 125 GeV case, notably, the CMS search for H0 → ZA0 → ``bb¯ is very sen-
sitive to the mA0 < mh region and rules out large portions of the previously allowed parameter
space, particularly for mh > mA0 > mh/2 where values of tan β < 1.10 are completely ex-
cluded. As a consequence, the H0 → A0A0 channel turns out to be a powerful complementary
probe of this region.
In the mH0 = 125 GeV case, we find that the CMS search for A0 → Zh → ``bb¯ rules
out a very large portion of the mh < mH0/2 region, and highly constrains the allowed values
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of tan β for mH0 > mh > mH0/2. In addition, the ATLAS and CMS searches for h → ττ in
bb-associated production provide a strong constraint for high tan β.
In both scenarios, we find that the prospects for the LHC Run 2 at 13 TeV are excel-
lent, and most of the 2HDM parameter space characterized by a light neutral scalar could be
explored.
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LHC diphoton and diboson probes of custodial fiveplet
scalars
A. Delgado, M. Garcia-Pepin, M. Quirós, J. Santiago and R. Vega-Morales
Abstract
We discuss diphoton and diboson probes of custodial fiveplet scalars. We
show for the first time that when the W boson loop dominates the effec-
tive couplings to photons, a custodial fiveplet scalar below ∼ 110 GeV
is ruled out by 8 TeV LHC diphoton searches independently of the
Higgs triplet VEV. We also make rough estimates for 13 TeV.
1 INTRODUCTION
Both the Georgi-Macachek (GM) model [430] and its supersymmetric generalization, the Su-
persymmetric Custodial Triplet Model (SCTM) [431, 432], feature a set of light triplet-like
scalars which is well within LHC reach and could thus provide a promising test avenue. More-
over, for the particular case of the SCTM, it was argued in [431] that a light mass for the
triplet-like states is tied to a sizeable value of vtriplet. Therefore, searching for these scalars is
also testing the nature of EWSB and probing the interesting properties of custodial Higgs triplet
models. It is then of great importance to perform a collider study searching for these triplet-like
states. The smoking gun of all custodial Higgs triplet models [430–444] is the presence of a
SU(2)V custodial fiveplet (H5) scalar which features a CP -even neutral (H05 ), singly (H
±
5 ),
and doubly (H±±5 ) charged component all with degenerate masses. Here we examine diphoton
and diboson probes at the LHC of these fiveplet scalars.
As the fiveplet does not couple to quarks (it is fermiophobic), production via gluon fusion
is not available. Furthermore, if the VEV of the fermiophobic Higgs is small (as compared
to the SM-like Higgs doublet VEV), vector boson fusion (VBF) and associated Higgs vector
boson production (VH) quickly become highly suppressed [445]. Since these are the dominant
production mechanisms in the SM, they have been assumed as the production mechanisms
in almost all Higgs-like boson searches regardless of if they are fermiophobic or not. On the
other hand, since LHC measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs boson couplings seem to indicate
a SM-like Higgs boson, this implies a small VEV for any additional exotic Higgs boson. As
these measurements increase in precision without observing a deviation from the SM prediction,
previous collider searches for fermiophobic Higgs bosons, which assumed SM-like production
mechanisms, become increasingly obsolete.
However, Drell-Yan (DY) Higgs pair production of the fiveplets is sizable even in the limit
of small exotic Higgs vev. Furthermore, since there is no bb¯ decay to compete with, custodial
fiveplets can have large branching ratios to vector boson pairs, in particular to photons. This
can be combined with DY pair production to place stringent constraints on the fiveplet Higgs
bosons using multiphoton final states. Actually, theW boson mediatedH±5 H
0
5 production chan-
nel (see Fig. 1), followed by H±5 → W±H05 and H05 → γγ decays, leads to a 4γ+X final state,
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which has been proposed as a probe [446, 447] of fermiophobic Higgs bosons at high energy
colliders. However, the H± → W±H0F decay requires a mass splitting between the charged
and neutral Higgs. In custodial Higgs triplet models, the neutral and charged Higgs scalars are
predicted to be degenerate, thus the CDF 4γ+X search [448] cannot be applied to this case. We
show for the first time that, when the W boson loop dominates the effective couplings to pho-
tons, a custodial fiveplet scalar below∼ 110 GeV is ruled out by 8 TeV LHC diphoton searches
independently of the Higgs triplet VEV. Larger masses possibly up to ∼ 150 GeV can also be
ruled out if charged scalar loops produce large constructive contributions to the effective photon
couplings. We also find that diboson searches, and in particular ZZ searches, may be useful for
higher masses allowing us to potentially obtain limits again for custodial fiveplet masses up to
∼ 250 GeV independently of the Higgs triplet VEV.
2 THE MODEL
The differences between the GM model and the SCTM are not relevant for our current study. The
crucial feature that both share, in addition to being easily made to satisfy constraints from elec-
troweak precision data, is that after EWSB the Higgs triplets decompose into representations of
the custodial SU(2)V global symmetry. In particular, all custodial Higgs triplet models contain
the aforementioned fermiophobic scalar (H5) that transforms as a fiveplet under the custodial
symmetry SU(2)V and can be very light. We will thus only introduce the non-supersymmetric
GM model since it is the most minimal realization of this situation and the results are directly
extended to the supersymmetric SCTM. We only focus on the fiveplet and the relevant couplings
for our study. Further details of these models can be found in [430–444].
In the GM model, two SU(2)L triplets scalars are added to the SM in such a way that
the Higgs potential preserves a global SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R symmetry which is broken to the
vector custodial subgroup SU(2)V after EWSB, predicting ρ = 1 at the tree-level [430]. More
specifically, on top of the SM Higgs doublet H = (H+, H0)T , one real SU(2)L triplet scalar
with hypercharge Y = 0, φ = (φ+, φ0, φ−)T , and one complex triplet scalar with Y = 1,
χ = (χ++, χ+, χ0)T , are added. In terms of representations of SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R they transform
as (2,2) and (3,3), respectively.
If EWSB proceeds such that vH ≡ 〈H0〉 ≡ vdoublet, vφ ≡ 〈φ0〉 = vχ ≡ 〈χ0〉 ≡
vtriplet, i.e. the triplet VEVs are aligned, then SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R will be broken to the cus-
todial subgroup SU(2)V , which ensures that the ρ parameter is equal to one at tree-level as in
the SM. We can also schematically define the SM doublet-exotic Higgs ‘VEV mixing angles’
(cθ ≡ cos θ, sθ ≡ sin θ),
cθ ≡ vdoublet
v
, sθ ≡ vtriplet
v
(v = 246 GeV) . (1)
If one neglects the tiny breaking generated by the hypercharge, all mass eigenstates are
classified into SU(2)V multiplets degenerate in mass and in particular a singlet, triplet, and five-
plet. The fiveplet, which we focus on, is a pure triplet-like state with no mixing with the doublet
sector. This ensures that the fiveplet is fermiophobic, i.e. it does not couple to fermions at tree
level. Due to hypercharge and Yukawa interactions, custodial breaking effects are introduced at
one loop and can spoil the fermiophobic and degenerate mass conditions along with introducing
dangerous deviations from ρ = 1. However, these effects are naturally small, allowing for these
conditions to be maintained to a good approximation.
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2.1 Pair production ofH05
The main focus of this study will be the pp → W± → H05H±5 production channel shown
in Fig. 1. The relevant vertex for the Drell-Yan pair production (Fig. 1) reads
VWH5H5 ≡ ig
√
3
2
(p1 − p2)µ , (2)
where we can see that the coupling does not depend on the triplet VEV and therefore DY is not
suppressed even in the case when the triplet VEV is small. We show in Fig. 2 the cross section
(solid blue) as a function ofH05 for theH
0
5H
±
5 channel. We see that it can be∼ O(100) fb all the
way up to∼ 200 GeV at 8 TeV (dashed blue curve) while at 13 TeV (solid blue curve) it will be
increased by roughly a factor of ∼ 2. If the fiveplet is instead produced in pair with a custodial
triplet which is 100 GeV heavier (dotted blue) the cross section is considerably reduced. Note
that there are also NLO contributions which may generate ∼ O(1) K-factors for Higgs pair
production [337, 449, 450], but we do not explore this issue here as it does not qualitatively
affect the discussion.
W±
H05
H±5
Figure 1: The dominant contribution to custodial fiveplet scalar pair production.
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Figure 2: Drell-Yan Higgs pair production cross sections for a custodial fiveplet scalar at the LHC with√
s = 8 TeV (dashed blue curve) and
√
s = 13 TeV (thick blue solid curve). We also show the case where
the fiveplet is produced along with a custodial triplet (blue dotted) which is 100 GeV more massive (see
text for more information).
To demonstrate the utility of the DY Higgs pair production mechanism we show for com-
parison results for VBF single H05 production. We see clearly that once the measurements of
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the Higgs boson at 125 GeV constrain sθ  1, the VBF production channel quickly becomes
highly suppressed relative to the DY Higgs pair production. Similar behavior can be seen for
the V H production channels which are typically smaller than the VBF cross sections except at
very low masses [111, 451, 452].
To summarize, we see that ∼ O(100) fb cross sections are obtained for the pp→ H05H±5
Higgs pair production channel in the mass range 45 − 250 GeV. Crucially, this production
mechanism is independent of the Higgs triplet VEV unlike VBF and VH production. As we
will see, diphoton and diboson searches at the 8 TeV LHC are sensitive to ∼ O(100) fb cross
section times branching ratios. Thus if the branching ratios to dibosons are large, searches at the
LHC for pairs of photons or Z and W bosons should be able to probe the fiveplet in this mass
range.
2.2 Decay ofH05
In addition to the WH5H5 vertex of Eq. (2) , H05 will have tree level couplings to WW and
ZZ pairs which are generated during EWSB and which will be proportional to the triplet Higgs
VEV. These can be parametrized as,
L ⊃ sθH
0
5
v
(
gZm
2
ZZ
µZµ + 2gWm
2
WW
µ+W−µ
)
, (3)
where gZ = 4/
√
3 and gW = −2/
√
3. The ratio λWZ = gZ/gW is fixed by custodial symmetry
to be λWZ = −1/2 [453]. At one loop the couplings in Eq. (3) will also generate effective
couplings to γγ and Zγ pairs via the W boson loops shown in Fig. 3. We can parametrize these
couplings with the effective operators,
L ⊃ H
0
5
v
(cγγ
4
F µνFµν +
cZγ
2
ZµνFµν
)
, (4)
where Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ. We again define similar ratios,
λV γ = cV γ/gZ , (5)
where V = Z, γ and we have implicitly absorbed a factor of sθ into cV γ . There are also contri-
butions to the effective couplings in Eq. (4) from the additional charged Higgs bosons which are
necessarily present in the GM model and the SCTM. These contributions can be large or small
depending on the model and parameter choice. They can in principle lead to large enhance-
ments [454] when there is constructive interference with the W boson loop, or suppressions
if there are cancellations between the different contributions [455, 456], leading to small cV γ
effective couplings.
We show the branching ratios of H05 in Fig. 4. To obtain the three and four body decays
we have integrated the analytic expressions for the H05 → V γ → 2`γ and H05 → V V → 4`
fully differential decay widths computed and validated in [457–459]. For the explicit W loop
functions which contribute to the effective couplings we use the parametrization and imple-
mentation found in [460]. The branching ratios will only depend on the ratios λWZ and λV γ ,
and in some cases only on λWZ if the W loop (see Fig. 3) dominates the H05V γ effective cou-
plings (solid curves). In this case any sθ dependence in λV γ cancels explicitly. At low masses,
below ∼ 100 GeV, the branching ratio into pairs of photons starts to become significant and
quickly dominant below the W mass, or at higher masses if the couplings to photons are en-
hanced (dashed lines). We note that these branching ratios include the γ∗γ contribution which,
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Figure 3: One loop contributions from W boson loops to the H05 → V γ decays (V = Z, γ).
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Figure 4: Branching ratios for H05 as a function of its mass.
as shown in Fig. 4, can be sizeable at low masses. At larger masses the three and four body
decays involving W and Z bosons become relevant and eventually completely dominant above
the WW and ZZ thresholds.
3 Closing the ‘Fiveplet Window’
In Fig. 5 we show the pp → W± → H±5 H05 production cross section times branching ratio for
a custodial fiveplet decay into photon (blue), WW (brown), and ZZ (red) pairs at 8 TeV (top)
and 13 TeV (bottom). We also show the limits (dashed lines) coming from ATLAS diphoton
searches at 8 TeV [461] (blue) as well as CMS 7 + 8 TeV searches [462] for decays to WW
(brown) andZZ (red). To estimate the limits at 13 TeV we have simply rescaled the 8 TeV limits
by a factor of 2 which is roughly the increase in Higgs pair production cross section. Our leading
order results for the pp → W± → H±5 H05 production cross sections are calculated using the
Madgraph/GM model implementation from [53, 463]. The branching ratios are obtained from
the partial widths into γγ, V ∗γ (V = Z, γ),WW , and ZZ which are computed for the mass
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Figure 5: Top: Drell-YanH05H
±
5 production cross sections times branching ratio at 8 TeV (solid curves)
into γγ (blue), ZZ (red), andWW (brown) for the fermiophobic fiveplet found in custodial Higgs triplet
models. The 95% exclusion limits (dashed curves) from diphoton 8 TeV ATLAS [461] and 7 + 8 TeV
CMS WW and ZZ searches [462] are also shown for each channel. In the gray shaded region we show
for comparison the sθ = 0.4 contour for single H05 VBF production (see text). Bottom: The same for
the 13 TeV LHC. For the 13 TeV limits we have simply rescaled 8 TeV limits by a factor of 2.
range 45− 250 GeV.
We focus on the regime where the effective couplings of the fiveplet to γγ and Zγ are
dominated by the W loop contribution shown in Fig. 3. The effects of the charged scalar sec-
tor could in principle be large [454] leading to enhanced or suppressed effective couplings to
photons. As discussed above, this can affect the upper limit of masses which can be ruled out
and could in principle allow for masses up to the WW threshold to be ruled out by diphoton
searches. Since these effects are more model dependent we do not consider them here.
We see in the top of Fig. 5 that by exploiting theH05H
±
5 Higgs pair production mechanism,
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custodial fiveplet scalars with masses ∼ 107 GeV can be ruled out by 8 TeV diphoton searches,
independently of the Higgs triplet VEV. These are the first such limits on custodial fiveplet
scalars and in particular, since the charged and neutral components are degenerate, limits from
Tevatron 4γ + X searches [448] do not apply. This is because, for the cases of the custodial
fiveplet where the masses are degenerate, the H±5 → H05W± decay is not available. In this
case the one loop H±5 → W±γ decay can become dominant leading instead to a 3γ + W
signal. Examining this decay as well should improve the sensitivity relative to LHC diphoton
searches, but we do not explore that here.
To emphasize the utility of the DY pair production mechanism, we also show in the top
of Fig. 5 the cross section times branching ratio assuming the VBF production (gray shaded
region) mechanism at 8 TeV. We have fixed sθ = 0.4 for the doublet-triplet VEV mixing angle
as defined in [463] and schematically in Eq. (1). The value sθ = 0.4 is close to the upper limit
of values still allowed by electroweak precision and 125 GeV Higgs data [464–467], but we can
see in Fig. 5 that this already renders diphoton searches for custodial fiveplet scalars based on
VBF (and similarly for VH) production irrelevant.
We also emphasize that ruling out a custodial fiveplet below∼ 110 GeV independently of
the VEV allows us to unambiguously close the fiveplet ‘window’ at masses below∼ 100 GeV [440]
which is still allowed by electroweak precisions data [468] and essentially unconstrained by
other LEP, Tevatron, and LHC direct searches. Thus we are able to rule out an interesting re-
gion of parameter space of custodial Higgs triplet models which would otherwise be difficult to
constrain directly. We estimate in the bottom of Fig. 5 that 13 TeV diphoton searches will be
sensitive to scalar masses up to ∼ 125 GeV in the regime of dominant W boson loop, though
NLO Higgs pair production effects [450] may allow this to be extended further. The diphoton
search discussed here may of course be useful for other scalars which are found in custodial
Higgs triplet models, but we do not explore this here.
Finally, we also see in Fig. 5 that WW and ZZ searches may be useful for probing custo-
dial fiveplet scalars independently of the Higgs triplet VEV as well. Though 8 TeV searches are
not quite sensitive, larger Higgs pair production cross sections at 13 TeV (see Fig. 1) should
allow for fiveplet masses well above diphoton limits to be probed and possibly as high as
∼ 250 GeV. In particular, as we can see in the bottom of Fig. 5, the ZZ channel should be-
come sensitive with early 13 TeV data for masses around the ZZ threshold. This also serves
as a useful compliment to W+W+ searches for the doubly charged component of the custodial
fiveplet [469].
CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the particular case of a custodial fiveplet scalar found in all incarnations
of custodial Higgs triplet models [430, 431, 439] in which the neutral and charged component
are predicted to be degenerate. We have shown for the first time that a custodial fiveplet scalar
below ∼ 110 GeV is ruled out by 8 TeV diphoton searches and possibly up to higher masses
if charged scalar loops produce large constructive contributions to the effective photon cou-
plings. These limits are also largely independent of the Higgs triplet VEV and so robustly close
the ‘fiveplet window’ at masses below ∼ 110 GeV [440], still allowed by electroweak preci-
sion and 125 GeV Higgs boson data. We also find that diboson searches, and in particular ZZ
searches, may be useful for larger fiveplet masses, allowing us to potentially obtain limits again
independently of the Higgs triplet VEV.
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Probing effective Higgs couplings at the LHC in h→ 2`2ν
decays with multi-dimensional matrix element and likelihood
methods
Y. Chen, A. Falkowski and R. Vega-Morales
Abstract
We examine the possibility of probing anomalous Higgs couplings at
the LHC in h→ WW → 2`2ν decays using multi-dimensional matrix
element methods. We describe broadly a likelihood framework which
can be used to probe effective Higgs couplings toWW pairs at the LHC
or future colliders. As part of this we compute the h → WW → 2`2ν
fully differential decay width and discuss the observables available in
the 2`2ν final state.
1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of a 125 GeV boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [92, 93] completes the
search for all propagating degrees of freedom predicted by the SM. The quest to uncover the
precise properties of this ‘Higgs’ boson is now underway. Some One of the most important
properties of the Higgs boson to pin down precisely consists of the nature of its couplings to the
electroweak gauge bosons. These couplings contain important information about electroweak
symmetry breaking and may offer clues towards beyond the standard model physics. Thus prob-
ing them with the highest precision possible is crucial and a vigorous program for studying them
at the LHC is already underway.
At present most of the progress in probing effective couplings, in particular their CP
properties, has come via the fully reconstructable Higgs decay to four leptons for which many
studies [457, 458, 470–503] have been conducted. In four lepton decays, one can probe directly
the effective couplings of the Higgs boson to photons and Z bosons. These studies have shown
that Higgs to four lepton decays are useful probes of the tensor structure and CP nature of these
effective couplings.
Less emphasized has been Higgs decays mediated byWW pairs as a probe of its effective
couplings to W bosons. This channel is more difficult than the four lepton final state since, due
to the presence of neutrinos, it is not fully reconstructable. There has been some progress so far
in the opposite flavor h→ WW → eνµν channel using kinematic discriminants [273,487,504]
or boosted decision trees (BDT) [505, 506]. These studies indicate that h → WW → 2`2ν
decays can in principle also be used as a way of probing anomalous Higgs couplings at the
LHC.
In this note we examine the possibility of adapting analytic based matrix element meth-
ods (MEM) which have been developed for h → 4` and h → 2`γ decays [273, 457, 460, 482,
489, 499–501] to the process h→ WW → 2`2ν. We initiate this by broadly outlining the con-
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the effective Higgs couplings to WW pairs which generate h→
2`2ν decays.
struction of a multi-dimensional likelihood analysis framework which can be used to perform s
multi-parameter extraction and establish the CP properties of the effective Higgs couplings to
W bosons. In addition we discuss the parametrization of the effective Higgs couplings as well
as the kinematic observables available in the 2`2ν final state.
2 EFFECTIVE COUPLINGS AND DIFFERENTIAL DECAY WIDTH
Here we discuss the parametrization of the effective Higgs couplings to W boson pairs. We also
describe the analytic computation of the parton level h→ WW → 2`2ν fully differential cross
section.
2.1 TENSOR STRUCTURE AND EFFECTIVE VERTEX
The couplings of the Higgs boson to a pair ofW bosons can be parameterized with the following
tensor structure,
ΓµνhWW =
1
v
(
AWW1 m
2
Wgµν + A
WW
2 (k
ν
1k
µ
2 − k1 · k2gµν)
+ AWW3 
µναβk1αk2β + (A
WW
4 k
2
1 + A¯
WW
4 k
2
2)gµν
)
. (1)
The variables k1 and k2 represent the four momentum of the intermediateW bosons and v is the
Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) which we have chosen as our overall normalization. The
AiWW are dimensionless and at this point, they are arbitrary complex form factors with a possible
momentum dependence (or more precisely a sˆ, k21, k
2
2 dependence), making the effective vertex
of Eq. (1) completely general.
2.2 DIFFERENTIAL DECAY WIDTH AND PARTIAL SUB-RATES
With the tensor structure in Eq. (1), we then analytically compute the fully differential decay
width for h → 2`2ν as a sum of terms which are quadratic in the AWWn form factors. This can
be written as,
dΓh→2`2ν
d ~P = Π2`2ν |M(h→ 2`2ν)|
2, (2)
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where Π2`2ν is the 2`2ν four body phase space and d ~P is the four body fully differential volume
element which will be discussed more below.
We have defined the matrix element squared as,
|M(h→ 2`2ν)|2 =
∑
nm
AWWn A
WW∗
m × |M(h→ 2`2ν)|2nm, (3)
where n,m = 1, 2, 3, 4. Each term in this sum makes up a differential ‘sub-matrix element’
squared, but note they need not be positive in the case of interference terms. We will define
these sub-matrix elements as,
|M|2nm ≡ AWWn AWWm × |M(h→ 2`2ν)|2nm. (4)
At the level of the fully differential decay width, the decay h→ WW → 2`2ν is similar
to the h → ZZ → 2e2µ fully differential one due to the identical tensor structures of the
effective Higgs couplings. Of course the Z propagator and couplings are now replaced by those
for the W boson.
With analytic expressions for the fully differential decay width in Eq (1) in hand, we could
in principle define the same set of center-of-mass (CM) observables as in h → 4` [457] and
conduct similar MEM analyses of effective couplings as done in [273, 457, 460, 482, 489, 499–
501]. However, as will be discussed further below, the fully differential decay width in Eq. (2)
must be integrated over the invisible neutrino momenta. As will also be discussed below, this
will require combining the fully differential decay width with an appropriate production spec-
trum followed by a four dimensional integration over invisible degrees of freedom.
2.3 EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY CONSTRAINTS
We can demand that the effective couplings in Eq. (1) arise from an SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant
theory at higher energies. Then we can write the effective lagrangian consisting of operators up
to dimension five (in the ‘Higgs’ basis [507, 508]) as,
L = h
v
(
2δcwm
2
WWµW
µ + cww
g2L
2
WµνW
µν
+ c˜ww
g2L
2
WµνW˜
µν + cwBg
2
L (Wµ∂νW
µν + h.c.)
)
, (5)
where the cn are now real and momentum independent. This implies the relation between the ef-
fective vertex couplings of the tensor structures in Eq. (1) and the lagrangian effective couplings
in Eq. (5),
AWW1 = 2(1 + δcw), A
WW
2 = g
2
Lcww, A
WW
3 = g
2
Lc˜ww, A
WW
4 = A¯
WW
4 = g
2
LcwB . (6)
The couplings in Eq. (5) can also be expressed in terms of the so called ‘Warsaw’ basis [278]. Once
the fully differential decay width is obtained as the sum in Eq. (3) transforming from basis to
another is trivial. This is especially useful for parameter extraction of effective Higgs couplings.
3 OBSERVABLES
As discussed, we must integrate over the invisible phase space of the two neutrinos. Before
the integration, as in h → 4`, there are twelve observables corresponding to the momenta of
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Figure 2: Kinematic observables available in h→WW → eνµν decays.
the four massless leptons. After integration over the invisible neutrino phase space we are left
with eight observables. Note that we are left with eight observables after integration and not the
naively expected six since the total missing ~pT is ‘observable’. A subset of these observables
have been identified [273, 505, 506] as useful for ascertaining the CP properties of the Higgs
boson to W pairs. These are defined as,
– m`` – invariant mass of the lepton pair system.
– mT – missing transverse mass.
– ∆φ`` – opening angle between charged leptons.
– Φ – azimuthal angle between charged leptons.
They are shown in Fig. 2 for various cases of effective couplings in Eq. (5) for the process
gg → h → WW → eνµν. To compute this process we have utilized a Higgs effective im-
plementation [509] in Madgraph [53]. We have also shown for comparison the distributions for
only the h → WW → eνµν decay as opposed to those including in addition gluon fusion
production (and in particular parton density) effects. We see that gluon density effects have the
largest effect on the dilepton opening angle ∆φ``.
We also see that for the parameter values shown in Fig. 2 the distributions are similar. Of
course these projections mask the full information contained when all variables including their
correlations are used in a MEM analysis. To date only analyses using BDTs [505, 506] have
utilized all observables availabe in gg → h → WW → eνµν. Here we initiate an attempt to
utilize all observables in the construction of a MEM analysis framework based on the methods
explored in [273, 457, 460, 482, 489, 499–501] for h→ 4` decays.
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4 CONSTRUCTING LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS
As discussed, the invisible neutrinos are not reconstructable and so we are not able to boost to
the CM frame (or Higgs frame) as we could in h → 4` decays. We therefore must integrate
over the invisible phase space of the two neutrinos. In order to do this, one must include the
production since during this phase space integration, both decay and production variables are
integrated over. The problem then becomes finding a suitable frame in which to perform the in-
tegration over the neutrino momenta. Also note that, unlike h→ 4`, this integration is required
at the parton level.
We define the full set of twelve observables as ~P ≡ ( ~PV , ~PI), where ~PV indicates the
‘visible’ observables, while ~PI represents the ‘invisible’ observables associated with the neutri-
nos. We are interested in the fully differential cross section for the visible observables. This can
be obtain schematically as,
dσ
d~PV
=
∫
dσ
d~PV d ~PI
d ~PI =
∫
dσ
d~P |
~J |d ~PI , (7)
where | ~J | is a multi-dimensional (in this case four) Jacobian which parametrizes the transfor-
mation from the lepton four momenta to visible (V ) and invisible (I) observables defined in a
certain frame. The fully differential cross section can be written as,
dσ
d~P =
dσgg→h
d ~Pprod
dσh→2`2ν
d ~Pdecay
(8)
where we have factored production and decay observables. As discussed, the h → 2`2ν fully
differential decay is computed analytically before performing the integration over the invisible
degrees of freedom.
A crucial step in the integration will be to obtain the Jacobian which parametrizes the
change of variables in Eq. (7). This four dimensional Jacobian is obtained numerically using
the methods described in [458, 500, 510]. After obtaining the fully differential cross section in
terms of visible momenta as in Eq. (7), we can go on to perform likelihood analyses as done for
h→ 4` decays in [273,457,460,482,489,499–501]. An in depth exploration of these possibilies
is ongoing.
At the ‘detector’ level, a second integration in which the parton level differential cross
section is convoluted with a suitable transfer function parametrizing the relevant detector effects
will be needed. This is a much more challenging problem which has been solved for h → 4`
decays [273, 500, 510]. Here we initiate a similar endeavor in h → WW → 2`2ν. Since as
discussed, this channel requires an integration even at the parton level, in this current study we
focus on this initial step. We leave the construction a detector level likelihood for h→ WW →
2`2ν to ongoing work.
CONCLUSIONS
We have outlined a framework for extracting effective couplings in h → WW → 2`2ν de-
cays. In particular we have discussed the possibility of using multi-dimensional matrix element
methods to ascertain the CP properties of the Higgs couplings to W bosons. This framework is
based on analytic expressions for the h → WW → 2`2ν fully differential decay width which
we have presented here. We have discussed the need for integration over the invisible degrees
of freedom in order to obtain the proper gg → h → WW → 2`2ν likelihood and some of the
technical difficulties involved. Further development of this framework is ongoing.
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Falcon: towards an ultra fast non-parametric detector
simulator
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Abstract
We describe preliminary work towards a self-tuning non-parametric de-
tector simulator that maps events at the generator level directly to events
at the reconstruction level. The idea is not new. One such tool, Tur-
boSim, was developed at D0 and CDF more than a decade ago. What
is new is the scope of what is proposed and the opportunity to capital-
ize on new algorithms for creating the mapping. The ultimate goal is
to increase substantially the rate at which events can be simulated rela-
tive to that offered by state-of-the-art programs such as Delphes, while
eliminating the need to implement the mapping by hand.
1 INTRODUCTION
Until compelling evidence of new physics is found that focuses the scope of theoretical models,
we shall continue to face the daunting task of comparing thousands of experimental results with
the predictions of thousands of theoretical models, a challenge that is being addressed by a
number of groups in a variety of ways (see, for example, Refs. [49, 52, 200, 511, 512]).
Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to compare experimental results and theoret-
ical predictions. One can either unfold detector effects from experimental results and compare
the unfolded results directly with the predictions or fold the theoretical predictions with detec-
tor effects and compare the folded predictions with experimental results. There are pros and
cons for both approaches. On the whole, however, folding results is preferred if only because
it is technically easier to fold than to unfold when experimental results are multidimensional.
However, the price to be paid is computation time and the inconvenience of needing codes that
are generally not publicly available. Moreover, even if the codes were readily available, their
use typically requires knowledge and expertise not available to those outside the experimental
collaborations.
The basic task in the folding approach is to approximate the multidimensional function
p(r-particles|θ) =
∫
R(r-particles|particles)H(particles|partons)
×P (partons|θ) dparticles dpartons,
(1)
the probability density to observe a collection of reconstructed particles (r-particles) given a
point θ in the parameter space of the physics model under investigation. The probability
density P (partons|θ) represents the theoretical prediction at the parton level for a given θ,
H(particles|partons) represents the mapping from the parton to the particle level, that is, the
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hadronization, and R(r-particles|particles) represents the detector response to, and reconstruc-
tion of, the particles that enter the detector.
Sometimes it is computationally feasible to approximate Eq. (1) semi-analytically, in the
so-called matrix element methods1. However, routine use of this method requires highly paral-
lel computing systems [513]. Furthermore, current implementations approximate the detector
response function with empirical functions that may not fully capture non-Gaussian effects. In
practice, if an accurate rendering of detector effects is needed, the only feasible method is sim-
ulating the detector effects in detail using a Monte Carlo method. Unfortunately, the Monte
Carlo approach can become prohibitive in terms of computation time if the detector response
and event reconstruction must be simulated for tens to hundreds of thousands of events at thou-
sands to hundreds of thousands of points in the parameter space of a multi-parameter model (see
for example, Refs. [514, 515]). Moreover, as noted above, the required codes typically remain
out of reach of physicists who are not members of the experimental collaborations.
These difficulties have spurred the development of fast, publicly available, detector sim-
ulators in which, as in the matrix element method, the detector response function R is approx-
imated parametrically. But, in contrast to the matrix element method, the detector response
function is used to create simulated events at the reconstruction level. The Delphes pack-
age [56] is generally regarded as the state-of-the-art in this approach. Delphes, as well as the
fast simulators internal to the experimental collaborations, starts with simulated events at the
particle level and replace the detailed time-consuming Monte Carlo simulation of the detector
response by random sampling from R, which is a considerably faster procedure.
The principal difficulty with this approach is the need to hand-code the form of the detec-
tor response function. Should the detector change because of upgrades or changing experimen-
tal conditions, or if non-Gaussian effects become important, the response function will have to
be re-coded to reflect these changes. Moreover, the form of the response function could differ
from one experiment to another.
However, it is possible to create a program like Delphes that does not require the hand-
coding of the detector response function. Such programs, Falcon and before that TurboSim,
capitalize on the fact that the millions, and indeed billions, of events that are fully simulated by
an experimental collaboration collectively encode the detector response function. The task is to
extract a non-parametric representation of it.
2 FALCON
2.1 Introduction
The basic idea of the non-parametric approach is to represent the detector response function
as a huge, highly optimized, lookup table that maps objects at the parton or particle level to
objects at the reconstruction level. To the best of our knowledge, the first successful example of
this general approach, which was used to speed up the simulation of particle showers in the D0
calorimeter, was pioneered by the late Rajendran Raja [516,517]. Similar approaches have been
implemented in other experiments [518–520]. The first application of this approach, this time
to the subject of this paper, namely the fast simulation of detector responses to particles, was
pioneered by Bruce Knuteson [521] who developed a program called TurboSim. The program
we propose to build, Falcon, can be viewed as an updated version of TurboSim.
1“So-called" because all our methods are matrix element methods!
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2.2 The design of Falcon
The Falcon package comprises two components. The first, the builder, abstracts the detector
response function from existing fully simulated events and creates a database containing a non-
parametric representation of the function. The second, the simulator, uses this database to
simulate events at the reconstruction level from events at the parton level; that is, the simulator
approximates the product R(r-particles|particles) × H(particles|partons). A key assumption,
which underlies the matrix element method, all current fast simulators, as well as Falcon, is
that the function which maps events from the parton level to the reconstruction level factorizes
into a product of functions each of which map individual objects from one level to the other.
The first design question to be settled for Falcon, which was discussed at the Les Houches
meeting, was whether it makes physical sense to map from partons directly to objects at the re-
construction level. The point is that the quantum nature of the particle interactions places a
limit on the validity of the strictly classical notion of a well-defined parton-to-particle history.
Nevertheless, as discussed at the meeting, it is possible to effect a mapping from partons to
reconstructed particles provided that the partons are first clustered using any infra-red safe al-
gorithm [522]. Once clustered, the parton jets can then be matched to jets at the reconstruction
level. An important design feature of Falcon is that these jets can be of any flavor: electron,
muon, tau, W and Z bosons, Higgs boson, top, bottom, charm, or light quark. The ability to map
a parton jet of any flavor to its reconstructed counterpart will become increasingly important as
more and more analyses at the LHC make use of boosted objects.
The second design question to be addressed is at what level should the parton jets be
formed? Here the answer is clear: the jets should be formed at the pre-hadronization stage, but
after the partons have been showered. However, a key design feature of the Falcon builder is
that it should be agnostic with respect to the stage to which the event has been simulated. That
is up to the user. What is key is that a jet algorithm must be run on the event in order to create
a physically well-defined final state, which prompts a third design question. Should the execu-
tion of the jet algorithm be the responsibility of the Falcon simulator or of the program that
generates the parton level events? We are inclined to argue that it should be the responsibility
of the event generator to provide parton-level events with well-defined final states. After all,
these final states together with the associated reconstructed events are the inputs to the Falcon
builder.
The fourth design question is how are parton jets to be matched to their reconstruction
level counterparts? For the first version of Falcon, we propose a simple proximity criterion: a
parton level object and a reconstruction level object are matched if ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 < Rcut,
where ∆η and ∆φ are the differences, respectively, between the pseudo-rapidities2 and azi-
multhal angles of the parton and reconstruction level objects (e.g., jets) and Rcut is a cut-off that
may be flavor dependent.
2.3 A proof of principle
Falcon does not yet exist as a useable program. However, we have exercised a prototype of the
lookup table to reconfirm that the idea works and thus reprised the encouraging results obtained
with TurboSim a decade ago.
Any fast simulator for the LHC is expected to do a good job simulating electrons and
muons since these particles are measured with high precision at CMS and ATLAS. Therefore,
2η = − ln tan θ/2
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Figure 1: Transverse momentum (pT) distributions of the three highest pT jets in p + p → H → ff¯ ,
where H is the heavy neutral scalar Higgs boson (with mass 2.9 TeV) and f , more than 60% of the time,
is either a tau or a bottom quark. As expected from kinematic considerations, the transverse momentum
cuts off at approximately half the mass of the parent particle. The distribution depicted with the points
is obtained with the full-blown simulation (mimicked using Delphes), while the histogram is obtained
using Falcon.
in our preliminary study, we focus on jets; in particular, on bottom and tau jets. We consider
a heavy neutral scalar Higgs boson of mass of 2.9 TeV created in proton-proton collisions at
13 TeV, which subsequently decays to bottom quarks 50% of the time and to taus 12% of the
time. The goal of the exercise is to reproduce the transverse momentum (pT ) spectra of the three
highest pT jets using Falcon.
Three sets of events are generated (without pileup) at 13 TeV: 10,000 p + p → tt¯ events
and two sets of 10,000 p + p → H → ff¯ using Pythia 8.2.09 [61] and its default settings.
We use Delphes 3.3.0 [56] to mimic a full-scale Monte Carlo simulation of the response of
the CMS detector. The tt¯ sample and one heavy Higgs sample are used to create a map between
the Delphes objects GenJets and Jets3. Different samples are used in an attempt to populate
a large range of jet transverse momenta. A GenJet is matched to a Jet if ∆R < Rcut = 0.35.
This results in a table with approximately 100000 GenJet objects most of which are matched
to Jets. In a realistic application, such a table would be populated with millions of jets.
The core of Falcon is one or more lookup tables. The lookup table in our exercise com-
prises two components. The first is a k-d tree [523], binned in the GenJet quantities (pT , η, φ),
which associates a unique index to every GenJet. The second component is a map, which
given a GenJet index maps a GenJet to the associated Jet. We assess how well the lookup
table works by running a mockup of the Falcon simulator on the second sample of heavy Higgs
boson events. The detector response is simulated as follows. For each GenJet, its closest match
is found in the k-d tree together with its index. Given the index of the GenJet, we retrieve the
associated reconstruction level jet from the map.
Figure 1 shows the result of this exercise. This primitive version of Falcon is seen to do
a reasonable job of reproducing the reconstruction level transverse momentum distributions of
the three leading jets. As expected, the transverse momentum of the jets from the heavy Higgs
boson cuts off at roughly half the boson mass.
3A GenJet is a jet constructed at the particle level, while a Jet is a jet at the reconstruction level.
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SUMMARY
It was clear, more than decade ago, from the experience with the TurboSim program that a non-
parametric, self-tuning, simulator is not only possible but also very fast and at least as accurate
as parametric, hand-coded, simulators. We have argued for the creation of a modern version
of this program, which we have dubbed Falcon. A preliminary study of a crude prototype has
yielded encouraging results. However, much remains to be done before Falcon is available to
the community.
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Abstract
We discuss the concept of an “analysis description accord" for LHC
analyses, a format capable of describing the contents of an analysis in a
standard and unambiguous way. We present the motivation for such an
accord, the requirements upon it, and an initial discussion of the merits
of several implementation approaches. With this, we hope to initiate
a community-wide discussion that will yield, in due course, an actual
accord.
Searches for new physics continue fervently at the LHC, using a large variety of final
states. Hundreds of searches are composed and performed by the LHC collaborations, while
there is a constant flow of ideas back and forth between the phenomenology and experimental
communities about how to probe new models and non-trivial signatures, and improve the sen-
sitivity of existing searches. The ultimate goal of this effort is to discover new physics if such
exists within the range of the LHC, and to test the widest possible range of hypothetical new
physics models.
The experimental searches are realized through analyses that attempt to extract informa-
tion from a given set of data in the form of collider events, both real and simulated. A typical
analysis defines quantities that aid in classifying the event as signal or background: for example
the properties of analysis objects such as jets, electrons, muons, etc., or global event variables
such as object multiplicities, transverse momenta, transverse masses, etc.
An analysis can be very complex and feature many intricate definitions of object and event
variables, some of which cannot be expressed in closed algebraic form and must be defined
algorithmically. This complexity renders the task of visualizing, understanding, developing and
interpreting analyses increasingly challenging. One obvious way to cope with the complexity
is to devise ways to enforce absolute clarity in the description of analyses.
A discussion was started in the Les Houches PhysTeV workshop in 2011, and continued
thereafter within a wider group of LHC physicists, in order to determine what information is
crucial for describing an analysis. The outcome of this discussion was reported in the “Recom-
mendations for Presentation of LHC Results” [524,525], and has been embraced by many LHC
physicists.
The current practice in our community is to write an analysis in non-public computer
codes, which often rely on event objects specific to the experimental collaboration in question,
and then make public a description of the analysis via journal publications or other documents.
Many analysts take great care in providing pertinent details of their analyses in publications.
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Some take this effort further by publishing code snippets that include object or event variable
definitions1 or Rivet [512,528] implementations of full analyses. These efforts, which merit our
great appreciation, have significantly increased the scientific value of many important experi-
mental results. However, more can be done to build on this practice, ensuring better long term
preservation of both experimental data and results and the analyses that yielded them, through
the development of a community standard for expressing data analysis information.
There is significant precedent for the effectiveness of such community standards. Several
accords have been established to standardize the communication of physics modeling informa-
tion, notably the Les Houches Event Accord (LHE) [529, 530] and the SUSY Les Houches
Accord (SLHA) [190, 531]. These, respectively, standardize the description of hard-process
particles in simulated collision events, and the details of all the parameters that define a BSM
model point. Both accords are widely used in high-energy physics and have greatly helped to
simplify and make more efficient the communication between physicists.
In this report, we underscore the need for a standardized format— an “analysis description
accord” — capable of describing the contents of an analysis in an unambiguous way, which can
be fully exploited by the whole particle physics community. The accord must be capable of
describing all object and event selections, as well as quantities such as efficiencies, analytic and
algorithmic observables, and advanced multivariate selections.
In the Les Houches PhysTeV workshop in 2015, we have initiated a dedicated discussion
on how such an accord can be realized. In the following sections we shall detail the use cases
and design requirements of such an accord, and the general pros and cons of several approaches.
MOTIVATIONS AND USE-CASES
We envisage several important motivations and use-cases for a standard analysis description
accord:
Analysis preservation: A great deal of thought and work goes into designing an analysis,
which makes the analysis information valuable, and its preservation important. Usually,
the full details of an analysis exist only in each experiment’s analysis software; there are
many such frameworks even within a single LHC experiment, and their validity and code
compatibility are tied to specific phases of LHC data-taking and analysis. It is therefore
far too easy for crucial information to be lost, especially when personnel turnover means
that the original analysts are no longer available as “consultants”. A well-designed stan-
dard mechanism for encoding analysis details will hence have the benefit of universality
and stability, making it possible to resurrect LHC-era data analyses even decades after the
end of the LHC experimental programme. Therefore, a serious effort to preserve analyses
through a universal accord will help ensure a strong LHC legacy.
Analysis design: A standard means for expressing analysis logic will help in the early stages
of analysis development, by abstracting the analysis from the technicalities of various
analysis systems and providing a convenient language in which to express and discuss
analysis ideas. It hence may provide a powerful route by which to explore analysis ideas,
and develop and execute analyses, both within experimental collaborations and between
experimentalists and theorists when discussing future plans.
Analysis review and communication: An accord can also serve as a convenient and univer-
1For example, code implementations for the razor variable used in Ref. [526] can be found in Ref. [527].
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sally understood means by which reviewers – both internal to the experiments and outside
– can rapidly understand an analysis procedure without ambiguity. Data analyses such as
searches for new physics are most commonly communicated in publications.While au-
thors often do attempt to tabulate all pertinent information, constraints on publication
length (and simply the challenge of expressing detailed algorithms in natural language)
lead to ambiguities, loss of important details, and general difficulty in understanding.2
A universal language for analysis description, familiar to the whole community, would
make the process of understanding and reviewing an analysis easier.
Interpretation studies and analysis reimplementation: We are all eager to see how results
from the LHC will change our understanding of Nature, or direct the design of the next
generation of scientific instruments. All those with an interest in LHC results may wish
to be fully engaged in their interpretation, especially in the case of a discovery. One of the
goals of the analysis accord is to help make this possible. While it is relatively easy for
the analysts who have designed an analysis to interpret its results in terms of different the-
oretical models, it is generally a nontrivial task for someone outside, or even within, the
experimental collaboration to obtain sufficient information to reproduce the analysis. A
standard accord will make it easier for scientists of all backgrounds to understand an anal-
ysis in the detail needed for replication. However, to ensure reliable reimplementation,
it is essential that an exact analysis description be accompanied by all relevant analysis
validation material, including precisely defined benchmark points, exact configuration of
Monte Carlo tools3, detailed cut flows and kinematical distributions. This will most likely
be best achieved by providing this material on the HepData system [532].
Easier comparison of analyses: A large diversity of analyses obtain results from the LHC
data. Experience shows that combining multiple experimental results enhances LHC sen-
sitivity to the target signals. The obvious way to obtain maximal sensitivity is to design
analyses with disjoint search regions, but many LHC analyses are designed by indepen-
dent groups, and overlaps between search regions are hard to avoid. A standard analysis
description accord by definition offers a practical and reliable way to compare definitions
of search regions in different analyses, determine which are disjoint and, thus can be eas-
ily combined within and across collaborations. Facilitating the comparison of analyses
would also serve to spot the final states not yet explored and design new analyses based
on them.
PROPERTIES OF AN ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION ACCORD
The motivations and use-cases discussed above place several essential requirements on any
accord. In addition, there are several desirable features which would further improve the utility
of the accord, which, however, may be nontrivial to simultaneously fulfill. Therefore, here
we list all the desirable features, leaving it to the community discussion (and to individual
prototypes) to decide which of these desiderata should inform an eventual accord. We start by
listing the features we believe essential to the success of such an accord:
2We note that while the experimental collaborations provide Rivet routines for many Standard Model measure-
ments, this is not the case for BSM analyses.
3Although MC setup information will surely become obsolete as MC tools and their configuration interfaces
evolve, it will still be exceptionally useful in the short- to medium-term following publication.
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BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
Public availability: By definition, a format used for communication between all sectors of the
LHC community must not depend on tools or information not publicly available to all
parties. This obviously excludes use of experiment-specific tools either for the whole
accord or its subcomponents.
The codes and publications that host our analyses are generally stored in different, scat-
tered, locations. Our ultimate goal would be to preserve all LHC analyses in a robust,
long-term supported public database that can be accessed easily by the whole commu-
nity. The HepData or Inspire systems are obvious candidates because of their existing
long-term community roles and integration with HEP publication infrastructure, but a
new repository could also be established for this purpose.
The ATOM [511], CheckMate [199,200], MadAnalysis 5 [49,50,52] and Rivet4 [512,528]
collaborations have already made considerable moves in the direction of comprehensive
analysis collections, but in many cases the analyses in these databases do not always con-
tain all the details of experimental object definitions – this is only realistically achievable
in analyses that are directly provided by the experimental collaborations and that able to
encode sufficient additional information beyond the bare analysis cut logic. Achieving
universality in analysis description at all sophistication levels through an accord will be a
robust step towards developing a persistent analysis database.
Completeness: The accord must be able to host all information needed for an accurate under-
standing and reproduction of an analysis. For the development of analyses, means are
needed to express event and object selection cuts in an efficient way for all signal regions
– including complex signal regions, which are effectively observable bins, and definitions
of custom selection variables in a form applicable to experimental physics objects at all
levels of definition. The accord may ultimately be expanded to include analyses regions
used for background estimation. However, it should enable to provide sufficient informa-
tion about background process estimates in order to allow data re-interpretation by BSM
specialists without requiring difficult explicit simulation of many SM processes. For the
purposes of analysis preservation and re-interpretation, the accord must, in particular, be
able to parameterize the efficiencies and resolutions of physics objects such as jets (and
their {b, c, τ} tags), charged leptons and photons (with custom jet isolation definitions),
and missing transverse momentum.
Longevity: The accord must be encoded in a robust format that has a good chance of still be
supported decades later, and whose evolution will be backward-compatible. In the inter-
est of human readability, and since neither storage nor bandwidth are likely to be an issue
for the required information transfer, a plain text format (potentially compressed using
standard tools) seems most appropriate. If implementation via an established program-
ming language is desired, it must enjoy wide acceptance (not just in HEP, although this is
obviously key), and be adaptable to unforeseen developments in analysis techniques.
Correctness and validatability: It is well known that even the most attentive programmers or
data encoders will make errors. The same will apply to analyses encoded following this
accord: whatever the format, mistakes will be made. It is therefore crucial for the pro-
4At the time of writing, Rivet’s analysis collection is mainly composed of comparisons to unfolded data, where
no detector effects are applied. However, Rivet now provides sufficient machinery for including detector effects so
that BSM analyses, in which unfolding is not usually an option, can be implemented.
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totyping and preservation use-cases, as well as the more obvious re-interpretation one,
that the accord data be programmatically parseable and runnable, producing output that
can be compared with expected outcomes. The major problem here is custom definitions,
especially algorithmic ones: for anything beyond the simplest logical constructs, the ac-
cord execution code will need to be a fully-fledged interpreted language that can provide
identical functionality to different client frameworks. This should be achievable but is
likely to impose more technical hurdles.
Next, we list the features which are desirable, however may be difficult to achieve (simultane-
ously) in the design of the accord:
DESIRABLE FEATURES:
Human readability and writeability: Since an important role is envisioned for this accord in
analysis design, discussion and review, it is crucial that it be reasonably easy to read and
write by humans. This implies a clean syntax with minimal repetition and decoration
(i.e. minimal use of brackets and if possible, no semicolons or other end-of-line con-
structs) as well as clear structuring of the different classes of information. To encourage
the ready adoption of the format, it should avoid jarring mental disassociation from ex-
isting HEP tools, by, e.g., building on the syntax of established tools, languages, or data
formats. The implicit requirement here is that the accord format be simpler and more
human-readable than typical analysis code for the equivalent procedure.
Self-contained: In order to be robust against changes, it is best that the accord hosts all the
above information in a single file or bundled collection of files that can be easily archived
in a single location or transmitted in a single message. Reliance on the persistence of ex-
ternal references introduces a potential failure mode, which could undermine the integrity
of the preservation plan. There must, however, be reasonable limits to this desired feature
– complex and performance-critical algorithms such as jet clustering cannot reasonably
be reproduced “inline” in each analysis accord5, and so some agreement on a standard
base set of observables will be required.
Language independence: A related constraint is that of programming language. It seems
likely too that programming languages will evolve, and current paradigms will be re-
placed. The robustness of the accord format would therefore be enhanced if expressed in
a programming language-independent form, an analysis language optimized for the ex-
pression of physics concepts. But the limits of this requirement must be noted: a format
sufficiently complete to express algorithmic observable definitions is a de facto program-
ming language. It is unlikely that the HEP community, on its own, has the resources to
engineer such a language, especially one as capable as those from mainstream software
engineering. However, a hybrid solution may be possible, such as embedding snippets of
an established programming language in an otherwise physics-specific language.
Framework independence: Different analysis groups, be they theorists or experimentalists,
use different software frameworks for implementing analyses. Over the coming decades
it is inevitable that these frameworks will change. It is therefore highly desirable that the
accord be represented in a framework-independent form, as far as possible.
5Here we refer to the clustering sequence evaluation, jet area calculation, filtering methods, etc. Experiment-
and analysis-specific details such as the use of muons and neutrinos in jet construction must be encoded in the
analysis description.
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Support for combination of analyses: The importance of combining analyses for increasing
LHC sensitivity, and how an accord can facilitate this task has been discussed earlier.
In this regard, the accord should also permit expression of how the non-disjoint search
regions (including between analyses) are correlated, so that a more complete statistical
treatment can extract maximal information from the LHC data.
DISCUSSION
The above requirements and features each have their own motivations and benefits, however
they are not wholly compatible with each other. The main conflict may arise while trying to
simultaneously satisfy the desires for an easily readable (and writeable) format for physicists,
with the need for algorithmic completeness and avoidance of ambiguity. Expressing and en-
capsulating some analysis techniques, notably multivariate functions, such as trained neural
networks and boosted decision trees, may be potentially problematic. However, they are funda-
mentally no different in kind to functions that calculate, for example, the razor variables. The
challenge is to establish good practice: to encourage the encapsulation of these functions in
exactly the same way as those that calculate other complicated observables or that implement,
for example, jet-finding.
We expect that many conversations will follow on the merits and shortcomings of various ap-
proaches, so here we briefly discuss the pros and cons of a few potential solutions to the chal-
lenge set out above:
Analysis description language: One approach, demonstrated in another contribution to these
proceedings, is to follow the path taken for previous data-oriented HEP accord formats,
and define a new language tailored for analysis description. The base syntax could be a
standard format such as YAML or some other simple dedicated syntax invented for the
purpose. In order to enable running analyses on events, this approach requires parsers
that would interpret the accord. Therefore the syntax should be chosen as one that would
ease the writing of parser logic. As not many physicsts are able to write parsers for a
new language, public parsers should be made available. The benefits of this approach
are easiness in obtaining control to reach a standard, ability to target the design to the
physics application of interest, and natural inclination to human readibility. The down-
side, however, is the difficulty of expressing algorithmic detail (e.g. complex observable
or object definitions) in a format which is not itself a general programming language. A
route forward can be found by embedding a subset of a standard language into blocks of
a data format to allow integration with analysis software frameworks.
Pseudocode (or real standalone code): The other end of the spectrum is to express the analy-
sis detail in pseudocode, or even in actual executable code. This clearly solves the prob-
lem of algorithmic completeness, but pseudocode is not runnable and hence not amenable
to automated validation. It is also not necessarily any clearer or less ambiguous than tex-
tual descriptions in publications. Meanwhile real code, unless carefully watched, could
easily fail the requirements of universality and readability. Many components of the ac-
cord, e.g. reference data, correlations, and background histograms are not obviously best
expressed in a pure code form. However, pseudocode definitions of complex non-standard
observables would already be a useful complement to the analysis auxiliary information
supplied to HepData.
Analysis framework code + metadata: Despite the desire to be framework-independent, the
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presence of unambiguous and analysis logic that can be validated and encoded in a stan-
dard public analysis framework would provide a useful reference for other implementa-
tions to follow and so should not be entirely discounted. The lack of universality is a
significant downside, however, and it is impossible to guarantee that the chosen frame-
work will remain actively maintained and available in perpetuity. The comments above
regarding readability of standalone real code also clearly apply to this approach. But the
definiteness of the framework interface and physics objects, and the resulting connection
to validation and reinterpretation uses, are beneficial, and typically the implementation is
in mainstream programming languages with which many (but not all) HEP users already
have familiarity. Unlike a pure programming-language solution, the frameworks store
reference data and other auxiliary material outside the analysis code, so more appropriate
formats can be chosen for each.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described the potential benefits of an analysis description accord, which provide con-
siderable motivation to mount a concerted community-wide effort to develop such an accord.
We have listed the basic requirements and desired features which would guide the design of this
accord. Simultaneous implementation of these properties is nontrivial, as not all listed proper-
ties are wholly compatible with each other, but we leave the decision on the best solution to the
community. With this report, we hope to start a discussion in the LHC community on how such
an accord could be best realized.
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Contribution 17
A proposal for a Les Houches Analysis Description Accord
D. Barducci1, G. Chalons2, N. Desai3, N. de Filippis4, P. Gras5, S. Kraml2, S. Kulkarni6,
U. Laa1,2, M. Papucci7,8, H. B. Prosper9, K. Sakurai10, D. Schmeier11, S. Sekmen12, D. Sengupta2,
J. Sonneveld13, J. Tattersall14, G. Unel15, W. Waltenberger6, A. Weiler16
Abstract
We present the first draft of a proposal for “a Les Houches Analysis
Description Accord" for LHC analyses, a formalism that is capable of
describing the contents of an analysis in a standard and unambiguous
way independent of any computing framework. This proposal serves as
a starting point for discussions among LHC physicists towards an actual
analysis description accord for use by the LHC community.
The concept of an “analysis description accord" – a software framework-independent
universal formalism, which fully describes the components of an analysis – has been presented
in section 16. Such an accord would provide valuable benefits to the LHC community ranging
from analysis preservation that goes beyond the lifetimes of experiments or analysis software, to
facilitating the abstraction, visualization, validation, combination, reproduction, interpretation
and overall communication of the contents of LHC analyses. Fostering open discussion of the
contents of an analysis, within or outside the team that has designed it, is important as it helps
avoid ambiguities that can lead to misunderstandings, and it can help render the description of
the analysis complete by identifying undocumented elements of it. Completeness is clearly a
necessary condition for analysis preservation.
The benefits described above motivated our attempt at the 2015 Les Houches PhysTeV
workshop to define the ingredients and generic structure for a possible realization for such an
accord 1. This attempt yielded a first draft of a proposal for a Les Houches Analysis Descrip-
tion Accord (LHADA), including a preliminary implementation based on a new, simple language
specifically designed to describe the components of an analysis in a human-readable, unam-
biguous, framework-independent way. It is expected that this first draft will encourage vigorous
discussion and debate within the LHC community that will lead to an actual accord.
We propose an accord that consists of text files fully describing an analysis, accompanied
by self-contained functions encapsulating variables that are nontrivial to express. The text files
describing the analysis use a dedicated language with a strict set of syntax rules and a lim-
ited number of operators. In our opinion, limiting the flexibility by using a dedicated language
provides a clear advantage for an unambiguous analysis description with respect to existing
programming languages such as C++ and Python. Unless one is highly disciplined, and atten-
tive to readability, the expressiveness of these powerful languages all too easily obscures the
structure and algorithmic content of analyses. Therefore, these languages could easily obscure
1Previous attempts at defining uniform analysis language frameworks (based on the LHCO format) were made
in Refs [533, 534].
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the analysis description. Moreover, using a flexible language would make the translation be-
tween different frameworks, even if they are based on the same language, difficult if not entirely
impossible.
Inspired by the previous Les Houches Accords, we suggest that the analysis description
files at the center of the accord consist of easy-to-read blocks with a key value structure. Such
a format is capable of incorporating all the relevant steps of an analysis in a straightforward
and clear manner. Furthermore, the suggested syntax makes possible the automatic translation
of the text files of the accord into existing and future analysis frameworks and thus ensures
long-term preservation. For complicated functions (for example, multivariate discriminants)
that cannot be reduced to a simple, physical quantity and therefore simple notation, linking to
external source code as well as to its documentation is permitted. However, this functionality is
to be used only when no other avenue is open.
In the following, we define and describe the concept and syntax of our proposal for a Les
Houches Analysis Description Accord, and present use cases with several examples. Again, we
stress, that the proposal is a starting point for detailed discussions among the LHC physicists
towards an actual accord.
1 INITIAL SYNTAX PROPOSAL FOR A LES HOUCHES ANALYSIS
DESCRIPTION ACCORD
The proposal for a Les Houches Analysis Description Accord (LHADA) presented here is a first
draft, a proof of principle, which shows the possibility to define a rather small set of syntactic
rules that are flexible enough to describe complex analyses in a human readable form. The
structure outlined here is open to modifications and extensions based on experience and further
proposals by the LHC physics communities.
1.1 General Structure
The LHADA proposal consists of a plain text file containing easy-to read blocks with a key
value structure. Any nesting is implemented using spaces only and we do not recommend
more than one level of nesting for reasons of readability and simplicity.
blocktype blockname
# general comment
key value
key2 value2
key3 value3 # comment about value3
This structure can be converted into any format of interest. For example, the conversion
to a markup language format would be as follows:
<blocktype name="blockname" comment="general comment">
<key>value</key>
<key2>value 2</key2>
<key3 comment="comment about value 3">value 3</key3></blocktype>
This structure requires a clear separation of the individual modules of an analysis pre-
scription which makes it easier to extract respective sources of information. Contrary to the
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similar looking, well known SLHA layout, this format allows for the same key to appear multi-
ple times and a well-defined order of the individual keys, which are both important aspects as
will be apparent in the later description.
For the description of an analysis, we propose five types of blocks:
info: Provides information about the analysis, e.g. publication information, benchmark sce-
narios and event generators used.
function: Defines all non-trivial operations that are calculated during the analysis. These
usually include advanced kinematic variables, e.g. transverse mass or variables created
using machine learning methods, and filtering algorithms, e.g. lepton isolation definitions.
object: Defines all reconstructed objects that are used in event selection. These are the funda-
mental building blocks of the analysis and have to be defined in such a way that different
input data streams (real, or simulated after no/fast/full detector simulation) can be defined
in terms of these objects. Examples are leptons with or without specific identification re-
quirements, jets of any flavor resulting from well-defined clustering algorithms or the
missing transverse momentum vector.
cut: Defines criteria that are applied to a given event in order to define analysis regions, e.g.
signal or control.
table: Lists the analysis results numerically (e.g. observed numbers of events—there could
be multiple bins, associated background estimates and individual or total systematic un-
certainties, estimated signal counts and uncertainties for signal models specified in the
info block, and statistical summaries such as a p-value) for each signal or control region.
Numerical information for cutflows, histograms etc. can also be provided here.
1.2 The info Block
This block type specifies general (meta) information about the analysis and its validation mate-
rial. For now, there are no required or optional keys, nor specific requirements imposed, for this
block type. We defer to a later date the specification of the minimal required meta information 2.
In the examples below, we show the kind of meta information we anticipate could become part
of the accord.
1.2.0.1 Examples
info analysis
# Minimal required details about analysis:
# a searchable ID (report number, internal note number,..)
# and a link to documentation
id CERN-PH-EP-2014-143
doc http://cds.cern.ch/record/1714148
info analysis
# Details about experiment
experiment ATLAS
id SUSY-2013-15
publication JHEP11(2014)118
2information on MC signals could be a part of this block. However we prefer to defer this decision to a later
point.
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sqrtS 8.0
lumi 20.0
arXiv 1407.0583
hepdata http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/view/ins1304456
info units
# Details about units for dimensional quantities
energy GeV
length mm
xsec fb
phirange -pitopi
1.3 The function Block
Most analyses require calculations, such as those for advanced kinematical variables, that go
beyond simple arithmetic operations. To improve readability, it is recommended to decouple
the description of these calculations from the actual cutflow of an analysis. A similar argument
holds for functions that change the properties of an object or sets of objects. For this reason,
we propose separating the definitions of all functions into individual blocks. A general function
block has the following layout:
function function_name
arg name1
arg name2
code link-to-code-repository
doc link-to-documentation
The arg keywords declare the arguments of the function, which later in the proposed LHADA
file are accessed by their respective names. The code keyword refers to a public database in
which an implementation of the function, in at least one commonly used programming language
(e.g. C++, Python), can be found. The value of the doc keyword is a reference to documentation
(a publication or a note) that describes the function.
Given the anticipated time-scales of high-energy physics experiments, it is likely that new
programming methodologies will find their place in high-energy physics. Should this happen,
the code database will have to be updated. However, crucially, the proposed LHADA file itself
remains valid even when the software paradigm shifts. This is an important design goal of the
LHADA proposal and follows the ideals of “analysis preservation” and “analysis reimplemen-
tation” mentioned in the introduction.
The principal purpose of the code database is to preserve the code needed to render a
LHADA analysis reproducible, given its associated validation materials. A secondary, though
far-reaching, purpose is to be a growing archive of reusable analysis functions. It will then
become possible to simplify this part of the LHADA by referencing functions from lists of
reusable functions (like the bibtex files used for citations in papers) that can simply be included
in the analysis description without having to manually write their descriptions every time. Until
that level of automation is attained, however, every analysis description should be self-contained
with all functions explicitly defined.
Note that standard properties of an object such as the transverse momentum (pt), pseudo-
rapidity (eta), azimuthal angle (phi), mass (m) and cartesian momentum components (px,
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py, pz, e) are always assumed to be available without further definition.
Below is a list of examples for arbitrary use cases:
1.3.0.2 Examples
function mT2
# stransverse mass
arg vis1 # First visible 4-momentum vector
arg vis2 # Second visible 4-momentum vector
arg invis # Invisible transverse 4-momentum vector
arg mass # Assumed mass of the invisible particle
doc http://inspirehep.net/record/617472?ln=en # original publ.
code http://goo.gl/xLyfN0 # code example from oxbridge package
%function antikt
% # Standard jet clustering algorithm, returns a list of jets
% arg input # list of objects to be clustered
% arg dR # cone size
% arg ptmin # minimum momentum
% arg etamax # maximum rapidity
% doc http://inspirehep.net/record/779080 # original publ.
% code http://goo.gl/y9PQjF # FastJet implementation
function isol
# Sums up activity in the vicinity of a given candidate
arg cand # object whose isolation is to be computed
arg src # "calo", "tracks", "eflow"
arg dR # dR cone to be probed
arg relIso # divide by candidate’s pt?
code ...
doc ...
function overlaps
# returns true if the candidate is too close to any neighbour
arg cand # Tested object
arg neighs # Set of objects to which overlap test is applied
arg dR # deltaR distance for overlap test
doc ...
code ...
function detector_muon
# converts a list of true muons into a list of detector muons
# if the input is a MC object
arg cands # cand muons
arg workingpoint # "combined", "standalone"
doc ...
code ... # The code contains efficiency maps for muons
function detector_electron
# turns a list of true electrons into a list of detected electrons
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# if the input is a MC object
arg cands # cand electrons
arg workingpoint # "loose", "medium"
doc ...
code ... # The code contains efficiency maps for electrons.
1.4 The object Block
These blocks define the reconstructed sets of objects on which the event selection is based.
Some of these are assumed to be provided from an external source, and some are processed
versions of others. In cases where this accord is used by experiments to preserve full details of
an experimental analysis, the object blocks would serve to host all object definition informa-
tion, and when needed, advanced mathematical functions that define the object, with the help
of the function blocks. In cases where the accord is used for reimplementation of the experi-
mental analyses by the phenomenology community, the object blocks could directly host object
efficiencies.
The first item of each object block must be take <X>, where <X> is either the identifier
external or the name of another object type already defined within the proposed LHADA
file. In the external case, it is assumed that the source for that particular set of objects is pro-
vided from an outside program. These can be reconstructed detector objects (from experimental
data, full simulation or fast simulation), in case where experimental analyses are implemented,
or even particles from an event generator, in case an analysis proposal is sketched. The reference
linked in the doc parameter should therefore carefully define what these objects are supposed
to contain. If not external, <X> can alternatively be a previously defined object type upon
which a tighter selection is to be imposed. Multiple take keys can be used for defining com-
bined object sets.
After the take key(s), members of the set <X> are removed if they fail any boolean state-
ments which follow a select key or if they pass any condition which follows a reject key.
Much of what happens in an analysis can be modeled as a pipeline that transforms one set
of objects to another. For example, a jet algorithm transforms a set of particles to a set of jets, or
smearing functions convert a set of objects into a set that incorporates detector effects. In aH →
ZZ → 4` analysis, reconstructed lepton objects are transformed into a pair of reconstructed Z
boson objects. In an analysis using boosted objects, jets are transformed into their constituent
particles and the latter are then transformed into boosted objects. Such transformations can be
specified using the apply key followed by the function to be applied. Clearly, these functions
must be specified within the previously defined function blocks.
The exact set of accessible object properties needs to be defined at a later stage of the
LHADA proposal. For the time being, a sufficiently generic assumption could be to consider
each object to be of ROOT TLorentzVector type, extended by the particle’s PDG ID. For
example, one can envisage adopting a generic Les Houches particle type, LHParticle, which
inherits the functionality of TLorentzVector and adds extra behaviour and functionality.
1.4.0.3 Examples
objects mu
# Muons
take external
apply detector_muons(workingpoint=combined)
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select pt > 10
select |eta| < 1.5
select isol(src=tracks, dR=0.4, reliso=true)<0.1
doc ...
objects e_l
# loose electrons
take external
apply detector_electrons(workingpoint=loose)
select pt > 5
select |eta| < 2.5
select isol(src=tracks, dR=0.4, relIso=true)<0.1
reject overlaps(neighs=mu, dR=0.4)
doc 10.1140/epjc/s10052-014-2941-0 # doi to ATLAS ID def.
objects e_m
# medium electrons
take e_l
apply detector_electrons(workingpoint=medium)
select pt > 20
doc 10.1140/epjc/s10052-014-2941-0 # doi to ATLAS ID def.
objects lep
# leptons contain hard medium electrons and loose muons
take e_m
take mu
select pt > 50
objects jets
# clustered jets from the calorimeter cells
take external
apply antikt(dR=0.4, ptmin=20, etamax=2.5)
code ...
doc ...
objects met
# missing energy
take external
code ...
doc ...
1.5 The cut Block
The event selection is specified by a one or more of cut blocks, which contain sets of constraints
that would classify the event into a certain analysis region. To be counted, an event must pass all
boolean statements which follow a select key and analogously fail all which follow a reject
key. To make branchings in the cutflow procedure comfortable to implement, a whole cut block
can itself be considered as a boolean constraint, which returns true if all its contained constraints
are true.
Event reweighting can be possible by the weight key, which multiplies each event by the
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number which follows after the key. If unspecified, the weight is assumed to be 1.
A binning of one or more parameters to define different analysis regions can conveniently
be achieved by a special bin keyword. This keyword can either be followed by nbins:min:max
or, to account for variable bin sizes, explicitly by bin1;bin2;bin3;..., where each binX
refers to the left boundary of that bin.
The selections specified in select and reject can consist of complicated combinations
of logical statements. Logical operators and, or and not can be used.
1.5.0.4 Examples
cut preselect
# Pre-selection cuts
weight triggerefficiency(leptonpt = lep[1].pt)
reject lep.size > 1
select lep[1].pt > 75
select jets.size > 2
cut leadjets_1
select jets[1].pt >= 60
select jets[2].pt >= 40
cut leadjets_2
select jets[1].pt >= 40
select jets[2].pt >= 20
cut SRA
select preselect
select leadjets_1
select mT2(vis1=jets[1], vis2=jets[2], invis=met, mass=0) > 100
cut SRBtoF
select preselect
select leadjets_2
bin met.pt = 100,125,150,200
cut noZ
# define a region outside the Z mass range
select mll < 70 or mll > 100
cut razor
# Define the ladder-like razor region
select (MR>100 and R2>0.8) or (MR>300 and R2>0.5) or (MR>500 and R2>500)
The example block cut SRBtoF shows how it is possible to partition a region in four bins,
in this case with MET >= 100, 125, 150 and 250 respectively. This will automatically split
the region SRBtoF into four that can be refered to as SRBtoF[0], ... SRBtoF[3] which can
then be used further on for additional cuts if required.
The blocks cut noZ and cut razor show two cases for logical operators, where in noZ,
a selection is defined outside the Z mass range (which is common in dilepton SUSY searches),
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and in razor, a ladder-like selection region using razor kinematic variables is defined.
1.6 The table Block
Although the main purpose of LHADA proposal is to describe the analysis prescription, it
would act as a more complete accord if the results for an analysis are also provided in the
LHADA proposal. To enable this, we propose the table block, which is simply a tabular
collection of results.
For simplicity, only two keys are associated with the table block, which are columns
and entry. The columns key is used for assigning names to the information columns, whereas
each entry key corresponds an entry row in the table, which comprises values corresponding
to each column. The table block can be used for hosting any information that can be stated in
a tabular form as long as it is accompanied by an unambiguous description. The type keyword
also specifies the type or source of the result. This aims to facilitate the automatic processing of
the results information. The five results types we propose are the following:
– events: Denotes a simple table consisting of the name of the signal region, expected
(and/or observed) signal events, expected background events, and error on the background
events (see the first example below). This is the minimum amount of information that
would describe an analysis result. This simple format can also be used for providing
histograms where each entry corresponds to a bin.
– limits: Denotes upper limits for a given signal region.
– cutflow: Denotes cutflow tables. In this case, the name of the table corresponds to the
signal region name and each row gives the number of events after a given cut.
– corr: Denotes correlation matrices. The first row and columns correspond to the names
of one of the signal regions described earlier (see the second example below).
– bkg: Specifies individual contributions to the total background (see the third example be-
low). Even though it may be unfeasible for the LHC experiments to compute a correlation
matrix for all possible combinations of signal regions, an estimate for such a matrix can
be calculated if a breakdown of the different sources of the Standard Model background is
detailed along with the corresponding error. The names again match with the cut blocks
and each individual background is given together with its error. We hope that a common
background naming convention can eventually be agreed upon, such as done for the LHC
Higgs analyses, in order to allow easy combination of different analyses.
Finally, if the user wishes to provide an external URL for a HEPDATA table, it can be done
with the keyword hepdata followed by the HEPDATA URL.
1.6.0.5 Examples
table results_events
# Table for basic observed-signal and background events
type events
columns name obs bkg dbkg
entry SRA 3452 3452 59
entry SRBtoF[0] 1712 1720 161
entry SRBtoF[1] 313 295 50
entry SRBtoF[2] 201 235 34
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entry SRBtoF[3] 2018 2018 45
table result_corr
# Correlation matrix for signal regions
type corr
columns name SRA SRBtoF[0] SRBtoF[1] SRBtoF[2] SRBtoF[3]
entry SRA 1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.14
entry SRBtoF[0] 0.2 1 0.5 0.4 0.3
entry SRBtoF[1] 0.1 0.5 1 0.3 0.2
entry SRBtoF[2] 0.15 0.4 0.3 1 0.7
entry SRBtoF[3] 0.14 0.2 0.2 0.7 1
table result_bkg
# Breakdown of background in different signal regions
type bkg
columns name Z_jets Z_jets_err W_jets W_jets_err ...
entry SRA 1726 254 1151 178 ...
entry SRBtoF[0] 856 89 571 76 ...
entry SRBtoF[1] 157 27 105 18 ...
entry SRBtoF[2] 101 19 67 12 ...
entry SRBtoF[3] 1009 156 674 56 ...
table signal_results
hepdata http://hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/view/ins1304456/d2
To summarize, the current LHADA proposal consists of a simple, plain text documentation of
an analysis using a set of eighteen reserved keywords:
apply arg bin code columns cut
doc entry function hepdata info object
reject select table take type weight
2 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first draft of a proposal for the implementation of a Les Houches Anal-
ysis Description Accord. The proposed accord is a software-framework-independent, human
readable formalism that consists of simple text files describing an analysis, accompanied by
self-contained functions encapsulating variables that are nontrivial to express. This formalism
would fulfill the requirements expected of an analysis description accord, including analysis
preservation and facilitating the abstraction, visualization, validation, combination, reproduc-
tion, interpretation and communication of the contents of LHC analyses. The proposal pre-
sented here, inspired by previous Les Houches accords, would allow easy parsing and usage
by any analysis framework. We intend to engage in detailed discussions of the draft proposal
with LHC physicists from all backgrounds with the goal of collectively arriving at an analysis
description accord that is broadly acceptable to the whole LHC community. We recognize, and
accept, the fact that not every aspect of the final accord will be acceptable to everyone. How-
ever, the benefits of such an accord are such that we firmly believe it is a community effort that
is both worthwhile and timely. The design of this accord would benefit enormously from efforts
to implement real-world analysis test cases and by interfacing the accord with existing analysis
frameworks. Work in this direction is already underway.
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Contribution 18
Basis-independent constraints on Standard Model Effective
Field Theories with ROSETTA
J. Bernon, A. Carvalho, A. Falkowski, B. Fuks, F. Goertz, K. Mawatari, K. Mimasu and T. You
Abstract
The ROSETTA package is an operator basis translation framework that
aims for basis-independent Standard Model Effective Field Theory anal-
ysis. In this note, we present some recent developments of the program
to provide information on the compatibility of a particular set of Wilson
coefficients in a given operator basis with existing data from low-energy
precision, LHC Higgs signal-strength and non-resonant diHiggs pro-
duction at the LHC. Based on and extending an array of previous work,
we implement analytical formulae for relevant observables at Leading
Order in the Wilson coefficients which allows ROSETTA to extract like-
lihood information for arbitrary points in parameter space. The com-
patibility with Higgs signal-strength measurements is obtained via an
interface to the LILITH program and also takes advantage of an existing
eHDECAY interface within ROSETTA.
1 Introduction
The observation in 2012 of a new scalar particle at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), with
characteristics consistent with those of the Higgs boson of the Standard Model (SM) of particle
physics, has led to a fruitful, ongoing research programme on the nature of electroweak (EW)
symmetry breaking. A major element of this programme is the precise measurement of the
properties of the Higgs boson, with the aim of pushing the SM hypothesis to its limits. The first
run of the LHC brought a host of rate or signal-strength measurements concerning the various
production and decay modes of the Higgs boson as well as the first differential distributions
probing in particular the high energy behaviour of the Higgs beyond the scale of the breaking of
the EW symmetry set by the Higgs vacuum expectation value v. The continuous stream of data
from LHC brings complementary information to the existing precision measurements of the EW
sector performed at, e.g, the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider. In order to extract the max-
imum amount of information from the available data, a global approach is necessary, combining
data spanning a wide range of energies and involving statistical and systematic uncertainties of
diverse origins. Furthermore, a general, model independent way to describe deviations from the
SM couplings is necessary.
The interpretation of the experimental measurements in the context of an Effective Field
Theory (EFT) is an example of such an approach. Along with the field content and symmetries
of an established Quantum Field Theory – in this case the SM – an EFT is characterised by a
well defined operator expansion in the ratio of the energy scale at which processes of interest
occur, and a generic ‘cut-off’ scale Λ where one expects new physics to appear. The SM is
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supplemented with new operators respecting its local and global symmetries, each with a Wil-
son coefficient controlling the size of their contribution to physical processes.1 The leading
canonical dimension at which these can appear is six, meaning a suppression by Λ2, where 59
independent structures arise [276, 278]2. EFT interpretations of LHC data are then designed
to capture small effects from heavy particles living at energies beyond the current experimen-
tal reach. The fact that direct searches for exotic states have, so far, been unsuccessful further
reinforces EFTs as essential elements of the LHC programme. An EFT not only parametrises
physics beyond the SM but is also useful in studying the origin of observed and potential devi-
ations. Correlations among observables can moreover help to connect the Wilson coefficients
predicted by specific high energy or ultraviolet (UV) models.
The issue of operator basis choice in an EFT arises from the possibility of relating cer-
tain sets of operators via field redefinitions, equations of motion and Fierz identities. Taking
from now on the case of the SM EFT, contributions from EFT to observables can come from
fixed combinations of Wilson coefficients up to these basis ‘rotations’. A number of popular
bases exist in the literature, such as the the so-called Warsaw basis [278], SILH (strongly inter-
acting light Higgs) basis [258, 353] and BSM primaries basis [508, 536, 537], from which the
recent works on the Higgs basis [509] are inspired. All of these represent equivalent descrip-
tions of deviations from SM interactions due to dimension-six operators, each with their own
conveniences and inconveniences. The subject of these proceedings is a recently introduced
tool, ROSETTA [538], which provides a translation framework between different EFT bases.
The program serves to emphasise the notion of basis independence, unifying basis descriptions
concerning a number of research purposes. While the basic functionality of ROSETTA is to
simply take a set of input values for the Wilson coefficients in a particular basis and translate
them to another basis, this opens the possibility for users of any particular basis choice to take
advantage of the array of EFT-related third-party software, such as eHDECAY [539] and MAD-
GRAPH5_AMC@NLO [191], assuming a certain basis for input, as well as to make use of
theoretical results obtained in a particular basis choice. These could be, for example, the re-
sults of a global fit of EFT parameters from current measurements [540–546] and projections
at future colliders [547, 548], or the recent calculation of the complete one-loop anomalous di-
mension matrix for the renormalisation group evolution/mixing of the Wilson coefficients and
their effects [535, 549–555], as well as other EFT-related studies.
In the following we describe some new interfaces developed for ROSETTA for determin-
ing compatibility of EFT parameters with existing data in a basis-independent way. We fo-
cus here on data concerning electroweak precision observables (EWPO) on- and off-Z peak
obtained at LEP complemented by a few hadron collider processes as well as selected mea-
surements at low energy scattering experiments. In addition, we also consider the Higgs sig-
nal strength measurements performed thus far at the LHC, and the double-Higgs production
rate measurement [150] using cluster analysis [367]. In all cases, we make use of previous
works [509, 541, 542, 556, 557], determining the Leading Order (LO) parametric dependence
of EWPO and Higgs production cross sections and branching fractions assuming either the
Higgs basis or an anomalous coupling description akin to the BSM Characterisation Lagrangian
(BSMC) of ROSETTA. The operator content of the BSMC is identical to that of the Higgs basis
apart from the non-imposition of the relations for ‘dependent’ parameters in terms of ‘inde-
pendent’ ones that connects it to the other dimension-six descriptions. This allows for the
1Note that respecting the SM global symmetries is a choice, which we follow henceforth.
2Relaxing flavor universality, the number of independent dimension-six operators grows to 2499 [535].
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calculation of a likelihood given a specific input of EFT parameters. The EWPO interface will
compute a first likelihood given an internally parametrised χ2-measure and covariance matrix in
the Gaussian limit, while the Higgs signal strengths likelihood will be obtained via an interface
to LILITH [558]. The two features are to be included in a new version of the code released
concurrently with this document.
The remaining sections of this document describe the implementations of the three new
ROSETTA interfaces. In all cases, the EFT is mapped to the physical observables in terms of the
Higgs basis parametrisation at the tree-level in the EFT power-counting. We refer the reader to
Ref. [509] for a comprehensive overview of this description. In Sec. 2 we summarise the method
by which the numerical likelihood from the EWPO has been obtained, briefly describing its
implementation in ROSETTA. In Sec. 3, we describe the connection to the Higgs signal strengths
and the ROSETTA interface to LILITH. In Sec. 4, the implementation of the anomalous coupling
description and the LHC double-Higgs analysis is described. Sec. 5 presents a summary of the
new features of ROSETTA, how to invoke them from the command-line as well various options.
Finally, in Sec. 6 we conclude.
2 Electroweak Precision Observables
SM EFT descriptions assuming a linearly realised EW symmetry breaking contain a large num-
ber of parameters. One may easily get lost in the parameter space when applying the formalism,
for example, to Higgs physics at the LHC. Fortunately, it turns out that many directions have
already been constrained at leading order by various precision measurements prior to or at
the LHC. Several works have derived these constraints for the general dimension-six EFT and
obtained likelihood functions in the multidimensional Wilson coefficient space [541–544] as-
suming various degrees of generality with respect to the flavour structure of the theory. For the
ROSETTA interface, we make use of results from Refs. [541,542], in which a characterisation of
a likelihood function using a large number of precision measurements is presented assuming an
arbitrary flavour structure. This way, the bounds are more robust, and hold for a larger class of
new physics scenarios. In addition, one can identify certain weakly constrained directions in the
flavour space of dimension-six operators, that may be interesting targets for future explorations.
In the analyses, tree-level contributions of dimension-six operators to the precision ob-
servables are taken into account. While the SM predictions for these observables are state-of-
art and typically include one- and/or two-loop contributions, all loop suppressed contributions
proportional to the Wilson coefficients of higher-dimensional operators are ignored. Further-
more, possible contributions from dimension-eight operators and higher are neglected as the
analysis is performed at O(v2/Λ2) in the EFT counting. This means that corrections to ob-
servables are linear in the dimension-six Wilson coefficients and stem from interferences with
the tree-level SM contributions. On the other hand, corrections proportional to squares of the
Wilson coefficients are of O(v4/Λ4), much like interference between the SM and the neglected
dimension-eight operators and are thus not taken into account. In any case, the experimental
constraints force the Wilson coefficients to be small such that their squares are negligible. It
may, however, matter if experimental constraints leave flat or weakly constrained directions
in the parameter space, as along such directions squares may be numerically significant. This
issue emerges in the context of LEP-2 constraints on anomalous triple gauge couplings (AT-
GCs) [556], although the flat direction is lifted once constraint from LHC Higgs searches are
taken into account [509]. One consequence of neglecting the squares is that the likelihood is
Gaussian, which is convenient for practical purposes.
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The experimental results used in this analysis originate from the LEP-1, LEP-2, Tevatron
and LHC colliders, as well as from low-energy precision experiments. Based on that input,
constraints on diagonal fermion-fermion-gauge boson vertex corrections δg, on ATGCs, and on
the Wilson coefficients of the four-lepton operators c4f are derived. The analysis assumes that
new physics corrections to the SM are well approximated by tree-level effects of dimension-
six operators. In particular, all dimension-six operators can be present simultaneously with
arbitrary coefficients (within the EFT validity range). The results are quoted as 1σ confidence
intervals for the EFT parameters together with the full correlation matrix, which allows us to
reproduce the Gaussian likelihood function in the space of these parameters.
2.1 Observables
The set of observables used in this fit can be summarised in the following categories, referring to
the tables provided in Appendix A (and references therein) for the central values, uncertainties
and SM predictions:
– On-shell Z- or W - boson production and subsequent decays to the SM fermions: The
measurements have been largely performed at LEP-1 for the Z-boson, and at LEP-2 for
the W -boson, and are also complemented by some Tevatron and LHC results for what
concerns the couplings to light and top quarks (Tables A.1 and A.2).
– Measurements above the Z-pole: The measurements have been performed by the LEP-2
experiments and constrain ATGCs and certain four-fermion operators.
– Low energy measurements: These provide additional sensitivity to four-lepton operators
by means of low-energy muon-neutrino–electron scattering at the CHARM, CHARM-II
and BNL-E734 experiments (Tab. A.3), parity-violating electron scattering at the SLAC-
E158 experiment and the decays of the τ and muon.
For the pole observables, the we have used SM predictions quoted in Tables A.1 and A.2 which
represent the state-of-art theoretical calculations. Whenever available, the central value quoted
in the Table 2 of Ref. [413] is used. The theoretical errors on the SM predictions are subleading
compared to the experimental errors on the measured quantities, and are therefore neglected.
Above the Z-pole, pseudo-observables for differential cross section measurements of W+W−
pair production are used along with total cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries
measured from fermion pair production, all performed at LEP-2 at several centre-of-mass ener-
gies [559]. The low energy neutrino scattering results are presented in terms of measurements
of the vector and axial couplings of the Z-boson to electrons, for which the SM predictions are
also given in Tab. A.3. The measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in Mö ller scatter-
ing was performed at the SLAC-E158 experiment [560] and is quoted in terms of the value of
the weak mixing angle at Q2 = 0.026 GeV2
s2θ(Q
2 = 0.026 GeV2) = 0.2397± 0.0013, (1)
for which the SM prediction [561] is 0.2381 ± 0.0006. The observables probing τ decays
correspond to the ratio of the effective Fermi constant of the muonic to the electronic decay of
the τ , parametrised by the four-lepton operator
L = −4Gτf√
2
(ν¯τ σ¯ρτ)(f¯ σ¯ρνf ), + h.c. with f = µ, e, (2)
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and with the Particle Data Group (PDG) values
Ae ≡ G
2
τe
G2F
= 1.0029± 0.0046, (3)
Aµ ≡
G2τµ
G2F
= 0.981± 0.018. (4)
Finally, for muon decays, the partial width Γ(µ → νµ e νe) defines the SM input parameter v
and is therefore unaffected by any EFT parameter. However, certain differential distributions
in polarized decays can offer additional information, usually presented in terms of the Michel
parameters [562]. From the EFT perspective the most interesting are the so-called η and β′/A
parameters, because they are the only ones that may receive contributions atO(1/Λ2) [563,564].
These parameters have been measured in an experiment at PSI [565]:
η = −0.0021± 0.0071, β′/A = −0.0013± 0.0036. (5)
2.2 Implementation
The multidimensional likelihood in the Higgs basis parameter space is built in using analytical
expressions for the contribution of the EFT parameters to each observable considered in the fit.
This is a synthesis of the work contained in several papers [509, 541, 542, 556]. The global χ2
function is constructed via the generic expression
Oi,th = Oi,SM + ~c · ~δOi,LO EFT, (6)
where Oi,SM is the SM prediction, while the leading order EFT corrections are noted by ~c ·
~δOi,LO EFT. The latter are linear in the vector of dimension-six parameters ~c and are computed
analytically. Then, given a set of measurements, Oi,exp ± δOi, the likelihood function is con-
structed as
χ2 =
∑
ij
[Oi,exp −Oi,th]σ−2ij [Oj,exp −Oj,th] , (7)
where σ−2ij = [δOiρij,expδOj]
−1 is calculated from the experimental errors and their correlations,
ρij,exp whenever known. Otherwise, no correlations (for i 6= j) are included.
The central values of the fit to the relevant Higgs basis parameters ~c0 obtained by minimis-
ing the likelihood function are summarised in Appendix A, along with their 1σ uncertainties δ~c
and the associated correlation matrix ρ. These form the basis of our implementation of the RO-
SETTA interface. From these quantities, the dependence of the global χ2 function on the full
parameter space can be reconstructed as a multivariate Gaussian,
χ2 =
∑
ij
[δc− c0]iσ−2ij [δc− c0]j, (8)
where σ−2ij = [δciρijδcj]
−1. This function is implemented in the EWPO interface of ROSETTA,
receiving an instance of a basis class, performing the required translation to the Higgs basis,
and outputting the value of the likelihood for that set of EFT parameters. This can also be
interpreted as a p-value given 36 fitted parameters via the survival function of a χ2 of that many
degrees of freedom. The fit is performed assuming both a general flavour structure and minimal
flavour violation (MFV).
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3 Single Higgs measurements
3.1 Signal-strengths
Given a particular EFT basis choice, it is relatively straightforward to map a given set of Wilson
coefficients into predictions for Higgs production cross sections and branching fractions, such
that the compatibility with existing measurements can be assessed. The simplest set of such
measurements are the so-called Higgs signal-strengths, presented in the κ-formalism as ratios of
predicted rates in a particular production channel X and decay mode Y to the SM expectation,
µX,Y =
σX × BR(h→ Y )×A× ε
[σX × BR(h→ Y )×A× ε]SM
. (9)
In this expression, σX denotes the production cross section and BR the decay branching frac-
tion, while an experimental acceptance times efficiency factor A× ε is also taken into account.
Assuming that A × ε for the new physics signal modelling is not significantly different from
the SM case, these experimental factors can be simplified to a ‘reduced efficiency’ X,Y such
that the combination of production cross section and branching ratio can be directly constrained
from the data
µX,Y = X,Y
σX × BR(h→ Y )
[σX × BR(h→ Y )]SM
= X,Y × σX
σSMX
× Γ(h→ Y )
ΓSM(h→ Y ) ×
ΓSMtot.
Γtot.
. (10)
This setup is then able to constrain models that predict a simple rescaling of the SM Higgs rates
using a combination of measurements of the Higgs production and decay products to date.
It goes without saying that the EFT framework contains far more information than can
be extracted by only measuring these rates, since the presence of new Lorentz structures and,
in particular, higher derivative interactions induce momentum-dependent vertices not present
in the dimension-four SM Lagrangian. Consequently, the signal-strengths do not represent the
optimal way to search for deviations due to higher-dimensional operators in the Higgs sector or
any other sector. However, it remains true that constraints from these measurements must be
satisfied to begin with when considering EFT effects in other observables. Furthermore, there
is already an established industry in making use of this data to provide limits on beyond the SM
scenarios with several, user-friendly, software packages available. For this reason, incorporating
this information into ROSETTA via an interface to LILITH, was deemed a useful addition to the
growing functionality of the package, which can now provide the compatibility with Higgs
signal-strength data to the EFT framework in a basis-independent manner.
3.2 Implementation
The theoretical ingredient for the rate measurement interface is a map from an EFT description
to predictions for Higgs signal-strengths computed relative to the SM expectation, i.e., the three
ratios of equation (10). More precisely, this necessitates the calculation of production cross sec-
tions, decay branching fractions and total widths. These have been computed semi-analytically
and reported in Ref. [509] as linear functions of the parameters of the BSMC assuming MFV.
ROSETTA incorporates these results such that input from any basis implementation is translated
to the BSMC (via the Higgs basis) and fed into the LILITH machinery to build the likelihood
and extract a χ2 measure of a given parameter point. LILITH keeps its own repository of exper-
imental signal-strength results that is periodically updated and from which the program derives
the likelihood. Extending the work documented in Ref. [509], the parametric dependence is
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retained up to quadratic order in the EFT parameters, i.e., up to order 1/Λ4. The question of
whether to include such terms in a given analysis will not be addressed here (see Ref. [350] for
a recent discussion on this) and will ultimately be left up to the user.
The implementation of these formulæ, summarised in Appendix B, is contained in the
SignalStrengths package found in Rosetta/interfaces. The key functions implemented
are production() and decay(), which are contained in the PYTHON modules of the same
name. ROSETTA’s Lilith interface makes use of these functions to create the xml input string
feeding the likelihood calculation function of LILITH.
4 DiHiggs channel
One of the key search modes for unveiling the nature of EW symmetry breaking at colliders
is the non-resonant production of a pair of Higgs bosons, that provides the first window on
the trilinear Higgs self-coupling. Of the several diHiggs production modes the most promising
for detection at the LHC is in the gluon-fusion channel [336]. Searches for diHiggs production
using LHC proton-proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV [150,356–358,358–
361, 566] have been performed by both ATLAS and CMS collaborations. The few results for
non-resonant diHiggs production have assumed the signal to have a SM-like topology, although
the SM cross section for gluon-fusion-induced diHiggs production is too low to be accessed
with LHC Run–I data.
As noted in several works, the signal topology is very sensitive to the details of the model
both in the SM, considering both the leading order and higher-order calculation cases [344,
345], as well as when considering new physics. This second case has been investigated in the
anomalous couplings/EFT approach, as shown for instance in Refs. [335, 367, 567], and also
in explicit models as illustrated in the works of Refs. [347, 568, 569] or in Chapter 11 of the
current proceedings, where diHiggs production is considered in the context of the presence of
vector-like quarks partners.
The number of anomalous couplings needed to define a point of the parameter space (rel-
evant for the production of a Higgs pair) is four or five, depending on whether the Higgs is
assumed to be part of a weak doublet. It is non-trivial to identify different regions of param-
eter space with specific signal topologies, with relevant differences compared to experimental
resolution. In particular in Ref. [367], a statistical classification was designed, defining a list of
clusters of parameter points, grouped together purely based on their kinematics. The approach
relies on the fact that at LO, gluon-fusion diHiggs production can be captured with only two
kinematical variables (the invariant mass of the diHiggs system and the angle between the Higgs
bosons and the beam pipe), as any 2→ 2 process. Moreover, all of the features that come on top
of the LO hard scattering matrix element (including the Higgs decay process that is assumed to
be Standard-Model-like), from parton showering and hadronization effects to detector effects,
are described by stochastic processes that do not carry new physics information.
Twelve benchmark points (representing the different clusters) are defined to be experi-
mentally studied, that can also be found in the Yellow Report 4 of the LHC Higgs Cross Sec-
tion Working Group [570], and represent targets of the next generation of experimental results.
Each parameter space point analysed is associated with one cluster, characterised (through its
benchmark) by a specific set of anomalous couplings, as shown in Table 1. These anomalous
couplings are defined by the Lagrangian
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Benchmark κλ κt c2 cg c2g
1 7.5 1.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0
2 1.0 1.0 0.5 -0.8 0.6
3 1.0 1.0 -1.5 0.0 -0.8
4 -3.5 1.5 -3.0 0.0 0.0
5 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.8 -1
6 2.4 1.0 0.0 0.2 -0.2
7 5.0 1.0 0.0 0.2 -0.2
8 15.0 1.0 0.0 -1 1
9 1.0 1.0 1.0 -0.6 0.6
10 10.0 1.5 -1.0 0.0 0.0
11 2.4 1.0 0.0 1 -1
12 15.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
SM 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 1: Parameter values of the final benchmarks selected by the clustering procedure with the choice
of Nclus = 12 (Table 1. of Ref. [367]). The third cluster is the one that contains the SM sample.
Lh = 1
2
∂µ h∂
µh− 1
2
m2hh
2 − κλ λSMv h3 − mt
v
(v + κt h+
c2
v
h h) (t¯LtR + h.c.)
+
1
4
αs
3piv
(cg h− c2g
2v
h h)GµνGµν , (11)
which has a one-to-one mapping to the BSM Characterisation Lagrangian of ROSETTA.
Each of the twelve benchmark points has a very characteristic topology at the generation
level, see the Figure 6 of Ref. [367]. For instance, there are benchmarks for which the pT
of the Higgs boson peaks at 50 GeV, typically related to the domination of the Higgs trilinear
coupling in the amplitude causing on-threshold production. In other clusters the Higgs boson pT
can peak around 150 GeV or more, when the interferences between the different diagrams leads
to a cancellation on the threshold. Clusters with intermediate behaviour in the Higgs boson pT
and/or double-peaked structures are also found, depending on the region of the parameter space
being probed. As and example of the usage of such a kinematical mapping, an analyzer that
compares the experimental data to the benchmark of cluster 3 (that happens to be the cluster
that contains the SM point) concludes that at 8 TeV the experiment excludes a signal of 0.69 pb
with this shape at the 95% C.L. (as the ATLAS limit [150] in the SM case). If one has in hand
the map of the parameter space points, such that one can identify those that are well described
by the SM-like signal topology, as well as the corresponding cross sections, on can determine
the level of compatibility of the points with the current data.
In Figure 1 we show the result of the above exercise. We present three slices of the
parameter space, where the left panel shows the (κλ, κt) plane, when κt is varied respecting all
constraints from single Higgs measurements. The middle panel shows the (c2, κt) plane, when
all the other parameters are fixed to their SM value. Finally, the right panel corresponds to the
(c2, cg) plane, when the linear-EFT condition cg = −c2g is imposed and all the other parameters
are fixed to their SM value. The contours are isolines of cross sections. The cross section
grows when κt increases with respect to its SM value. Downward-pointing triangles symbolise
clusters where the benchmark has a Higgs pT peaking at around 50 GeV or at a smaller value
(threshold-like clusters). Circles describe clusters whose benchmark has a Higgs pT peaking
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Figure 1: Distribution of nodes in various planes that contain the SM point. The different markers
represent the twelve clusters (see Table 1). The contours correspond to isolines of cross section. Cluster
3 represents the SM-like topology. The framed points are excluded if we consider the ATLAS limit for
the SM benchmark and assume the the Higgs boson decays SM-like. We extend the experimental limit
to all the clusters for illustrational purposes, with the caveat that this extension may be not valid, in
particular for threshold like clusters (cluster 7 and 12, see text).
around 100 GeV. Upward-pointing triangles describe clusters where the benchmark of the node
has a Higgs pT peaking around 150 GeV or more. Finally, crosses describe clusters that show a
double-peaking structure in the mhh distribution.
Black frames around the parameter space points signify that the point would be ex-
cluded by the limit of Ref. [150], assuming SM-like Higgs boson branching ratios and an
SM-like topology. The signal cross-section is calculated using the analytical parametrisation
as presented in the LHCHXSWG document [571], employing the SM diHiggs cross section
at NNLO+NNLL order in QCD [342, 345, 570]. Cluster 3 is the one that represents the SM-
like topology. As an illustration, we extend the experimental limit to all the clusters. This
approximation is rather non-trivial, as we extrapolate the experimental limit derived for one
kinematical topology (SM-like) to clusters that describe different topologies. In this sense this
figure is merely an illustration of the method.
The representation of results in this fashion is complicated and not very elucidating, es-
pecially if one wants to extract EFT constraints in more than four dimensions (considering also
the Higgs boson branching fractions). In particular, one can make use of the eHDECAY in-
terface provided by ROSETTA to get accurate predictions for the production cross-section times
branching fraction for each of the diHiggs channels analysed, in order to capture the full an-
alytical dependence of the rates predicted by the EFT. This procedure is implemented in the
dihiggs interface of ROSETTA. The non-trivial aspect of determining the compatibility of a
given point with the ATLAS analysis is to capture the effect of the modified kinematics on
the actual cross-section limit one should use. We therefore begin by simply approximating
this quantity by determining the nearest point in the anomalous coupling parameter space for
which the clustering procedure was performed in the scan of Ref. [367]. The cluster to which
that particular point was associated informs us on the limit to which to compare the computed
production cross-section times branching fractions, as the full analysis chain of the ATLAS
analysis has been performed for these points. By this method, the dihiggs interface informs
the user in a convenient way whether the non-resonant diHiggs analysis likely excludes a given
point in the EFT parameter space. We envisage, in the future a more detailed method of actually
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determining/approximating the actual likelihood of a given point, rather than a simple exclusion
flag.
5 ROSETTA command line interface
With the addition of several new interfaces, which could be useful both on their own and in
combination with others, we have created a new command-line interpreter to better suit the
various possible uses of ROSETTA. Each interface can be called via a particular command of
the type
bin/rosetta [OPTIONS1] INTERFACE [OPTIONS2] ARG
In addition, the original core translation method of ROSETTA can now also be called in this way.
Two possible sets of options can be defined. The first set defines the global options associated
with a particular ROSETTA run. This mostly controls the level of output to be printed to the
screen.
[OPTIONS1]
-h or –help This displays a help message and exits the program.
-s or –silent Suppress all output and take default answers to all questions.
-d or –debug Activate debug setting for verbose program output.
–force Take default answers to all questions.
After a given run, ROSETTA now creates two log files that are named rosetta.log and roset-
ta.suppressed.log. The first of these files contains the output of the programme as printed to
the screen. In contrast, the second of these files includes the output such as it would have been
printed to the screen in the case where the programme would have been run with the –debug
option.
With the INTERFACE keyword above, the user specifies the particular interface he/she
wishes to make use of. While each choice (namely translate, ehdecay, ewpo, dihiggs,
signalstrengths and defaultcard) includes a -h (or –help) option to inform users of
the features that have been implemented, dedicated options are available and will be detailed
below. Unless stated otherwise, the interfaces receive a single argument ARG that refer to a
path to an SLHA parameter card compatible with an EFT basis implemented in ROSETTA (the
defaultcard interface is a utility to generate a template for such a card).
translate
The core translation functionality of ROSETTA can now be called from the command-line in-
terface. It allows for the same options as the original translate executable that have been
documented in Ref. [538].
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[OPTIONS2]
-o or –output This allows for the specification of the name of the output
file, that is by default PARAMCARD_new.dat.
-w or –overwrite This allows the program to overwrite any pre-existing output
file.
–target This allows for providing the name of the basis into which
the translation occurs, the default being bsmc.
–ehdecay This allows to use the interface with the eHDECAY pro-
gram [353] for the calculation of the Higgs boson width and
branching fractions.
–flavor This allows to specify the treatment of the flavour struc-
ture relevant for the two-fermion operators, the default being
general and the other acceptable choices being universal
and diagonal.
–dependent This allows the program to also write out any dependent pa-
rameters calculated by the translation function to the output
file.
ehdecay
The eHDECAY interface may now be used on its own, to simply compute and report the Higgs
width and branching fraction in the form of an SLHA block from a given SLHA parameter card
in an implemented basis. This interface is also compatible with the –flavor option.
[OPTIONS2]
-o or –output Specify the name for a copy of the input SLHA card includ-
ing the decay block.
-w or –overwrite This allows the program to overwrite any pre-existing output
file.
–flavor This allows to specify the treatment of the flavour struc-
ture relevant for the two-fermion operators, the default being
general and the other acceptable choices being universal
and diagonal.
ewpo
The computation of the multidimensional likelihood described in Sec. 2 can be called with the
above command, using ewpo as the desired INTERFACE. As a result, the programme prints to
the screen the value of the likelihood together with the associated p-value of the parameter
point specified in the input SLHA card. It is also compatible with the –flavor option above
described, as the implementation of the calculation of the likelihood function has been achieved
assuming both a general and an MFV flavour structure. However, since the considered observ-
ables can only constrain the diagonal elements of the weak boson–fermion–fermion vertices,
the flavour-violating entries of the Wilson coefficients will not affect the likelihood.
signalstrengths
The evaluation of the Higgs signal strengths as described in Sec. 3 can also be invoked on its
own. The –flavor option is once again accepted but observables are restricted in sensitivity
to the diagonal elements of the flavour matrices, as with the ewpo interface above. The signal
strengths are computed including effects linear in the EFT coefficients by default. This can be
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modified by –squares option which includes the full quadratic dependence.
dihiggs
The ROSETTA programme can also be used to determine the cross section times branching
fraction related to non-resonant diHiggs production. This proceeds first by translating a given
input point into the BSM Characterisation Lagrangian (via the Higgs basis). It next combines
this information with the Higgs branching fractions as computed by the eHDECAY interface.
Finally, the values of the rates corresponding to the production of bb¯γγ, bb¯bb¯, bb¯ττ and γγWW ∗
final states are reported or can be selected individually using the available options. The –flavor
option is once again accepted, as well as the possibility of including the squares of the EFT
contributions via the –squares option.
[OPTIONS2]
–squares This tells ROSETTA to include the quadratic dependence of
the non-resonant diHiggs production cross section on the
BSMC Lagrangian parameters.
–channel This selects a particular channel for which to report the cross
section times branching fraction. The allowed values are
‘4b’,‘bbaa’, ‘bbtautau’ and ‘aaWW’.
6 Conclusion
The work presented in these proceedings represents the first steps towards confronting SM
EFT at LO with data in a basis-independent way via ROSETTA. We have covered the imple-
mentations of a global fit to Electroweak Precision observables (including select low-energy
scattering experiments and complemented by ATGC data from LEP, Tevatron and LHC), global
Higgs signal-strength constraints via an interface to LILITH, and constraints on non-resonant
di-Higgs production at the LHC. These were made possible making use of numerous works
deriving the parametric dependence of the observables in question on the SM EFT parameters
at LO. These are wrapped into interfaces of ROSETTA in order to extract the results of each
analysis starting from any basis implementation present in the program. In doing so, we have
also presented a new command-line interface for ROSETTA, through which all of these features
can be accessed. The culmination of the work reported here will be a new version of ROSETTA,
which we anticipate will be released at the same time as these proceedings. Looking ahead,
it is envisaged that the work documented here will evolve into a more general framework for
data compatibility for EFT using ROSETTA into which new measurements such as the essential
differential observables can be continually added.
Appendix
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A Measured values and SM predictions for observables
Tab. A.1, A.2 and A.3 summarise the measured values and the SM predictions for the precision
observables included in the fit introduced Sec. 2.1 and that were not mentioned in the main text.
Observable Experimental value Ref. SM prediction Definition
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952± 0.0023 [572] 2.4950
∑
f Γ(Z → ff¯)
σhad [nb] 41.541± 0.037 [572] 41.484 12pim2Z
Γ(Z→e+e−)Γ(Z→qq¯)
Γ2Z
Re 20.804± 0.050 [572] 20.743
∑
q Γ(Z→qq¯)
Γ(Z→e+e−)
Rµ 20.785± 0.033 [572] 20.743
∑
q Γ(Z→qq¯)
Γ(Z→µ+µ−)
Rτ 20.764± 0.045 [572] 20.743
∑
q Γ(Z→qq¯)
Γ(Z→τ+τ−)
A0,eFB 0.0145± 0.0025 [572] 0.0163 34A2e
A0,µFB 0.0169± 0.0013 [572] 0.0163 34AeAµ
A0,τFB 0.0188± 0.0017 [572] 0.0163 34AeAτ
Rb 0.21629± 0.00066 [572] 0.21578 Γ(Z→bb¯)∑
q Γ(Z→qq¯)
Rc 0.1721± 0.0030 [572] 0.17226 Γ(Z→cc¯)∑
q Γ(Z→qq¯)
AFBb 0.0992± 0.0016 [572] 0.1032 34AeAb
AFBc 0.0707± 0.0035 [572] 0.0738 34AeAc
Ae 0.1516± 0.0021 [572] 0.1472 Γ(Z→e
+
Le
−
L )−Γ(Z→e+Re−R)
Γ(Z→e+e−)
Aµ 0.142± 0.015 [572] 0.1472 Γ(Z→µ
+
Lµ
−
L )−Γ(Z→µ+Rµ−R)
Γ(Z→µ+µ−)
Aτ 0.136± 0.015 [572] 0.1472 Γ(Z→τ
+
L τ
−
L )−Γ(Z→τ+R τ−R )
Γ(Z→τ+τ−)
Ae 0.1498± 0.0049 [572] 0.1472 Γ(Z→e
+
Le
−
L )−Γ(Z→e+Re−R)
Γ(Z→τ+τ−)
Aτ 0.1439± 0.0043 [572] 0.1472 Γ(Z→τ
+
L τ
−
L )−Γ(Z→τ+R τ−R )
Γ(Z→τ+τ−)
Ab 0.923± 0.020 [572] 0.935 Γ(Z→bLb¯L)−Γ(Z→bRb¯R)Γ(Z→bb¯)
Ac 0.670± 0.027 [572] 0.668 Γ(Z→cLc¯L)−Γ(Z→cRc¯R)Γ(Z→cc¯)
As 0.895± 0.091 [573] 0.935 Γ(Z→sLs¯L)−Γ(Z→sRs¯R)Γ(Z→ss¯)
Ruc 0.166± 0.009 [574] 0.1724 Γ(Z→uu¯)+Γ(Z→cc¯)2∑q Γ(Z→qq¯)
Table A.1: Z-boson pole observables. The experimental errors within a set of observables separated by
two double lines are correlated, which is taken into account in the fit. Ae andAτ are listed twice: the first
number originates from the combination of leptonic polarisation and left-right asymmetry measurements
at the SLC collider, while the second number is issued from tau polarisation measurements at LEP-1.
The table also includes the model-independent measurement of the on-shell Z-boson couplings to light
quarks performed by D0 [575] and the measurements related to inclusive Drell-Yan Z-boson production
in CMS [576]. For what concerns the theoretical predictions, we have used the best fit SM values
obtained from GFITTER [413].
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Observable Experimental value Ref. SM prediction Definition
mW [GeV] 80.385± 0.015 [577] 80.364 gLv2 (1 + δm)
ΓW [GeV] 2.085± 0.042 [574] 2.091
∑
f Γ(W → ff ′)
Br(W → eν) 0.1071± 0.0016 [559] 0.1083 Γ(W→eν)∑
f Γ(W→ff ′)
Br(W → µν) 0.1063± 0.0015 [559] 0.1083 Γ(W→µν)∑
f Γ(W→ff ′)
Br(W → τν) 0.1138± 0.0021 [559] 0.1083 Γ(W→τν)∑
f Γ(W→ff ′)
RWc 0.49± 0.04 [574] 0.50 Γ(W→cs)Γ(W→ud)+Γ(W→cs)
Rσ 0.998± 0.041 [578] 1.000 gWq3L /gWq3L,SM
Table A.2: W -boson pole observables. The table also includes the measurement of Vtb from t-channel
single-top production, and the one of the inclusive Drell-Yan W -boson production cross section at the
LHC [576]. Measurements of the three leptonic branching ratios of the W -boson are correlated. For
what concerns the theoretical predictions of the leptonic branching ratios, we use the value quoted in
Ref. [559].
Experiment Ref. gV gA
SM prediction [579] −0.0396 0.5064
CHARM-II [580] −0.035± 0.017 −0.503± 0.0017
CHARM [581] −0.06± 0.07 −0.54± 0.07
BNL-E734 [582] −0.107± 0.045 −0.514± 0.036
Table A.3: Summary of the SM predictions and the experimental measurements of the vector (gV ) and
axial (gA) coupling strengths of the Z-boson to electrons as reported by the CHARM, CHARM-II and
BNL-E734 experiments
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A.1 Central values, uncertainties and correlation matrix of precision observable fit
We present below the central values resulting from the fit of the precision observables consid-
ered, to the relevant Higgs basis parameters ~c0, together with the associated 1σ uncertainties δ~c
and correlation matrix ρ. We refer to Sec. 2.2 for more information.
δgWeL
δgWµL
δgWτL
δgZeL
δgZµL
δgZτL
δgZeR
δgZµR
δgZτR
δgZuL
δgZcL
δgZtL
δgZuR
δgZcR
δgZdL
δgZsL
δgZbL
δgZdR
δgZsR
δgZbR
δg1,z
δκγ
λz
[c``]1111
[c`e]1111
[cee]1111
[c``]1221
[c``]1122
[c`e]1122
[c`e]2211
[cee]1122
[c``]1331
[c``]1133
[c`e]1133 + [c`e]3311
[cee]1133
[c``]2332

=

−0.37± 0.43
−1.43± 0.59
1.46± 0.70
−0.029± 0.028
0.01± 0.11
0.016± 0.058
−0.035± 0.027
0.00± 0.13
0.037± 0.062
−0.6± 3.0
−0.16± 0.36
−0.3± 3.8
1.3± 5.0
−0.37± 0.51
−1.0± 3.7
1.2± 1.7
0.33± 0.16
3± 15
2.9± 4.8
2.3± 0.8
−62± 37
−23± 23
65± 40
1.00± 0.39
−0.23± 0.22
0.23± 0.39
−3.7± 1.4
2.0± 2.3
1.0± 2.3
−0.9± 2.2
1.5± 2.6
1.8± 1.3
140± 170
−0.55± 0.64
−150± 180
1.9± 2.1

× 10−2.
We split the symmetric correlation matrix ρ as
ρ =
(
ρδg ρx
ρTx ρ4f+tgc
)
,
where ρδg consists of the correlations among the weak boson-fermion-fermion vertex correc-
tions, ρ4f+tgc of the correlations among the four-lepton effective couplings and the ATGCs, and
ρx of the cross-correllation between the two above sets of measurements.
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ρδg =

1. -0.08 -0.48 -0.07 -0.02 0. 0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0. 0. -0.02 0. -0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.
. 1. -0.68 -0.12 -0.04 0.01 0.09 -0.07 -0.05 -0.02 0. 0. -0.03 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 0.03 -0.05 -0.04 0.
. . 1. -0.15 -0.05 0.01 0.11 -0.08 -0.06 0.01 -0.01 0. 0.01 0. 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01
. . . 1. -0.11 -0.07 0.17 -0.06 0.03 0.01 0.08 -0.02 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.04 -0.38 0.04 0.04 -0.37
. . . . 1. 0.07 -0.05 0.9 -0.04 0. -0.02 0. 0. -0.01 0. 0.01 0.08 0. 0. 0.05
. . . . . 1. 0.02 -0.03 0.41 -0.01 -0.02 0. -0.01 0. -0.01 0. 0.08 -0.01 -0.01 0.01
. . . . . . 1. -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 0.07 -0.02 -0.01 0.12 -0.01 -0.01 -0.36 -0.02 -0.01 -0.41
. . . . . . . 1. 0.04 0.01 0. 0. 0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05
. . . . . . . . 1. 0.01 0.02 0. 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01
. . . . . . . . . 1. -0.07 0. 0.74 0.05 0.92 -0.14 -0.01 0.75 -0.09 0.
. . . . . . . . . . 1. 0. 0.02 0.29 -0.06 0.19 -0.11 0.03 0.02 -0.15
. . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0. -0.01 0. 0. 0.04 0. 0. 0.04
. . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0.03 0.71 -0.08 -0.01 0.94 -0.18 -0.01
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0.05 0.01 -0.19 0.06 0.06 -0.15
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. -0.44 -0.01 0.73 -0.08 0.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. -0.02 0. 0.23 -0.02
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. -0.02 -0.02 0.89
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. -0.32 -0.01
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. -0.01
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.

,
ρ4f+tgc =

1. 0.18 −0.98 0. 0. 0. −0.16 −0.01 −0.01 0.01 0.1 −0.04 0. 0. 0. 0.11
. 1. −0.38 0. −0.01 0. 0.46 0.02 0.02 −0.02 −0.28 0.12 0. 0. 0. −0.31
. . 1. 0. 0. 0. 0.06 0. 0. 0. −0.04 0.01 0. 0. 0. −0.04
. . . 1. −0.53 −0.08 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0.01
. . . . 1. −0.52 −0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.02 0. 0. 0. −0.02
. . . . . 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
. . . . . . 1. −0.22 −0.19 0.19 −0.38 −0.55 0. 0. 0. −0.14
. . . . . . . 1. 0.04 −0.04 −0.81 0.21 0. 0. 0. −0.03
. . . . . . . . 1. −0.98 0.06 0.18 0. 0. 0. −0.03
. . . . . . . . . 1. −0.07 −0.19 0. 0. 0. 0.03
. . . . . . . . . . 1. 0.12 0. 0. 0. 0.11
. . . . . . . . . . . 1. −0.01 0. 0. 0.07
. . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0.01 −1. 0.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. −0.01 0.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 0.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.

,
ρx =

−0.29 0.83 0.1 0. −0.01 0. 0.55 0.02 0.02 −0.02 −0.34 0.14 0. 0. 0. −0.37
0.02 −0.07 −0.01 0. −0.01 0. 0.79 −0.28 −0.24 0.24 −0.2 −0.77 0.01 0. 0. 0.11
0.14 −0.4 −0.05 0.01 −0.01 0. −0.86 0.19 0.16 −0.16 0.33 0.74 −0.01 0. 0. 0.29
0.02 −0.05 −0.01 −0.09 0.04 0.08 −0.14 0.06 0.03 −0.03 0.03 −0.21 0. −0.01 0. −0.17
0.01 −0.02 0. 0.01 0. −0.01 −0.05 −0.04 −0.03 0.03 0.07 −0.07 0. 0. 0. −0.05
0. 0. 0. 0.01 0. 0. 0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0.01 0. 0.02 0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0.01
−0.02 0.05 0.01 −0.08 −0.05 0.08 0.1 −0.02 −0.04 0.04 −0.05 0.14 0. 0.01 0. 0.12
0.01 −0.03 0. 0.01 0. −0.01 −0.08 −0.03 −0.02 0.02 0.07 −0.12 0. 0. 0. −0.09
0.01 −0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.06 0.02 0.01 −0.01 0.02 −0.08 0. 0.02 0. −0.07
0. −0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.02 0.01 0. 0. 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0. 0. 0. −0.01 0. 0.01 −0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.02 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0.01 −0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.04 0.01 0.01 −0.01 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0. 0.01 0. −0.01 0. 0.01 0.01 0. 0. 0. −0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. −0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.03 0.01 0.01 −0.01 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0.01 −0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.06 0.01 0.01 −0.01 0.02 0.02 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0. 0.01 0. 0.05 0. −0.05 0.03 −0.02 0. 0. 0. 0.05 0. 0. 0. 0.04
0.01 −0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.06 0.02 0.01 −0.01 0.02 0.01 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0.01 −0.02 0. 0. 0. 0. −0.05 0.01 0.01 −0.01 0.02 0.01 0. 0. 0. −0.01
0. 0. 0. 0.06 0. −0.05 0.01 −0.01 0.01 −0.01 0.01 0.01 0. 0. 0. 0.01

.
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B Numerical formulae for Higgs production and decay modes
We summarise here the numerical formulæ used for the calculation of the Higgs signal strengths
as implemented in ROSETTA. These have been calculated in Ref. [509] and have necessitated
in some cases a numerical integration over the parton density functions (PDFs). We have em-
ployed the leading order set of PDFs provided by the NNPDF collaboration [583]. The relevant
quantities are the ratio of the Higgs production cross sections and partial widths in each channel
to the SM predictions. For simplicity, we do not report the coefficients related to the quadratic
dependence of the observables on the Wilson coefficients, but they will be provided in the forth-
coming ROSETTA 1.1 manual.
B.1 Higgs production
Gluon fusion (ggh) gg → h:
σggh
σSMggh
'
∣∣∣∣1 + cˆggcSMgg
∣∣∣∣2 , (B.1)
where the coefficients and the relevant loop functions are defined by
cˆgg ' cgg + 1
12pi2
[
δyuAf
(
m2h
4m2t
)
+ δydAf
(
m2h
4m2b
)]
, (B.2)
cSMgg '
1
12pi2
[
Af
(
m2h
4m2t
)
+ Af
(
m2h
4m2b
)]
, (B.3)
Af (τ) ≡ 3
2τ 2
[(τ − 1)f(τ) + τ ] , (B.4)
f(τ) ≡
{
arcsin2
√
τ τ ≤ 1
−1
4
[
log 1+
√
1−τ−1
1−√1−τ−1 − ipi
]2
τ > 1
. (B.5)
As discussed in Ref. [584], it is appropriate to calculate cSMgg at the leading order accuracy in
QCD as the large K-factors are approximately common for cgg and δyu and cancel in the ratio.
Numerically, this gives
cˆgg ' cgg + (8.7δyu − (0.3− 0.3i)δyd)× 10−3, cSMgg ' (8.4 + 0.3i)× 10−3, (B.6)
σggh
σSMggh
' 1 + 237cgg + 2.06δyu − 0.06δyd. (B.7)
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Vector boson fusion (VBF) qq → hqq:
σV BF
σSMV BF
' 1 + 1.49δcw + 0.51δcz −
1.081.11
1.23
 cw − 0.10cww −
0.350.35
0.40
 cz
− 0.04czz − 0.10cγ − 0.02czγ. (B.8)
The three numbers appearing in the multiplying factors for cw and cz refer to the three LHC
collision energies of
√
s =7, 8, and 13 TeV. The dependence of the other parameters on the
collision energy being weaker, it can be safely ignored. Each LHC Higgs analysis in the VBF
channel uses a somewhat different selection strategy to isolate the VBF signal. The resulting
cross section therefore slightly depends on it. In the equation above, we have computed the
cross section numerically with MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [53] and generator selections on
the parton-level jets so that their transverse momentum satisfies pT > 20 GeV, their pseudora-
pidity |η| < 5 and the invariant-mass of a jet pair is greater than 250 GeV. Replacing the last
bound by 500 GeV affects the above numbers at the level of 5%.
Vector boson associated production (Vh) qq¯ → V h with V = W,Z:
σWh
σSMWh
' 1 + 2δcw +
6.396.51
6.96
 cw +
1.491.49
1.50
 cww (B.9)
σZh
σSMZh
' 1 + 2δcz +
5.305.40
5.72
 cz +
1.791.80
1.82
 czz +
0.800.82
0.87
 cγ +
0.220.22
0.22
 czγ. (B.10)
The triplet of numbers are once again related to the different LHC centre-of-mass energies.
Top pair associated production (tth) gg → htt¯:
σtth
σSMtth
' 1 + 2δyu. (B.11)
B.2 Higgs decays
Two-fermions h→ ff¯ .
Higgs boson decays into two fermions occur at the tree level in the SM via the Yukawa cou-
plings. In the presence of dimension-six operators, these are affected via corrections to the
Yukawa couplings,
Γcc
ΓSMcc
' 1 + 2δyu, Γbb
ΓSMbb
' 1 + 2δyd, Γττ
ΓSMττ
' 1 + 2δye, (B.12)
where the abbreviation Γ(h→ Y ) ≡ ΓY is used.
Vector bosons h→ V V
In the SM, Higgs decays into on-shell gauge bosons (namely into gluon pairs gg, photon pairs
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γγ, and Zγ associated pairs) occur only at the one-loop level. In the presence of dimension-
six operators, these decays are corrected already at the tree-level due to the existence of two-
derivative contact interactions of the Higgs boson with two vector bosons. The relative decay
widths are given by
ΓV V
ΓSMV V
'
∣∣∣∣1 + cˆvvcSMvv
∣∣∣∣2 , vv ∈ {gg, γγ, zγ}, (B.13)
where
cˆγγ ≈ cγγ − 0.11δcw + 0.02δyu, cSMγγ ' −8.3× 10−2, (B.14)
cˆzγ ≈ czγ − 0.06δcw + 0.003δyt, cSMzγ ' −5.9× 10−2, (B.15)
while cˆgg and cSMgg are defined in Eq. (B.2).
Four fermions h→ 4f
The decay process h → 2`2ν (where ` here stands for any charged lepton) proceeds via inter-
mediate W bosons. The related partial width is given by
Γ2`2ν
ΓSM2`2ν
' 1 + 2δcw + 0.46cw − 0.15cww (B.16)
→ 1 + 2δcz + 0.67cz + 0.05czz − 0.17czγ − 0.05cγγ. (B.17)
In the SM, the decay process h → 4` proceeds at the tree-level via intermediate Z-bosons. In
presence of dimension-six operators, intermediate photon contributions may also arise at the
tree level. If that is the case, the decay width diverges since the photon is massless. The relative
width Γ¯(h → 4`) is therefore regulated by imposing a selection on the dilepton invariant mass
of m`` > 12 GeV where the two leptons carry the same flavour. The width is given by
Γ¯4`
Γ¯SM4`
' 1 + 2δcz +
(
0.41cz − 0.15czz + 0.07czγ − 0.02cγ + 0.00cγγ
0.39cz − 0.14czz + 0.05czγ − 0.02cγ + 0.03cγγ
)
(B.18)
→ 1 + 2δcz +
(
0.35
0.32
)
cz −
(
0.19
0.19
)
czz +
(
0.09
0.08
)
czγ +
(
0.01
0.02
)
cγγ. (B.19)
The numbers in the columns correspond to the 2e2µ and 4e/µ final states, respectively. The
dependence on the m`` selection is found to be weak. Very similar numbers are obtained if we
replace the 12 GeV threshold by a 4 GeV threshold.
Given these partial widths, the associated branching fractions can be computed as BRY =
ΓY /Γ(h→ all), while the total Higgs decay width is given by
Γ(h→ all)
Γ(h→ all)SM '
∑
Y
ΓY
ΓSMY
.BRSMY (B.20)
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